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Abstract
The liver regulates a myriad of vital functions including bile acid synthesis,
hepatobiliary circulation, cholesterol homeostasis, drug metabolism, etc. This thesis
focuses on the use of a 3D in vitro model of liver to study the effects of compounds and
culture conditions on hepatobiliary transport and bile acid synthesis. In order to achieve
this goal, protocols were developed to perform hepatic transport studies of bile acids in
perfused 3D primary rat hepatocyte cultures. An established 2D sandwich culture model
was used as a foundation for evaluation of variations in protocol parameters including
culture medium composition and assay incubation times. In 2D sandwich cultures,
dexamethasone (DEX) was essential for the formation of canalicular networks, whereas
epidermal growth factor (EGF) disrupted the formation of these networks. Strikingly,
EGF promotes cellular re-polarization and canalicular network formation in perfused 3D
cultures, in contrast to its effect on 2D cultures. Perfused 3D cultures were found to have
greater bile acid transport capabilities and closer to in vivo expression of certain liver
transporters than 2D sandwich cultures on day 7. Perfused 3D cultures also had greater
bile acid synthesis on day 7 than 2D cultures, however this was inhibited by EGF in both
cultures. A numerical model was also developed for the reduction of experimental
measurements necessary to determine pharmacokinetic parameters of hepatic transport,
thus allowing for quantitative comparison of the effects of different culture conditions
and culture platforms on transporter activity. The result of this thesis is the adaptation of
a system for the study of hepatic transport and bile acid synthesis to 3D cultures. This
system has also been previously shown to maintain other liver functions such as drug
metabolism, and the work of this thesis thus allows for the concerted study of all these
functions and potentially others.
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Chapter 1
Introduction, Background and Motivation
The liver is one of the largest and most complicated organs in the human body. It
regulates such crucial processes as blood glucose levels, xenobiotic and endogenous
compound metabolism and excretion, and biliary production and transport[l1]. Thus, the
study of how the liver accomplishes these functions and how they can be altered is of
great scientific importance. However, because of the complexity of the liver, its functions
are not easily maintained in an in vitro environment[2-5]. The motivation of this project
centers on the need for an in vitro system that recreates the liver microenvironment and is
capable of long-term maintenance of bile acid synthesis and liver transporter function for
appropriate hepatobiliary disposition, and the study of the different effects that signaling
molecules and proteins can have on a system such as this and other widely-used in vitro
systems. This chapter centers on a review of these important liver functions, how they are
interrelated, and current in vitro systems for their study, is presented. Additionally, a
description of the key features of a microreactor system that has been characterized for
overall liver function[2] is provided with a brief discussion of modifications necessary to
increase its throughput and reliability.
1.1 Liver Architecture and Hepatobiliary Circulation
The liver is organized into four lobules and each lobule receives blood from the
portal triad, which transverses the liver sinusoid, and exits via the central, or hepatic,
vein[6, 7]. Three separate vessels comprise the portal triad: the hepatic artery, which
provides oxygenated blood from the heart to the liver; the portal vein, which provides
blood rich with nutrients and other chemicals from the intestine for further metabolism
and detoxification by the liver; the common bile duct, which drains bile from the liver

that will be deposited into the intestine during digestion[7-9]. Of course, each one of
these large vessels divides into complicated branched networks of portal venules, hepatic
arterioles, and bile ducts which supply or drain each sinusoid (Figure 1-lA & B). The
bile ducts are further branched into bile canaliculi which are small structures formed
between neighboring hepatocytes[7, 10].
To better understand how the liver achieves many of its functions, it is important
to comprehend the complexity of the liver microarchitecture. The region stretching a
single sinusoid from the portal triad to the hepatic venule composed mostly of a thin plate
of hepatocytes is named an acinus, which has three distinct zones from the triad to the
hepatic venule[10-12]. The acinus is composed of the parenchyma, which is a spongelike capillary bed structure composed primarily of thin plates of hepatocytes (or
parenchymal cells)[7]. The hepatocytes are the main cells of the liver, comprising 6065% of all cells in the liver and are responsible for most of the functions the liver
accomplishes [7]. Hepatocytes are known to have different phenotypes depending on
which of the three zones of the acinus they are located in because of the relative depletion
of oxygen in the red blood cells (RBCs) and exposure to other metabolites as blood
travels down the sinusoid from the triad to the hepatic vein (Figure 1-1 C) [6, 10-12].
Hepatocytes themselves have two different membrane domains to achieve their
various functions, which confer a high degree of polarization within the hepatocyte with
proteins being specifically expressed in only one domain[4, 6, 7]. The two main domains
are the apical, or canalicular, surface which form canalicular networks in which bile
components (bile acids, cholesterol, and other lipids) are deposited along with
hydrophobic xenobiotic metabolites and the basolateral, or basal, surface which interacts

with the extracellular matrix (ECM) and participates in cell signaling; this surface also
participates in the absorption of nutrients and xenobiotics from the blood[7]. The basal
surface is separated from direct contact with the blood coursing through the sinusoid by a
layer of ECM known as the Space of Disse, which is traversed by liver fibroblasts called
Stellate cells[7].
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The apical surface of the hepatocytes is separated from the basal surface by a
series of tight junctions (TJs) between neighboring hepatocytes. These TJs are comprised
primarily of transmembrane proteins, such as E-cadherin, occludin and claudins[5]. The
TJs help contain bile components within the bile canalicular space they create, and these

.........
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components drain to bile ducts which themselves drain into the common bile duct, which
constitutes part of a process known as hepatobiliary circulation.
Hepatobiliary circulation is a process by which bile is collected from the liver into
the common bile duct, the bile is then deposited into the intestine to aid in solubilizing
fats and other lipophilic compounds, and some of the bile components are then absorbed
into the portal blood flow which is then circulated back to the liver (Figure 1-2) [13].
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Figure 1-2: Visual representation of hepatobiliary circulation. Direction of flow is represented by
arrows, with bile flowing from the liver to the intestine and blood flowing from the intestine to the
liver. Processes within the liver and small intestine are expanded to the cellular level on the left. In
the liver, bile acids are mainly transported into hepatocytes by the sodium-taurocholate cotransporting polypeptide (NTCP), and excreted into the bile canaliculus by the bile salt export pump
(ABCB 11 or BSEP). In the intestine, bile acids are absorbed from the intestinal lumen by the ileal
bile acid transporter (IBAT) into intestinal epithelial cells and excreted into the portal blood flow
with the aid of the ileal bile acid binding protein (I-BABP). Other bile components are also shown
and their respective transporters outlined. Image taken from Lodish, H. et al., Molecular Cell
Biology, 2004.

1.2 Bile Acid Synthesis Pathways
Bile acids are essential for the appropriate digestion and solubilization of fatty
acids, cholesterol, steroids, lipid-soluble vitamins, bilirubin and other lipophilic

compounds[9, 13]. Bile acids are synthesized in hepatocytes, and secreted into bile
canaliculi, and ultimately into the intestine. Approximately 95% of secreted bile acids are
reabsorbed from the intestine where they enter the portal blood, and are subsequently
taken up by hepatocytes to be transported back into bile[9]. This process is called
enterohepatic bile acid circulation. Most bile acids are taken up from the portal blood
flow by Ntcp (Sodium taurocholate co-transporting polypeptide, or Slcl0al), and to a
lesser extent by Oatpl (Organic anion transporting protein 1, Oatplal or Slcolal), Oatp2
(Organic anion transporting protein 2, Oatpla4 or Slcola4) and Oatp4 (Organic anion
transporting protein 2, Oatplb2 or Slcolb2), into the hepatocyte and excreted into the
canalicular space by Bsep (Bile salt export pump, or Abcb1 1) [3, 14-25]. Another
component in enterohepatic circulation is Mrp3 (Multidrug-resistance associated proteins
3, or Abcc3) which excretes bile acids back into the sinusoidal blood flow; however, this
excretion is only significant when canalicular excretion is inhibited, a condition known as
cholestasis[26-28].
From the canaliculi, bile acids are collected in the gallbladder in humans or
transported directly into the intestine in rats. In the intestine, the bile acids serve as
detergents to break down, collect, and transport lipophilic substances[9]. From the
intestine, -95% of bile acids are directed back into blood circulation where it will be
taken up by hepatocytes again[9]. Only about 5% of bile acids are synthesized de novo by
hepatocytes in the liver at a rate of 2 nmol/mgprotein/day[29]. However, de novo
synthesis can be upregulated up to 6-10 fold if bile acid circulation is inhibited[30].
The synthesis of bile acids is a complicated process that begins with the oxidation
of cholesterol, and requires many of the cytochrome p450s (cyp450s), a superfamily of

enzymes among which are enzymes responsible for most phase I metabolism of drugs
and other xenobiotics (Figure 1-3) [4, 9, 31, 32]. The importance of this process is
underscored by the fact that 90% of actively metabolized cholesterol is converted to bile
acids[9]. The classic pathway of bile acid synthesis involves the hydroxylation of
cholesterol by cholesterol 7alpha-hydroxylase (cyp7al) at C7 . However, in the absence of
cyp7al, C27 hydroxylation by sterol 27-hydroxylase (cyp27al) initiates the "acidic"
pathway of bile acid synthesis and makes cholesterol a substrate for oxysterol 7alphahydroxylase (cyp7bl) mediated C7 hydroxylation, leading exclusively to the formation of
chenodeoxycholic acid and its derivatives[9, 31, 33]. Although there is low baseline
activity of this pathway, it can account for 25% of baseline bile acid production when
cyp7al pathway is inhibited, such as in Cyp7ali~ knockout mice, though this might not
be as important a pathway in rat[9, 31, 33, 34]. Subsequent hydroxylations and ring
structure modifications involve sterol 12alpha-hydroxylase (cyp8b 1, formerly cyp 12),
cyp27al, and enzymes involved in fatty acid beta-oxidation[9, 31]. Cyp8bl performs a
very important function as it is the enzyme that catalyses the hydroxylation at the C12
position in the ring structure, which subsequently leads to the formation of cholic acid
(CA), the major primary bile acid found in both humans and rats[9, 31]. Decrease in
cyp8b 1 activity, or increase of the relative synthesis of bile acids by the "acidic"
pathway, leads to an increase in chenodeoxycholic acid (CDCA), which is a more
hydrophobic bile acid than CA and a more potent repressor of cyp7al and cyp27al
activity and expression in rats[31, 35-38]. It has even been proposed that one of the
functions of the "acidic" pathway serves is to increase the relative amount of

hydrophobicity in the bile acid pool, in effect leading to a higher suppression of bile acid
synthesis[29].
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Over 98% of primary bile acids are conjugated to either taurine or glycine in the
rat and human, catalyzed by bile acid coenzyme A: amino acid N-acyltransferase
enzyme[39-42]. This enzyme seems to have no preference for conjugation with either
taurine or glycine, but seems to have a higher specificity for taurine in the rat. The
relative amount of taurine or glycine conjugated bile acids in the rat and human seems to

be completely dependent on the size of the hepatic taurine pool[41, 42]. Many other
species cannot conjugate bile acids to glycine, including mice, and this seems to be a
rather recent evolutionary adaptation[39, 40].

1.3 Liver Transporters Involved in Enterohepatic Circulation of Bile Components
Liver transporter proteins are essential in the appropriate uptake and excretion of all bile
components including bile acids, cholesterol, other lipids, conjugated and non-conjugated
xenobiotics, and bilirubin diglucoronoides (Figure 1-4) [16]. These proteins can be
divided into basolateral, or basal, and canalicular transporters.
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Figure 1-4. Major liver transporters of bile components. Depiction shows two neighboring
hepatocytes forming a bile canaliculus between them. Transporters depicted with the
direction in which they transport compounds and major compounds outlined. NTCP,
sodium taurocholate co-transporting polypeptide, transports bile acids (bile salts ions, BS~)
into hepatocytes; OATPs, organic anion transporting polypeptides, transport bile acids and
organic anions into hepatocytes; MDRl, multidrug resistance P-glycoprotein 1,transports
cytotoxic cations into bile while Mdr2 (MDR3 in human) transports phospholipids (PL);
BSEP, bile salt export pump, is believed to be the only transporter of monoconjugated and
unconjugated BS~ into bile; MRP2, multidrug resistance protein 2 mediates efflux of most
organic anions into bile including diconjugated BS- and bilirubin glucoronoides, while
MRP3, and other members of the MRP family, not depicted, facilitates basolateral efflux
of OA- and BS~; Cholesterol (Chol) is thought to be transported into bile by Abcg5/Abcg8
heterodimer (not depicted).

1.3.1 Basolateral Uptake Transporters
As mentioned previously, the main basolateral bile acid transporter is Ntcp (SlclOal),
which preferentially transports conjugated bile acids, and unconjugated bile acids to a
lesser extent, from the lumen into the cytosol[3, 17, 43]. The Oatp (Slcol) superfamily
transports a wide array of different organic compounds, including bile acids, organic
anions, various glucoronide, sulfate and glutathione conjugates, and some neutral and
type II cationic compounds. Oatpl, 2 and 4 (Slcolal, Slcola4, and Slcolb2) are the
Oatps most generally expressed in liver[15, 19-23]. Specific substrates for some Oatps
have been discovered, making the study of their specific activity in culture possible[19,
23, 44]. Notably, the cardiac pharmaceutical digoxin is specifically transported by
oatp2[44]. Other basolateral uptake transporters include the Oct (Organic cation
transporters, Slc22a) family, especially Octl in the rat, which transports small type I
organic cations such as tetraethylammonium[3, 45].

1.3.2 Basolateral Efflux Transporters
Along with basolateral uptake transporters, there are also efflux transporters on the basal
membrane. One major class of efflux transporter are the multidrug resistance proteins
(MRPs), which are part of the ATP-binding cassette (ABC) superfamily of
transporters [3]. Of most importance for bile transport in the rat hepatocyte are Mrp1 and
Mrp3, which can both transport bile acids out of hepatocytes, however their function
seems to only be significant during cholestasis[16, 27, 28]. Other members of the Mrp
family are also found on the basolateral membrane, such as Mrp4 and Mrp6, which
excrete organic anions primarily[3, 16, 46]. Finally, the Oat (Organic anion transporter,

Slc22a) family of transporters, with Oat2 and Oat3 being expressed in the rat liver,
perform basolateral excretion of many small organic anionic molecules[3, 16]. The
effects of these transporters in bile transport are not yet understood.

1.3.3 Canalicular Transporters
All known canalicular transporters are part of the ABC superfamily of proteins. The most
important in bile acid secretion is Bsep (Bile salt export pump, Abcb1 1), which appears
to be the only canalicular transporter of monoconjugated and unconjugated bile acids[3,
14, 25]. Mrp2 (Abcc2) is the only known member of the MRP family to be expressed on
the canalicular membrane and it is the predominant transporter of organic anions such as
diconjugated bile acids, bilirubin metabolites, glucoronoids, sulfate conjugates, and
glutathione[16, 47]. Absence of Mrp2, as in Dubin-Johnson disease, causes upregulation
of Mrp1 & 3 as they are specific for many of the same substrates and thus when biliary
excretion is not possible, urinary excretion is upregulated[3, 16]. Multidrug resistance Pglycoprotein (Mdrl, or Abcbl) preferentially transports hydrophobic cations with planar
aromatic rings[3]. This transporter has been very well studied for its involvement in
resistance of cancer cells to a wide array of chemotherapeutic agents[48]. Mdr2 (Abcb4)
has the primary function of excreting phosphotidylcholine into bile which allows for the
formation of large micelles in bile to suppress its detergent action during canalicular
transport[49, 50]. Finally, cholesterol and other neutral sterols are transported into the
bile canaliculus by a heterodimer of the Abcg5 and Abcg8 transporters, which are part of
a subfamily of the Abc transporters mostly constituted of half-transporters; this
mechanism has only relatively recently been established in mice and humans[5 1]. Other

members of the Abcg subfamily have also been detected on the canalicular membrane,
such as the breast cancer resistance protein (BCRP, or Abcg2), which homodimerizes and
transports sulfated conjugates of steroids and xenobiotics [3, 52].
The regulation of most of these transporters and bile acid synthesis enzymes is
very much interrelated, and it is dependent on the activity of many intracellular signaling
networks, which in turn are regulated by growth factors, such as epidermal growth factor
(EGF).

1.4 Regulation of Bile Acid Synthesis and Liver Transporter: A Role for Epidermal
Growth Factor
The processes of bile acid synthesis and hepatobiliary transport are very
interrelated and share many common transcription factors as regulators. Activation and
inhibition of these transcription factors can be affected by the activity of kinases involved
in the epidermal growth factor (EGF) signaling pathway[3, 9, 16, 31, 53, 54].
One of the most important factors in regulation of bile acid synthesis is farnesoid
X receptor (FXR) [3, 54]. FXR is activated by bile acids, especially non-conjugated
hydrophobic bile acids like CDCA and deoxycholic acid (DCA), a CDCA derivative
synthesized by intestinal flora[54-56]. When activated, FXR heterodimerizes with
retinoic acid X receptor (RXR) in order to bind to the FXR response element (FXRE) of
genes; this heterodimerization is common for other X receptors as well. The FXR/RXR
heterodimer upregulates the transcription of small heterodimer partner (SHP), which
binds to the liver receptor homologue- 1 (LRH-1) and suppresses its activity but not its
binding to the LRH response element (LRHRE) in the promoter region of the cyp7al

gene and the SHP gene promoter region, which shows the potential for SHP-mediated
feedback inhibition of its own expression (Figure 1-5) [57-59]. LRH-1 is necessary but
not sufficient for the transcription of cyp7al mRNA[9]. Another transcription factor
which is necessary to promote cyp7al transcription is liver X receptor (LXR), which also
binds to RXR in order to bind to its response element (LXRE)[59]. LXR is activated
when cholesterol or some oxysterols bind to it and seems to serve the purpose of
increasing bile acid production in order to regulate cholesterol homeostasis[32, 59, 60].
The basal level of cyp7al expression, and of cyp8bl expression as well, seems to be
regulated by the hepatocyte nuclear factors (HNFs), particularly HNF4-alpha[61-63]. The
regulation of cyp8b 1 by SHP is different than cyp7al, SHP interacts with the binding of
HNF4-alpha to LRH-1 and thus inhibiting the activity of these transcription factors[9, 62,
64, 65]. However, there is evidence of a bile acid binding site in HNF4-alpha within two
overlapping LRH-1 binding sites, providing a SHP-independent pathway for cyp8bl
regulation[62]. Cyp27al is also regulated by similarly by HNF4-alpha and LRH-1, and is
repressed by FXR-dependent and SHP-dependent pathways, as well its expression being
repressed by bile acids similarly to cyp7al [35, 66]. However, the turnover rate of
cyp27al mRNA and protein is approximate 10 times slower than cyp7al and its
expression is very well maintained in cultured rat hepatocytes[67].
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bile acid synthesis regulation.
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The regulation of liver transporters involved in the direct transport of bile acids is
also regulated by FXR and SHP[3]. Of note, is the direct involvement of FXR/RXR
heterodimer in promoting the transcription of Bsep mRNA, with LRH-1 modulating this
activity[68, 69]. FXR also suppresses the expression of Ntcp through the action of SHP
binding to retinoic acid receptor-alpha (RAR-alpha)/RXR heterodimer[70]. RAR-alpha
seems to be the main transcription factor involved in Ntcp transcription regulation, which
may be because of the high amount of retinoids in the liver conferring liver-specific
expression of Ntcp[7, 71]. Mrp2 also seems to be upregulated by activated FXR, though
Mrp2 is also upregulated by activation of RAR-alpha, pregnane X receptor (PXR), and

constitutive androstane receptor (CAR)[46, 71, 72]. In fact, Mrp2 expression can be
upregulated by bile acids and phenobarbital in both FXR4 and PXRi' mice[73].
Interestingly, expression of Mrp3, which transports bile acids and organic anions out of
the hepatocyte on the basolateral membrane, is similarly regulated, except for lacking
regulation by FXR or RAR-alpha[27, 28, 74-76]. PXR is activated by many compounds,
including many xenobiotics, but can also be activated by many bile acid, especially
highly hydrophobic ones like lithocholic acid (LCA)[73, 77]. PXR or CAR activation
also increases the expression of Oatp2. Though the factors regulating the other two main
Oatps in the rat liver are still not well known; their expression is affected by tumor
necrosis factor-alpha (TNF-alpha) and interleukin-1 beta (IL-lbeta) [24, 74, 78, 79].
Interestingly, Oatpl seems to be expressed uniformly in the rat liver, while Oatp2 & 4
seem to be expressed more in the pericentral region, a distribution hypothesized to
facilitate complete removal of important compounds from blood before it leaves through
the central vein[20, 79].
Along with regulation of the Oatps and Mrps, PXR also seems to regulate the
expression of Mdrl, a canalicular organic cation efflux transporter[80, 81]. However, the
most important consequence of PXR activation is that it also upregulates expression of
cyp450s involved in drug metabolism, most importantly cyp3A[3]. Therefore, this is a
mechanism for drug metabolism to also be upregulated during cholestasis by bile
acids[77].
Other transporters of bile components are also regulated by receptors involved in
the regulation of bile acid synthesis. Notably, the canalicular cholesterol efflux
transporter heterodimer Abcg5/Abcg8 is upregulated by LXR, which itself is activated by

cholesterol[82]. This is probably another mechanism of maintenance of cholesterol
homeostasis in hepatocytes. Finally, the regulation of Mdr2, which exports phospholipids
into bile, is not regulated by any of these transcription factors but by the peroxisome
proliferator activated receptor-alpha (PPAR-alpha) as shown by stimulation of fibrates
and other peroxisome proliferators[83, 84].
Though these are the direct regulatory mechanisms of bile synthesis enzymes and
liver transporter proteins, their regulation is also intrinsically affected by the activity of
several kinase signaling pathways, which are also activated or affected by the EGF
signaling pathway.

1.4.1 EGF Regulation of Bile Acid Synthesis Enzymes and Liver Transporter Proteins
EGF has many effects on different liver functions and these have been researched
extensively in vivo and in vitro. Its relationship to bile acid synthesis and transport is
complicated and acts through many different pathways.
EGF binds to and activates the EGF receptor (EGFR), a receptor tyrosine kinase
(RTK). This initiates a cascade of downstream signaling events through activation of
mitogen-activated protein kinases (MAPKs), such as p3 8MAPK, protein kinase C (PKC),
extracellular signal-regulated kinase 1/2 (ERK1/2, also known as p44/p42MAPK),
phosphotidylinositol 3-kinase (PI3K), and Akt (also known as protein kinase B, PKB)
(Figure 1-6, Figure 1-7) [13, 85-92]. In the presence of EGF, EGFR is rapidly
endocytosed[85, 91, 92]. EGFR endocytosis can lead to its ubiquitination and degradation
but signaling can also continue while the receptor-ligand complex traffics through the

endosomal pathway[85, 89]. The feedback mechanism in the activation of kinases
involves several interlinked signaling and transcriptional networks[86, 88, 93].
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The regulation of bile acid synthesis and liver transporter expression and
localization by kinases is multifaceted. One of the main ways that kinases affect bile acid
synthesis is by regulating the expression of cyp7al. c-Jun NH12-terminal kinase (JNK)
and cJun, JNK/cJun have been reported to be activated by bile acids in an FXRindependent manner and causing the downregulation of cyp7al expression[94, 95].
JNK/cJun may achieve this downregulation after activation by bile acids of Fas receptor
(FasR, also called CD95) signaling in a Fas ligand (FasL)-independent manner, and this
activation can cause the binding of EGFR to FasR inducing a pro-apoptotic response in
the rat liver by hydrophobic bile acids[94, 96].
EGF and EGFR can have a more direct effect on bile acid biosynthesis. EGF can
upregulate the expression of cyp7al through the signaling for the phosphorylation of the
hinge domain on LRH-1 through activation of ERK1/2 within the first 24 hours of

exposure to this growth factor[97]. Phorbol 12-myristate 13-aldehyde (PMA), a potent
PKC activator, was also reported to increase the expression of cyp7al through
phosphorylation of LRH- 1; however, Crestani et al showed that while there is an increase
of Cyp7al expression within the first 24hrs of incubation with PMA, PMA actually
inhibits the expression of Cyp7al after prolonged exposure[97, 98]. Cyp7al can also be
upregulated by the activation of p38MAPK, which then promotes the phosphorylation and
increased DNA binding of HNF4-alpha. This activation of HNF4-alpha leads to greater
transcription of cyp7al, but the phosphorylation of HNF4-alpha also leads to its
degradation[53]. Insulin, which activates p38 MAPK, promotes HNF4-alpha
phosphorylation and cyp7al upregulation after initial exposure but the effect is negligible
after -20hrs of exposure[61]. This time-dependent deactivation of p3 8 MAPK activity is
consistent with prolonged EGF exposure[99]. However, hepatocytes cultured for very
long periods with EGF and hepatocyte growth factor (HGF) have been shown to have
similar to, or higher than, in vivo levels of HNF4-alpha gene and protein expression and
other liver-specific transcription factors[2, 100].
Activation of p38MAPK and PKC can also influence the localization and expression
on liver bile acid transporters. p3 8 MAPK has been shown to increase the localization of
BSEP to the canalicular membrane, increasing canalicular excretion of bile acids, through
a PKC-dependent pathway, especially through Ca 2+-independent PKC isoforms[101].
However, PKC-zeta, part of the atypical PKCs and Ca 2+-independent as well, seems to
increase the translocation of Ntcp to the plasma membrane, increasing bile acid uptake,
through a pathway activated by cyclic-AMP (cAMP) which is PI3K/Akt dependent[102].
This indicates that p38MAPK and P13K pathways induce the translocation of both the

uptake and excretion of transporters, therefore overall increasing the cycling of bile acids
through the hepatocyte. Interestingly cAMP does not have an effect on cyp27al
expression, and therefore seems not to have an effect on the "acidic" pathway of bile acid
synthesis[67].
Activation of Ca2 -dependent PKC isoforms (cPKCs) stimulate internalization of
Bsep contributing to cholestasis in the rat liver, and has similarly been associated with
internalization of Ntcp in hamster hepatocytes[103, 104]. This indicates that cPKC
activation contributes to severe cholestasis in the liver. One more piece of evidence is
that cPKC activation leads to the migration of Mrp2 from the apical membrane to the
basolateral membrane, possibly causing depolarization of the rat hepatocyte in vivo[105].
The effects of cPKCs on bile secretion seem to be antagonized by the activation of
ERKl/2 and p38M

, therefore the effects of EGF may be to increase flow of bile acids

to combat non-obstructive cholestasis[ 106, 107].
The complicated role of EGF and kinases in the regulation of bile acid synthesis
and transport is compounded by the fact that bile acids themselves can serve as signaling
molecules. Their effect is not only limited to feedback signaling of their own
homeostasis, but they can activate signaling pathways that influence seemingly unrelated
behaviors as will be discussed in the following subsection.

1.4.2 Bile Acid Signaling Within the EGF Signaling Pathway
As discussed before, bile acids have a very potent effect in regulating their own
biosynthesis and transport through many transcription factors, including FXR, SHP,
PXR, and LRH- 1[9, 31, 108]. It has been well documented that bile acids can modulate

the levels of both the classic and alternative pathway of bile acid synthesis in the rat and
human, though there might not be as much regulation of the acidic pathway in the
mouse[35-37, 109, 110]. More recently, the ability of bile acids to activate EGFR and
other kinase signaling pathways has been described. Bile acids can have many effects,
such as stimulation of cAMP synthesis and promoting apoptosis, on cells other than
hepatocytes, including liver endothelial cells through binding and activation of TGR5, a
bile acid responsive G-protein coupled receptor (GPCR) which stimulates cAMP
synthesis, gastric carcinoma cells through TGR5-induced EGFR phosphorylation,
Kupffer cells through TGR5 activation, intestinal cell derived cell lines like Caco2 cells
through the activation of EGFR and the MEK/ERK cascade, pancreatic acinar cells
through P13K-mediated depolarization and eventual apoptosis and pathogenesis[l 11119]. Bile acids have been implicated in carcinogenesis in the gastrointestinal tract,
including the upper intestinal tract in humans with longer lifespan and therefore longer
exposure than rodent models[1 17, 120]. Even though bile acids can have this myriad of
effects on cell types other than hepatocytes, the rest of this section will focus on
hepatocytes, since they are of most importance to the work of this thesis.
Much evidence is accumulating that bile acids activate signaling kinases in
hepatocytes. One of the pathways by which bile acids can cause these activations is the
activation of EGFR which can then activate many other kinases, but they can also
activate PKCs and JNK in an EGFR-independent manner (Figure 1-8) [94, 96, 104, 112,
121-125]. Phosphorylation of EGFR by bile acids seems to be mediated by a G proteincoupled receptor (GPCR)-dependent pathway, in particular involving Gia[121].
Activation of EGFR seems to have the downstream effect of activating ERK1/2, P13K

and Akt, and p3 8 "^AK [91, 123, 124, 126]. As discussed previously, activation of these
kinases can then exert effects on bile acid synthesis and bile acid transport. Bile acids can
also activate JNK/cJun in a Fas receptor-dependent, ligand-independent manner[94-96].
This activation can then also cause EGFR binding to FasR (CD95) and subsequent
formation of death-inducing signal complex (DISC) in a pro-apoptotic response.
However, the formation of these complexes can be inhibited by P13K, which can be
activated by EGFR[96, 124]. Bile acids have also elicited a proliferative response in
hepatocytes in in vitro culture and after partial hepatectomy, possibly through the EGFR
signaling pathway[127].
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Figure 1-8: Activation of EGFR and other kinases by bile acids. Bile acids can activate many
kinases including EGFR which leads to a MAPK cascade and ERK1/2 activation leading to a
proliferative response. Jnk activation can lead to a pro-apoptotic response. Figure taken from
Nguyen et al, 2008.

Bile acids are also important players in the regulation of glucose homeostasis
through many signaling pathways including EGFR (Figure 1-9) [122]. Bile acids can
stimulate the intracellular concentration of Ca2 , which can increase glycogen
breakdown, but can also activate cPKC-mediated decrease in bile acid uptake[128, 129].
Activation of PKC-alpha and -delta by bile acids has also been linked to decreased
synthesis of cAMP, which can decrease glucagon sensitivity, but also has the effect of
decreasing activation of PKC-zeta which increases localization of Ntcp to the basolateral
membrane[102, 104, 125, 128, 130].
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Figure 1-9: Signaling pathways activated by bile acids. Bile acids activates EGFR which can
activate the insulin receptor (IR) and P13K. Bile acids can also inhibit the formation of cAMP
by activation of G protein-coupled receptor Gia. Intracellular Ca2' concentration and reactive
oxygen species formation (ROS) in the mitochondria is also affected by bile acids. These
signals can ultimately affect glucose homeostasis by modulation of glycogen phosphorylase
(GP) and glycogen synthase (GS) activity, but can also have many other cell signaling effects.
Image taken from Nguyen et al, 2008.

In summary, bile acids seem to activate two pathways which have opposite effects
on cell survival and cell proliferation. By activating EGFR, bile acids increase bile acid
transport and, initially, bile acid synthesis[61, 97, 101, 106]. However, hydrophobic bile
acids or high concentrations of bile acids (cholestasic conditions) activate Fasreceptor/JNK-dependent pro-apoptotic responses, and decrease in bile acid synthesis and
bile acid uptake[94-96]. Moreover, this JNK-mediated response can be inhibited by
P13K, which is also activated by bile acids by an EGFR-dependent pathway[96]. This
outlines a complex interwoven feedback process of bile acid homeostasis through kinasedependent pathways, which can have many effects on cell survival, proliferation and cell
death. EGF signaling, kinase activation, and bile acid concentration and composition can
also have a great influence on cell-cell interactions and tissue structure.

1.5 Cell Junctions: Effects of Epidermal Growth Factor Signaling
Cell junctions in hepatocytes can be subdivided into three categories: anchoring
junctions (including adherens junctions and desmosomes), tight junctions, and gap
junctions (Figure 1-10) [5]. Anchoring junctions are involved in attaching cells to each
other and can be divided into adherens junctions, which involve mainly the
transmembrane proteins E- and N-cadherin and cytosolic catenin isoforms (alpha, beta,
and gamma) in hepatocytes, and desmosomes, which involve the transmembrane proteins
desmogleins and cytosolic plakophilins and desmoplakins in hepatocytes[131-145].
Adherens junctions are formed primarily of homodimers of cadherins extending from
neighboring cells with the intracellular members anchoring the cadherins to
microfilaments[133, 145, 146]. These junctions are highly Ca -dependent and can be

modulated by extracellular Ca2+ concentration[145, 147]. Desmosomes, which are also
Ca 2 +-dependent, form primarily heterodimers of transmembrane components of
neighboring cells and their intracellular components bind primarily to intermediate
filaments[136, 148].
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Figure 1-10: Major types of cell junctions. (a) Anchoring junctions include adherens
junctions and desmosomes, which are cell junctions that attach one cell to another. (b)
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junction are outlined. Image taken from Vinken et al, 2006.

Tight junctions in hepatocytes seal off the apical region of the cell membrane
from the basolateral membrane region. These junctions ensure that components in the
bile canaliculi do not diffuse out into the lumen[5]. The primary transmembrane
components of tight junctions in hepatocytes are occludin, claudins (1, 2 and 3),
junctional adhesion molecule 1 (JAM 1) and the coxsackieadenovirus receptor[ 149-157].
The primary cytosolic components of tight junction in hepatocytes include postsynaptic
density protein-95/disc large protein/zonula occludens- 1 (PDZ) domain-containing
proteins, such as zonula occludens (ZO) 1 & 2, and non-PDZ-containing proteins, such as
cingulin and 7H6 antigen[151, 158-165].
Gap junctions provide pathways for intercellular communication between
neighboring cells and for waves of signaling along a sinusoid[5, 6]. Gap junctions are
primarily made up of connexon channels developed between adjacent cells that are made
up of bundles of six connexin proteins (Cx) with Cx32 and Cx26 being the main Cx
proteins in hepatocytes[ 166-172]. Gap junctions allow for the passive diffusion of many
small messenger molecules such as cAMP, inositol triphosphate (IP3) and ions[173].
Cell-cell interaction formation and stability can be affected by the activation of
many kinases including EGFR[135, 146, 174-176]. Phosphorylated EGFR has been
associated with the tyrosine phosphorylation of beta- and gamma-catenin, which disrupts
the interaction of catenins with cadherins and reduces the number of adherens
junctions[174, 176]. EGF stimulation has also been associated with higher rates of Ecadherin internalization and recycling in epithelial cell lines[177]. The expression of Ecadherin on cell membranes and their dimerization between cells is not only necessary
for the formation of adherens junctions, it is also necessary for the subsequent formation

of tight junctions[ 175, 178-180]. PKA is associated with the prevention of the
disassembly of tight junctions after the disruption of E-cadherin dimers, however it is
also associated with the disruption of de novo formation of tight junctions[175, 181].
Inhibitory G-proteins, especially G-alpha-i proteins, have been associated with increased
paracellular permeability involving colocalization with ZO- 1[182-185]. One of the main
kinases associated with tight junction regulation are PKCs, especially atypical PKCs
(aPKCs, including zeta and lambda isoforms). aPKCs are associated with the recruitment
of ZO- 1 and alpha-catenin to the cell membrane and an increase in the formation of tight
junctions[175].
EGF exerts pleiotropic effects on cell-cell interactions. As discussed before,
activated EGFR can phosphorylate beta-catenin and disrupts the formation of cadherincatenin complexes, and stimulation of cells with EGF increase E-cadherin
internalization[174, 176, 177, 186]. However, EGF is also associated in the stimulation in
hepatocytes of cell membrane ruffling and spheroid formation in a P13K-dependent
pathway[187-189]. EGF activation of the P13K pathway also seems to decrease
expression of Cx32 and claudin-1 in cultured proliferative rat hepatocytes, which may
also involve a p38MAPK-dependent pathway[190-193]. Proliferative hepatocytes in vivo,
after partial hepatectomy, demonstrate a transient increase in ZO- 1, E-cadherin, claudin1, and claudin-3, with a decrease in the expression of Cx32[191, 192, 194]. The effects of
partial hepatectomy on claudin-1 and Cx32 have been shown to be mediated by p38MAPK
activation[192]. Hepatocytes after partial hepatectomy have also been seen to have
transient activation of p38 M^K, Akt, and MAPK, and higher activation and
internalization of EGFR[191, 192, 195]. These effects are similar to those observed by

EGF exposure[92]. There is some evidence that the EGF mediated decrease in Cx32
expression is related to phosphorylation of Cx32 by activated EGFR[196]. Upregulation
of claudin-2 has been associated with p38MAK-dependent and P13K-dependent
pathways[155, 197]. Occludin upregulation is also mediated by a P13K-dependent
pathway[ 155]. The EGF mediated decrease in apical localization of tight junction
components may be reduced by activation of PKA and PKA activation is greater in
hepatocytes with greater ECM and cell-cell junctions[198, 199].
Interestingly, EGF has been shown to protect tight junctions in endothelial cells
from the intestinal and colonic mucosa and in kidney cells after chemical stress by
acetaldehyde and bile acids. These cell types all express similar tight junction
components as hepatocytes[200-203]. This indicates that EGF may have a paradoxical
effect on tight junction formation where it may protect tight junctions when cells are
under stress while it may disrupt tight junction formation in quiescent cells. This is
similar to the paradoxical effects of PKA and G-proteins which inhibit the dissociation of
tight junctions but also inhibit the de novo formation of these structures[175].
Understanding of the many components and regulatory pathways involved in the
formation and modulation of tight junctions in cultured hepatocytes, including the effects
of media components on these structures, is of great scientific interest as it can provide a
tool for the study of canalicular transport of chemical compounds including bile acids.

1.6 Formation and Modulation of Tight Junctions and Canalicular Networks in
Cultured Primary Hepatocytes
The de novo formation of tight junctions in cultured hepatocytes and the effects of
media components on these structures and the polarization of these cells have been
extensively studied. The formation of canalicular networks in hepatocytes cultured under
certain conditions and the ability to modulate these networks have been used to study
canalicular transport of many chemical compounds including bile acids[147, 204-220].
One of the most widely-used system for this purpose is the collagen gel sandwich culture
system in which hepatocytes are seeded on a layer of gelled collagen type I and after
enough time for cell attachment a second layer of gelled collagen type I is laid on top of
the cell cultures[206, 221]. However, other sandwich culture systems, such as
hepatocytes cultured on absorbed collagen type I overlayed with Matrigel@ matrix, have
also been used to study biliary transport of bile acids and other chemical compounds[204,
214].
Canalicular networks in these hepatocyte cultures can be disrupted by removal of
Ca 2+ions, which causes disruption of the tight junctions between the cells[147]. The
disrupted canaliculi have been shown to remain open -60 min after Ca 2 + is replenished in
these cultures, which allows for differences in transport of compounds within hepatocytes
and into canalicular networks to be measured[l47]. Studies have observed that formation
of canalicular networks and re-polarization of transporters occurs over -4 days in culture,
however other studies have shown that there is a significant decrease of liver specific
functions and transcription in these cultures over -7 days in culture[2, 209, 210].

Interestingly, transmission electron microscopy studies of similarly cultured hepatocytes
have provided some evidence that EGF can decrease the formation of canalicular
networks in these cultures [207].
Other hepatocyte culture systems have also been shown to develop extensive
canalicular networks, including systems which allow for hepatocytes to have a threedimensional configuration. These systems include spheroidal cell aggregates and roller
bottle organoid cultures[100, 222-224]. EGF was seen to increase tissue and ECM
formation in all of these studies and it was observed that these effects were concentration
dependent in some of these studies[100, 188, 189, 223, 224]. This effect could be
attributed not only to the effect of EGF on hepatocytes but also to its effect on nonparenchymal cells in these 3D cultures. Even though polarized canalicular networks have
been observed in several of these cultures, hepatobiliary transport rate studies have not
been conducted in 3D systems. Hepatocyte cultures in a single-unit in vitro 3D
physiological perfused model in an environment that mimics many aspects of in vivo
liver have been shown to have closer to in vivo expression of liver-specific genes, drug
metabolism activity and other liver-specific functions than 2D sandwich cultured
hepatocytes, and these functions were maintained for longer than 7 days in culture[2].
However, formation of canalicular networks and hepatobiliary transport studies had not
been conducted in these cultures. Adaptation of transport study protocols developed for
2D sandwich cultures is necessary to conduct long term studies of the effects of different
culture conditions and chemical compounds on hepatobiliary transport in in vitro
hepatocyte cultures.

1.7 Single-Unit In Vitro 3D Physiological Perfused Model
A single-unit in vitro 3D physiological perfused model of the liver has been
previously described and liver specific functions in primary rat hepatocyte cultures in this
system have been extensively studied (Figure 1-11) [2, 225]. This system was designed to
mimic many aspects of the in vivo liver microenvironment, including the length scales of
the acinar and sinusoidal unit. It also allowed for media flow through the hepatocyte
culture tissues at rates which allowed the system to mimic in vivo oxygen concentrations,
allowing for possible zonation of hepatocytes. Primary rat hepatocyte cultures in this
perfused 3D system were observed to maintain closer to in vivo rates of albumin and urea
secretion, drug metabolism, and liver specific gene transcription than 2D collagen type I
sandwich cultures over 7 days in culture[2, 225]. It should be noted that description of the
development and design of this system, as well as all the findings in this system
previously described, is detailed in the thesis of Anand Sivaraman and in Sivaraman et al,
2005, and the reader is referred to these documents for further detail on this subject[2,
225]. Although this system has been shown to maintain liver specific functions over time
in culture, it is cumbersome to set up and maintain each single-unit system. Therefore a
multi-unit version of this system is desirable to conduct studies comparing the effects of
different conditions on hepatocyte cultures.
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Figure 1-11: Single-unit in vitro 3D physiological perfused model. Hepatocytes in reactor
channels as perfused with culture medium and form tissue-like structures which remain viable
over long term culture and maintain liver phenotype as compared to other in vitro culture
systems. Image taken from Sivaraman et al, 2005.
1.8 Multi-Unit In Vitro 3D Physiological Perfused Model
A multi-unit version of the single unit reactor was developed to increase the
number of conditions and replicates that can be analyzed in a single experiment involving
3D perfused cultures of hepatocytes. The multi-unit 3D model was designed to allow
facile adaptation of functional assay protocols developed for 2D hepatocyte cultures to
perfused 3D cultures. In designing this new device, it was desirable for the format to be
similar to multiwell culture plates to allow for the used of multichannel pipettors and
other standard laboratory supplies and devices.
The multi-unit device was designed and developed by Dr. Karel Domansky and
Walker Inman, under the supervision of Prof. Linda G. Griffith. The multi-unit device

consists of 12 reactor/media reservoir pairs in a culture plate-like format (Figure 1-12).
Each reactor/reservoir pair consist of an upper open chamber and lower closed chamber
which are separated by two 5[tm filters. The lower chamber contains a set of
microfabricated, pneumatically-actuated, pumping chambers to produce culture media
flow. The pumping chambers are actuated by a programmed controller which regulates
positive and negative air pressure below the membrane sealing off each pumping
chamber. The positive and negative pressure regulates whether each chamber is open or
closed. The chambers are opened and closed by the controller resulting in a peristaltic
motion producing culture media flow through the hepatocyte cultures. The closed
chamber below the hepatocyte cultures contains a flexible membrane which acts as a
flow capacitor that reduces flow pulsatility through the cultures.
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Figure 1-12: Multi-unit in
vitro 3D physiological
perfused model of liver in
multiwell plate format. (a)
Photograph of device
showing 12 culture medium
reservoir/reactor pairs. (b)
Cross-sectional view of one
reservoir/reactor pair
showing upper and lower
chambers, pneumaticallyactuated microfabricated
valves and pumping
chamber, and flow capacitor
to attenuate flow pulsatility.
(c) Polycarbonate scaffold,
filter and support scaffold
assembly. Hepatocytes are
seeded into channels in
polycarbonate scaffolds. (d)
Phase contrast image of
perfused 3D cultures.

Hepatocytes are seeded and maintained in an array of 300 mX230pm (DIA X D)
channels fabricated on a polycarbonate scaffold. Similar to the single-unit system, the
dimensions of the channels were designed to mimic the length-scale of the liver acinus,
and flow rates were optimized to modify inlet and outlet oxygen media concentrations to
mimic periportal and pericentral concentrations as well as to mimic sinusoidal blood flow
rate in the liver. A 5ptm filter is located below the polycarbonate scaffold which produces
uniform culture media flow through each channel. A plastic support is placed below each
filter to provide mechanical support for the filter and scaffold setup. A description of the
development and design of this system is detailed in the thesis of Walker Inman, and the
reader is referred to this document for further detail[226].
This multi-unit device allows for easier adaptation of functional assay protocols
developed for 2D sandwich cultures to perfused 3D primary rat hepatocyte cultures. Of
specific interest for the work presented in this thesis is the adaptation of hepatobiliary
transport protocols, which have been widely used to study in vitro bile acid transport as
detailed in previous sections of this chapter[ 147, 208-210, 212-215].

1.9 Overall Thesis Objective and Specific Aims
The overall objective of this thesis is to use perfused 3D hepatocyte cultures
which have been shown to maintain liver specific functions in long-term culture to study
the effects of culture conditions and media components on hepatobiliary transport and
bile acid synthesis. Successful completion of this goal would provide an in vitro system
for the concerted study of several liver-specific functions in long-term culture, including
drug metabolism, transcription of liver-specific transcripts, and albumin secretion, with

hepatobiliary circulation and bile acid homeostasis. To achieve this overall objective, the
specific aims of this thesis are as follows:
1. Development and adaptation of bile acid transport functional assays for perfused
3D hepatocyte cultures.
a. This will require determination of the effect of varying media component
concentrations and cholestatic agents on bile acid transport in 2D
sandwich cultures. This will provide information about the appropriate
media component concentrations to be used for perfused 3D hepatocyte
cultures, and the expected effects of these components and cholestatic
agents on these cultures.
b. This will also require the determination of the effect of modification of
different protocol parameters on bile acid accumulation in perfused 3D
hepatocyte cultures.
c. The protocol parameters should be determined so that studies of the
effects of culture condition, media components or chemical agents on bile
acid transport in perfused 3D hepatocyte cultures can be conducted
robustly. Of special interest is that differences in bile acid accumulation
measured can be attributable to the conditions being studied and not to
idiosyncratic variations from experiment to experiment.

2. Determination of the effects of media components on hepatobiliary transport and
bile acid synthesis in long-term perfused 3D hepatocyte cultures.

a. Of specific interest will be the effect of EGF on perfused 3D cultures.
Characterization of the effects of EGF on tissue morphology and
polarization, bile acid transport, and bile acid synthesis will be performed.
Measurement of protein and gene expression of specific transporters, bile
acid synthesis enzymes and transcription factors will also be conducted
both in perfused 3D cultures and 2D sandwich cultures.
b. EGF is of specific interest because of the potentially paradoxical effects
that have been observed on tissue morphology and canalicular networks
formation in 3D and 2D cultures.

3. Develop a numerical modeling approach to minimize bile acid transport
measurements necessary to quantitatively assess the effects of experimental
conditions on bile acid transport in perfused 3D hepatocyte cultures.
a. A stochastic numerical model will be constructed to predict the reliability
and robustness of quantitative measurements of bile acid transport kinetic
parameters under varying experimental conditions. Assessment of the
effects of reducing the number of measurements conducted on the
reliability and robustness of determined kinetic parameters will be
measured using this numerical model.
b. Sensitivity analysis of this predictive model will be conducted to assess
the applicability of the model predictions to expected experimental results,
and the limitations of this model will also be explored through this
analysis.

Chapter 2

Effects of Epidermal Growth Factor and Dexamethasone Media
Concentrations on Bile Acid Transport

2.1 Introduction
The development of an in vitro system for the concerted study of the effects of
liver specific functions on hepatobiliary transport is of great interest. In order to establish
a system such as this, it is first important to determine the effects of different media
components on canalicular network formation and bile acid transport in 2D primary rat
hepatocyte sandwich cultures, an in vitro system widely used in hepatobiliary transport
studies[147, 208-216]. Of particular interest are the effects of dexamethasone (DEX), a
glucocorticoid steroid widely used in hepatocyte cultures, and epidermal growth factor
(EGF), which has also been used widely for the establishment and maintenance of
hepatocyte cultures[4, 67, 92, 187, 199, 207, 213, 216, 218, 221, 227-229].
As described in the previous chapter, EGF has been shown to promote the
attachment of hepatocytes to layers of ECM proteins (e.g. collagen type I) and the
development of tissue-like structures in in vitro hepatocyte cultures[100, 187-189, 207,
221, 227]. However, EGF has also been observed to decrease canalicular network
formation in 2D hepatocyte sandwich cultures[207]. EGF has also been shown to elicit a
proliferative response in monolayer hepatocyte cultures on collagen type I, although this
response seems to be arrested by the addition of a second layer of matrix[4, 227]. EGF
also activates a variety of signaling pathways, including the PI3K/Akt pathway and the

p38MAPK pathway, which can affect a myriad of liver specific functions including bile
acid synthesis and hepatobiliary transport[53, 61, 92, 101].
DEX is a glucocorticoid steroid that has been widely used as a media component
for in vitro hepatocyte cultures because it has been shown to retard hepatocyte
dedifferentiation and increase cell-cell interactions and cell attachment[5]. It is
commonly used as a way to maintain drug metabolism activity in hepatocyte cultures as it
is a powerful inducer of cyp3a, one of the main phase I drug metabolism enzymes in the
liver[4]. It has also been shown to increase canalicular network formation and alter
mRNA expression of hepatic transporter proteins in 2D sandwich cultured
hepatocytes[213, 229]. However, it has been observed that high doses of DEX (100pM)
can decrease hepatic transport of bile acids in 2D sandwich cultures by decreasing the
expression of Ntcp, the main bile acid uptake transporter of the liver[213]. Nonetheless,
studies on the effects of low doses (<0.1 IM) of DEX on bile acid transport in 2D
sandwich cultures have not been published. It is important to determine how sensitive
measurable bile acid transport capability is to changes in DEX concentration in the
culture media. Conducting these experiments in 2D sandwich cultures may provide
insight to appropriate culture media conditions for perfused 3D culture studies.
The effects of these media components on canalicular network formation and bile
acid transport requires experimental measurement of transport using a set of compounds
that are transported by transporters other than bile acid transporter proteins. Of special
interest are transport studies with 5(and 6)-carboxy-2',7' -dicholorofluorescein diacetate
(CDF-diacetate) and digoxin, which have both been shown to be transported and
accumulated in canalicular networks in 2D sandwich cultures[212, 215]. CDF is

transported into canalicular networks by Mrp2 and digoxin is transported by Mdrla/b, as
opposed to bile acids which are transported into canalicular networks by Bsep[210, 212,
214, 215].
One of the main objectives of this thesis overall is to provide an in vitro system
for hepatocyte culture in which long-term effects of culture conditions on hepatobiliary
transport and bile acid synthesis can be determined. It is thus desirable to establish that
bile acid transport in this system can be affected by cholestatic agents. A broad spectrum
inhibitor of hepatobiliary transport is cyclosporin A (CyA), which has been used to
inhibit bile acid transport in 2D sandwich cultures [219]. Supraphysiological levels of bile
acids (>10 M) can also affect hepatobiliary transport significantly[16, 46]. However, the
effects of prolonged exposure to these compounds on bile acid transport have not been
determined in hepatocyte cultures.
In this chapter, the effects of varying DEX and EGF concentrations on bile acid
transport and canalicular network formation were determined. [3 H]-TCA, digoxin, and
CDF transport studies were conducted to differentiate effects on transporter expression
and canalicular network formation. Finally, the effects of 24hr exposure to CyA and
supraphysiological bile acid concentrations on [3H]-TCA transport were determined as
well. These studies provide a foundation for defining the medium composition for use
with perfused 3D cultures.

2.2 Materials and Methods
2.2.1 Chemicals
3
[3 H] Taurocholic acid ([3H]-TCA; 5 Ci/mmol, >95% purity), [ H]digoxin (40

Ci/mmol, >97% purity) and UltimaGoldXR scintillation fluid (Perkin Elmer Life
Sciences, Boston, MA, USA); Blendzyme* III and Complete® protease inhibitor cocktail
(Roche Applied Science, Indianapolis, IN, USA); Dulbecco's modified Eagle's media
(DMEM, w/sodium pyruvate, low glucose, pyridoxine HCl, w/o phenol red, glutamine),
phosphate buffered saline (PBS), fetal bovine serum (FBS), insulin, epidermal growth
factor (EGF), Trizol® LS reagent and 5(and 6)-carboxy-2',7'-dicholorofluorescein (CDF)
diacetate (Invitrogen/Gibco, Carlsbad, CA, USA); anti-human/rat actin and anti-rat
Oatpla4 (rat Oatp2) antibodies (Chemicon, San Diego, CA, USA); anti-human/rat MRP2
(M2111-6) antibody was obtained from Alexis Biochemical (San Diego, CA, USA); RIPA
buffer (Teknova, Hollister, CA, USA); HRP-conjugated anti-rabbit and anti-mouse
secondary antibodies (Amersham, Piscataway, NJ, USA); EGTA, dexamethasone (DEX),
gentamicin, essentially-fatty-acid-free bovine serum albumin (faf-BSA), bovine serum
albumin (BSA), TCA, cyclosporin A (CyA), Hanks balanced salt solution (HBSS,
w/NaHCO 3 , w/o phenol red) (Sigma Chemical Co, Saint Louis, MO, USA); ITS*,
Matrigel® (w/o phenol red) and rat tail collagen type I (BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA,
USA); all other chemicals and reagents were purchased at analytical grade from
commercial sources.

2.2.2 Primary Liver Cell Isolation
Primary cells were isolated from male Fisher rats weighing 150-180 gm using a
modification of the Seglen 2-step collagenase procedure as described previously [2, 230,
231]. Blendzyme III was used as the digestion enzyme instead of collagenase. Following
isolation, the cell suspension DAG (DMEM w/2g/ml BSA, and 50mg/l gentamicin) was
centrifuged two consecutive times at 50g (3min each) to obtain a hepatocyte rich fraction,
and each time the supernatant was discarded, the cells were resuspended in 50ml of
DAG. The final cell viability, as determined by trypan blue exclusion using a ViCell
counter, was in the 90-95% range with cell density in the 8-13X10 6 cells/ml range.

2.2.3 Preparation of 2D Sandwich Cultures
Biocoat® Collagen Type I 24-well plates (BD Biosciences) were incubated with
350p.L per well of plating hepatocyte growth media (pHGM; DMEM supplemented with
5% FBS, 4 mg/l insulin, 0.1

sM DEX, 0.03 g/l

L-proline, 0.1 g/l L-ornithine, 0.305 g/l

niacinamide, 2 g/l D-(+)-galactose, 1 mM L-glutamine, 50 mg/l gentamicin, 54.4 [g/l
ZnCl 2, 75 [g/l ZnSO 4 -7H 2 0, 20 pg/l CuSO4 -5H 2 0, 25 [tg/L MnSO 4) overnight. Medium
was aspirated off plates immediately before seeding. Primary hepatocytes from isolation
were diluted in ice-cold seeding HGM (sHGM; pHGM w/1IiM DEX) to a concentration
of 106cells/mL, and 350pL of this dilution were added to each well. 2-3 hours postseeding, plates were gently shaken and wells were washed with 350RL of warm pHGM
twice to remove non-adherent cells. 24 hours post-seeding, Matrigel* aliquots were
thawed on ice and diluted to a protein concentration of 0.25 mg/mL in ice-cold modified
hepatocyte growth medium (mHGM; pHGM supplemented w/ITS and 2g/l faf-BSA, w/o

insulin and FBS). Cold pipette tips were always used when pipetting any Matrigel®
dilution. Plates were very lightly shaken to remove any non-adherent cells, and 350p.L of
ice-cold Matrigel® dilution were added to each well. Plates were incubated at 37'C
immediately. Medium was replaced with 350tL of warm mHGM every 24 hours for the
duration of culture. Unless otherwise noted, all cultures were incubated in an
environment at 37'C, 5% CO2 , and 95% humidity. Where noted, EGF at concentrations
noted was added to all seeding and maintenance culture media. Where noted, DEX
concentrations were modified in all seeding and maintenance culture media. For some
studies, cyclosporin A (CyA) or TCA at concentrations noted were added to culture
medium on day 3 post-seeding for 24hr, on day 4 cells were washed 3X with warm
mHGM without CyA or TCA and either harvested or incubated at 37'C for 30min before
transport studies were conducted.

2.2.4 Analysis of Hepatobiliary Transport in 2D Sandwich Cultures
Cultures were washed 3X with 500[d of either standard HBSS or Ca2+-free HBSS
(modified HBSS w/o Ca2+ or Mg 2 +,w/1IM EGTA) and incubated for 10min in either
buffer. Cultures were then incubated in standard HBSS with either 2M CDF-diacetate
w/ 1:1000 Hoechst stain, 1IM [3H]digoxin, or lOM [3H]-TCA for 15min unless
otherwise noted. Cultures were then either imaged (CDF) or rinsed vigorously 3X with
ice-cold standard HBSS, 200[1 of RIPA buffer was added to each well for cell lyses, and
plate was put on a shaker for >20 min. 150[d of the cell lysate from [3H]-TCA or
[3 H]digoxin accumulation studies were then analyzed using liquid scintillation
spectroscopy (LS 6500 scintillation counter, Beckman Coulter, Inc., Fullerton, CA,

USA). Total protein concentration was determined using microplate method of the
MicroBCA kit[232] (Pierce Biotechnology, Rockford, IL, USA) as described by the
manufacturer. The bile excretion index (BEI) was calculated as the difference in
accumulation in cultures with intact bile canaliculi-like structures and those with
disrupted bile canaliculi-like normalized by the accumulation in cultures with intact
canaliculi to give the percentage canalicular accumulation of the substrate[147].

BEI =
where:

BEI

[TCA]CELLS+BC -[TCA]CELLS-BC
[TCA]CELLS+BC

=

*

100%

Bile Excretion Index

[TCA]CELLS+BC=

the accumulation of TCA in the cells and canaliculi
as measured by incubation of cultures in TCA after
pre-incubation in a Ca2+-rich environment

[TCA]CELLS-BC=

the accumulation of TCA in the cells with disrupted
canaliculi as measured by incubation of cultures in
TCA after pre-incubation in a Ca 2+-free
environment

BEI for [3 H]digoxin were calculated similarly. The differences in accumulation between
groups were analyzed with Student's t test and a p-value < 0.05 was considered
statistically significant.

2.2.5 Light and Fluorescence Microscopy
Daily phase contrast images and fluorescent CDF and Hoescht stain images of 2D
cultures were visualized on a Zeiss Axiovert 100TV inverted fluorescent microscope
(Carl Zeiss Inc, Thornwood, NJ, USA) and acquired with a QImaging Retiga camera
(QImaging, Surrey, BC, Canada). The microscope was fitted with a mercury lamp and
filters for fluorescence microscopy.

2.3 Results
2.3.1 Imaging of Effects of EGF and DEX on Canalicular Network Integrity
Phase contrast imaging of 2D sandwich cultures was used to observe dosedependent effects of EGF on the integrity and morphology of canalicular networks
(Figure 2-1). Dose-dependent effects of DEX were also studied as this substrate is known
to also have an effect on the attachment of hepatocyte to ECM and promotes
development of tight junctions [5, 233, 234]. As the concentration of DEX increases the
presence of canalicular networks seems to increase along with a prominent cuboidal
shape and punctate nuclei in the cells, indicative of nucleus integrity, while lack of DEX
resulted in a flattened cell shape, hollow nuclei, and greater cell detachment (Figure 2-1
a, b & c). The presence of EGF seems to have a deleterious effect on the integrity of the
structures independent of dosage along with a flattened cell shape and a greater number
of hollow nuclei (Figure 2-1 d & e). These findings are consistent with EGF's effect of
reducing the number of cell junctions in primary rat hepatocyte cultures [207].
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Figure 2-1: Phase contrast
imaging of dose-dependent
effects of DEX and EGF on
2D sandwich cultures, day 4
post-isolation. a, b, c:
increasing medium
concentrations of DEX from

0 nM, 30 nM and 100 nM,
respectively, no EGF. d, e:
increasing medium
concentrations of EGF from
2 ng/ml and 20 ng/ml,
respectively, lOOnM DEX.
White arrows, canalicular
networks; red arrows,
punctate nuclei; blue arrows,
hollow nuclei
To assess the functionality and integrity of these structures, retention of CDFdiacetate (not fluorescent), which is hydrolyzed to CDF (green fluorescent) and quickly
transported into canalicular networks was imaged[210, 215]. Congruent with phase
contrast imaging, the network of canaliculi-like structures is more prominent, regular, and
consistent when EGF is not present in the medium (Figure 2-2a) then when it is (Figure
2-2c). However, in the presence of EGF, CDF appears to be concentrated in punctate
structures within the cell. These structures could indicate the presence of intracellular
vesicles containing canalicular transporters, which have been observed in hepatocytes
lacking tight junction proteins[235]. This method also demonstrates that a Ca2 '-free
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environment completely disrupts the tight junctions and leaves the structures completely
disrupted (Figure 2-2 b & d).

Figure 2-2: Cultures incubated with CDF-diacetate which is cleaved to CDF
(green) and shuttled to canaliculi-like structures. Nuclear staining with Hoechst
stain (blue). Images a & c pre-incubated in a Ca 2*-rich environment. Images b & d
pre-incubated in Ca 2*-free environment. Images from: a and b, 2D sandwich
cultures (day 4), no EGF; c and d, 2D sandwich cultures (day 4), 20ng/mL EGF.
White arrows, canalicular accumulation of CDF; red arrows, intracellular CDF
accumulation.
2.3.2 Effects of DEX and EGF Concentration on [3H]-TCA transport
In order to assess the effects of DEX and EGF on canalicular network formation
and transporter activity, [3H]-TCA transport was measured in 2D sandwich cultures in the
presence of increasing doses of EGF and DEX [213]. Transport was assessed by adding
10[M [3H]-TCA to the culture buffer and assessing total accumulation after 15min
incubation in matched pairs of cultures that had been pre-treated to exhibit either intact

_

--,

,

(Cells+BC) or disrupted (Cells-BC) bile canalicular networks during the 15 min
accumulation period. The accumulation levels are affected by the uptake and efflux rates
of [3 H]-TCA while the difference in accumulation between culture with intact and
disrupted canalicular networks is affected mostly by the baseline integrity and
development of these canalicular networks. The bile excretion index (BEI) was calculated
as described in the previous section to compare the transport capabilities of each culture.
The BEI and canalicular [3 H]-TCA accumulation of 2D sandwich cultures increases as
the concentration of DEX increases while the effect of EGF was not ameliorated by
decreasing concentration (Figure 2-3). This is consistent with DEX's effect at promoting
cell-cell junctions while EGF inhibits these[5, 207, 217, 233, 234]. However, the dosedependent effect of DEX on [3H]-TCA accumulation and transport may be biphasic as
higher doses of DEX have been shown to reduce the expression of Ntcp, the main uptake
transporter of TCA, and [3 H]-TCA accumulation in sandwich cultured hepatocytes[213].
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2.3.3 Effects of EGF on [3H]Digoxin Transport
Having observed that EGF may decrease the formation and integrity of
canalicular networks in 2D sandwich cultures, the effect of 0.2ng/ml EGF on [3H]digoxin
transport, which is mainly transported into canalicular networks by Mdrla/b[212], in 2D
sandwich cultures on day 4 post-isolation was measured (Figure 2-4a). [3H]-TCA
transport, which is mainly transported into canalicular networks by Bsep[26], was also
assessed in 2D sandwich cultures in the presence of this EGF concentration (Figure 24b). This EGF concentration was chosen because it is 10-fold lower than those assessed
previously, and could aid in elucidating dose-dependent effects on canalicular network
formation. A medium concentration of 0.1 [M DEX was used in these cultures, and all
subsequent studies. Transport was assessed by adding either 1[M [3H]digoxin or 10iM
[3H]-TCA to the culture buffer and assessing total accumulation after 15min incubation in

matched pairs of cultures that had been pre-treated to exhibit either intact (Cells+BC) or
disrupted (Cells-BC) bile canalicular networks during the 15 min accumulation period.
BEI was calculated as previously described. Similar to the effect observed with [3H]TCA accumulation and CDF imaging, EGF significantly decreased canalicular
[3 H]digoxin accumulation in these cultures. In the absence of EGF, the accumulation in
Cells+BC cultures and Cells-BC cultures, as well as the BEI measured of 47±12%, were
very similar to those previously published[212]. However, cultures in the presence of
EGF had no significant difference in their accumulation between Cells+BC cultures and
Cells-BC cultures. Interestingly, the concentration of EGF used in these studies was 10fold lower than the lowest concentration used to study the effects of EGF and DEX on
[3 H]-TCA transport (Figure 2-3). The effects of 0.2ng/ml EGF on [3H]-TCA transport
were similar, but not as prominent, to those measured for higher concentrations of EGF
with BEIs of 83±39% and 67±7% in the absence and presence of EGF, respectively.
Therefore, canalicular formation and integrity in 2D sandwich cultures is very sensitive
to EGF-mediated effects.
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2.3.4 Effects on Hepatobiliary Transport of Prolonged Exposure of CyA and TCA
CyA has been established to change the gene expression in vivo of transporters
and other relevant transcripts [236]. High levels of TCA in the media or blood have also
shown large effects in gene and protein expression of transporters in vivo as well[3, 9,
237]. Because the results in this chapter have shown that EGF and DEX both have
significant effects on hepatobiliary transport, it was important to determine if transport in
2D sandwich cultures could also be affected by prolonged exposure to cholestatic agents.
To assess the effects of 24hr exposure to CyA and TCA on [3H]-TCA transport, 2D
sandwich cultures were incubated for 24hr with CyA or TCA containing culture medium
on day 3 post-isolation and [3H]-TCA transport studies were conducted on day 4 postisolation as described previously. 2D sandwich cultures were thoroughly washed to
remove the compounds before the assay was performed so that transport would not be
inhibited by the compounds themselves but by their effects on the phenotype of the
cultures.
Supraphysiological levels of TCA did not affect the accumulation in the cell but
did decrease the canalicular accumulation of [3H]-TCA (Figure 2-5), which may indicate
that the effect of these levels of bile acids elicited a response by the cell of increasing the
permeability of the canalicular networks structures. Figure 2-5 also shows that CyA does
decrease the cellular accumulation of these cultures, which would be consistent with CyA
possibly leading to the cell decreasing uptake and increasing efflux of bile acids. High
levels of CyA have been shown to have deleterious effects on the integrity of the cell
membranes[236], and therefore results at over 1 pM CyA are complicated by these
effects and probably are not reflecting the direct effects on transport.
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2.4 Discussion and Conclusions
2D sandwich cultures have been widely used as an in vitro model for the study of
hepatobiliary transport[147, 208-216]. However, the effect of media components such as
DEX and EGF on hepatobiliary transport in 2D sandwich cultures has not been well
studied. Determination of these effects is necessary in order to establish media
composition conditions for other culture systems, such as perfused 3D cultures, which
could be adapted to the study of hepatobiliary transport. However, the effects of these
media components should be assessed in 3D cultures, as there may be mechanistic
differences in the seeding, morphology, and physiology of 2D and 3D cultures.
As expected, DEX increased the formation and integrity of canalicular networks.
It is especially interesting that lowering the concentration of DEX only to 30% of the
standard concentration used throughout all other experiments was sufficient to

significantly diminish [3H]-TCA canalicular retention. This emphasizes the need to have
tight controls on the concentration of DEX in the culture medium. However, increasing
the standard DEX concentration in culture medium may also have detrimental effects on
[3H]-TCA accumulation. High DEX concentrations (>1 [M) have been shown to affect
the expression of hepatic transporters, diminishing the expression of Ntcp and therefore
decreasing bile acid uptake[213, 229].
EGF had a strong effect in decreasing canalicular [3H]-TCA accumulation, which
appears to be attributable to disruption of canalicular network formation. Previous
studies, using transmission electron microscopy analysis, had shown that EGF could
potentially disrupt the formation of canalicular networks in 2D sandwich cultures[207].
However, it was unexpected that even low concentrations of EGF caused an almost
complete lack of canalicular [3 H]-TCA accumulation. The lack of canalicular
accumulation of [3H]digoxin and the decreased excretion of CDF into canalicular
networks in the presence of EGF confirm that the diminished canalicular accumulation of
[3H]-TCA

is due to EGF-mediated effects on canalicular network formation and not on

diminished transport capabilities in these cultures. CDF, [3 H]digoxin, and [3H]-TCA are
excreted into the canaliculi mainly by Mrp2, Mdrla/b, and Bsep, respectively, and thus
are transported through independent pathways.
The effects of EGF on canalicular network formation were of interest because
even though 2D sandwich studies had shown that EGF could potentially decrease
canalicular network formation, it has been observed to increase tissue-formation and
ECM in 3D hepatocyte cultures, such as spheroidal aggregates and organoid roller bottle
cultures[188, 189, 223, 224, 238]. Canalicular networks have been imaged and

qualitatively determined to be functional in hepatocyte spheroidal aggregates with EGF
present in the culture medium[224].
The effects of cholestatic agents on [3 H]-TCA transport have been previously
published[219], as well as drug interactions on the transport of other compounds[216],
however the long-term effects of such compounds has not been very well studied. In
order to address this aspect, the effects of 24hr exposure to CyA and supraphysiological
TCA levels on [3 H]-TCA transport were determined. It was observed that the only effect
supraphysiologic TCA levels had on these studies was slight decrease in canalicular
retention of [3 H]-TCA. This was unexpected as high levels of bile acids are known to
induce increased Bsep expression, the main bile acid efflux transporter, through the FXR
activation pathway[ 16, 46]. If Bsep expression would have been increased, an increase of
canalicular [3 H]-TCA accumulation would have been observed. This indicates that these
cultures may not be very sensitive to increase bile acid levels. The possible increase in
canalicular porosity may be a morphological response by the hepatocyte cultures to
reduce bile accumulation under these conditions.
CyA slightly decreased intracellular [3H]-TCA accumulation which may indicate
slightly diminished uptake or increased efflux of [3H]-TCA. This may indicate that these
cultures can be responsive to prolonged exposure to cholestatic agents. However, many
other liver specific functions in 2D sandwich cultures decrease over time in culture[2, 4],
and thus studies of the effects of longer time exposure to CyA and supraphysiological
levels of TCA on [3 H]-TCA transport is not very feasible in this culture system.
Therefore, adaptation of 2D sandwich culture protocols for transport studies to other

systems, such as perfused 3D cultures, is necessary to further understand the interactions
between functions such as drug metabolism and hepatobiliary transport.
In the pursuit of this goal, it seems that based on the results in 2D sandwich
cultures the studies to adapt these protocols to perfused 3D cultures should be performed
with a standard concentration (0.1 [M) of DEX in the culture medium and without EGF
in the medium. However, because of the potential differences in effects of EGF on 2D
sandwich hepatocyte culture morphology and perfused 3D hepatocyte culture
morphology and tissue formation, it will also be necessary to explore the effects of EGF
on these two platforms further.

Chapter 3

Adaptation of Hepatobiliary Transport Assays to Perfused 3D
Hepatocyte Cultures

3.1 Introduction
Hepatobiliary transport of bile acids and other chemical compounds is one of the
main functions of the liver[ 16, 46]. It has therefore been studied both in vitro and in vivo
in order to determine the effects of various chemical compounds and conditions on this
function[8, 147, 208-216, 237]. A widely used system for the study of hepatobiliary
transport in vitro is the 2D sandwich culture[ 147, 208-216]. However, it has been shown
that liver-specific functions, such as drug metabolism and albumin secretion, are not well
maintained in these cultures over >7 days in culture[2, 4]. It is therefore of great interest
to adapt protocols developed for the study of hepatobiliary transport in culture systems
which can maintain these other functions as well, such as an in vitro physiological 3D
perfused model of the liver[2, 225].
Bile acid transport studies are conducted in 2D sandwich cultures, which form
extensive canalicular networks, by having paired cultures with intact and disrupted
canalicular networks and measuring bile acid accumulation (e.g. [3H]-TCA
accumulation) after a specific incubation in bile acid containing buffer. The canalicular
networks can be disrupted by the pre-incubation of cultures in a Ca -free
environment[ 147].

Most 2D rat hepatocyte sandwich culture transport studies are conducted on day 4
post-isolation cultures because that is the minimum amount of time necessary for cell repolarization and canalicular network formation[147, 208-210]. However, tissue
reorganization and formation may require a lengthier period of time for perfused 3D
cultures[2, 225], and therefore an appropriate day of culture to perform bile acid transport
assays must be determined.
In order to adapt transport study protocols developed for 2D sandwich cultures to
a perfused 3D culture model, it is first necessary to establish whether the transport studies
can be conducted without perfused culture media flow through the hepatocyte cultures.
To determine whether perfused flow is necessary or a static media condition could be
appropriate, it is important to calculate the first-order Thiele modulus, <D2, which is a
dimensionless parameter that compares the time scale for reaction to the time scale for
diffusion through the tissue.
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The values to calculate the Thiele modulus, D2, are either published values,
extrapolations of published values, or measured values, such as the length scale, L. The
value used for the length scale of the tissue, L, is 115[tm in this case, half of the scaffold
thickness. The value used for the diffusion coefficient, D, for TCA, the species of interest
in this case, is 5.9X10-6 cm 2/s[239]. The Michaelis-Menten constant for TCA, Km, used
in this calculation is 28 M, which is the value that has been measured in 2D sandwich

cultures[147]. The volumetric uptake rate, Vvoi, used is an extrapolation calculated as
follows:
Vyo, = Vmdd,p
The values used to extrapolate this value were also taken from published values. The
maximum uptake rate for TCA, VM, used is 1.19 nmol/mgprotein/min, which is the value
that has been measured in 2D sandwich cultures[147]. The volumetric cell density for
hepatocytes, d., and the amount of protein per cell in hepatocytes, de, used are l.2X10 8
cells/cm 3 and 1.1 ngprotein/cell, respectively[240]. Based on these values, the volumetric
uptake rate is calculated to be 2.62[tM/s.
Based on these numbers, the Thiele modulus is determined to be approximately 2,
which would indicate that this process could be diffusion limited. Therefore, in order to
obtain reliable measurements of [3H]-TCA transport, it is necessary to conduct these
studies with perfused buffer flow through the tissue cultures.
Having established that perfusion of tissue will be necessary in adapting these
protocols, it is then also necessary to establish a time point of [3H]-TCA accumulation
measurement. It is of specific interest to determine a time point at which [3H]-TCA
accumulation is at steady state to diminish effects on [3H]-TCA accumulation
measurements due to experimental error in exact time point of measurement.
Canalicular network disruption in 2D sandwich cultures is achieved by Ca2+
modulation[147]. It will be necessary to determine whether perfused 3D cultures require
longer periods of Ca

modulation in order for canalicular networks to be disrupted.

An important aspect in adapting and developing protocols for bile acid transport
studies in perfused 3D cultures is to establish whether measured [3H]-TCA accumulation

values are the result of actual transport activity, or whether it is the result of nonspecific
effects or binding. It is therefore necessary to measure whether [3H]-TCA transport
activity can be inhibited by cholestatic agents, such as CyA[236]. Lack of an inhibitory
effect on [3H]-TCA transport would indicate that [3H]-TCA accumulation values
measured are not the result of transporter activity, but due to non-specific binding effects.
The studies presented in this chapter address all these considerations in order to
develop transport studies protocols for perfused 3D cultures. Inhibitory studies were also
conducted with CyA to confirm that accumulation measurements are due to hepatic
transport activities and that these cultures can be affected by cholestatic agents and other
chemicals.

3.2 Materials and Methods
3.2.1 Chemicals
[3H] Taurocholic acid ([3H]-TCA; 5 Ci/mmol, <95% purity) and UltimaGoldXR
scintillation fluid (Perkin Elmer Life Sciences, Boston, MA, USA); Blendzyme® III and
Complete® protease inhibitor cocktail (Roche Applied Science, Indianapolis, IN, USA);
Dulbecco's modified Eagle's media (DMEM, w/sodium pyruvate, low glucose,
pyridoxine HCl, w/o phenol red, glutamine), phosphate buffered saline (PBS), fetal
bovine serum (FBS), and insulin (Invitrogen/Gibco, Carlsbad, CA, USA); RIPA buffer
(Teknova, Hollister, CA, USA); EGTA, dexamethasone (DEX), gentamicin, essentiallyfatty-acid-free bovine serum albumin (faf-BSA), bovine serum albumin (BSA), normal
goat serum, Triton X-100, TCA, cyclosporin A (CyA), Hanks balanced salt solution
(HBSS, w/NaHCO 3, w/o phenol red) (Sigma Chemical Co, Saint Louis, MO, USA);

ITS®, Matrigel* (w/o phenol red) and rat tail collagen type I (BD Biosciences, San Jose,
CA, USA); all other chemicals and reagents were purchased at analytical grade from
commercial sources.

3.2.2 Primary Liver Cell Isolation
Primary cells were isolated from male Fisher rats weighing 150-180 gm using a
modification of the Seglen 2-step collagenase procedure as described previously [2, 230,
231]. Blendzyme III was used as the digestion enzyme instead of collagenase. Following
isolation, the cell suspension DAG (DMEM w/2g/ml BSA, and 50mg/l gentamicin) was
centrifuged two consecutive times at 50g (3min each) to obtain a hepatocyte rich fraction,
and each time the supernatant was discarded, the cells were resuspended in 50ml of
DAG. The final cell viability, as determined by trypan blue exclusion using a ViCell
counter, was in the 90-95% range with cell density in the 8-13X106 cells/ml range.

3.2.3 Preparation of 2D Sandwich Cultures
Biocoat® Collagen Type I 24-well plates (BD Biosciences) were incubated with
350[tL per well of plating hepatocyte growth media (pHGM; DMEM supplemented with
5% FBS, 4 mg/l insulin, 0.1 tM DEX, 0.03 g/l L-proline, 0.1 g/l L-ornithine, 0.305 g/l
niacinamide, 2 g/l D-(+)-galactose, 1 mM L-glutamine, 50 mg/l gentamicin, 54.4 [Ig/l
ZnCl 2, 75 [tg/l ZnSO 4-7H 20, 20 [tg/l CuSO 4 *5H 2 0, 25 [tg/L MnSO 4 ) overnight. Medium
was aspirated off plates immediately before seeding. Primary hepatocytes from isolation
were diluted in ice-cold seeding HGM (sHGM; pHGM w/1I[M DEX) to a concentration
of 10 cells/mL, and 350[tL of this dilution were added to each well. 2-3 hours post-

seeding, plates were gently shaken and wells were washed with 350L of warm pHGM
twice to remove non-adherent cells. 24 hours post-seeding, Matrigel* aliquots were
thawed on ice and diluted to a protein concentration of 0.25 mg/mL in ice-cold modified
hepatocyte growth medium (mHGM; pHGM supplemented w/ITS and 2g/l faf-BSA, w/o
insulin and FBS). Cold pipette tips were always used when pipetting any Matrigel®
dilution. Plates were very lightly shaken to remove any non-adherent cells, and 350tL of
ice-cold Matrigel® dilution were added to each well. Plates were incubated at 370 C
immediately. Medium was replaced with 350tL of warm mHGM every 24 hours for the
duration of culture. Unless otherwise noted, all cultures were incubated in an
environment at 37'C, 5% CO2 , and 95% humidity. Where noted, 20ng/ml EGF was
added to all seeding and maintenance culture media.

3.2.4 Preparation of Perfused 3D Cultures
Perfused 3D cultures were prepared in multiwell reactor plates, as previously
described[241]. After assembly of the multiwell reactor plates, 300[1 of warm pHGM
were added to each reservoir and multiwell plate was run at a flow rate of 0.2ml/min. The
reactor pair was monitored to ensure proper priming and that air bubbles started to come
out into the reactor pair within 90s±20% of priming being started. The reactor pairs were
then filled to the fill line with warm pHGM (- 4ml) and incubated overnight with a flow
rate of 0.2ml/min. All reactor component parts were added to reactor pairs just before
seeding, they were rinsed in PBS and all air bubbles were removed. 5 [tm Millipore filters
were incubated at RT for 30 minutes in PBS w/lOg/ml BSA to passivate them and were
rinsed briefly in PBS before placing them in each reactor pair. Polycarbonate scaffolds

were sonicated in 70% EtOH for 10 minutes to remove air bubbles from channels.
Scaffolds were then rinsed 2X w/PBS, placed in a 30[tg/mL type I collagen PBS solution
and incubated at 37'C for >2 hours. Any air bubbles left in scaffolds were removed by
pipetting collagen solution into channels. Scaffolds were removed from solution and left
to dry for 2 hours at RT prior to seeding. Scaffolds were added to reactor wells <30min
before seeding. Medium was aspirated off and reservoir/reactor pairs were filled to fill
line with ice-cold pHGM. Medium was then aspirated slightly off reactor/reservoir pairs
to ensure there was no liquid contact between reservoir and reactor. Flow was turned on
at a flow rate of 0.2 ml/min in a downward direction through the channels and 800,000
cells were seeded per well, evenly distributing them throughout each scaffold. Cell
suspension was not diluted before seeding. Each reactor/reservoir pair was filled to fill
line with ice-cold pHGM immediately after seeding and multiwell reactor plate was
incubated at 37'C, 5% CO 2, 95% humidity. Flow was maintained downward through the
cells to promote attachment to scaffold and tissue-like structure development. Flow was
reversed 0.2 ml/min upward through cells 8hrs post-seeding and maintained in this
direction for the duration of culture to clear debris and non-adherent cells. On Day 1 postisolation, culture medium was replaced with warm mHGM 3X to clear out pHGM
completely from system. The reactor plate was allowed to flow for lhr in between each
media change to allow any left over pHGM in the system to completely mix with the
fresh mHGM. Culture medium was replaced with mHGM (-2.5 ml) every 24 hrs for
duration of culture.

3.2.5 Analysis of Bile Acid Transport in 2D Sandwich Cultures
Cultures were washed 3X with 500 1of either standard HBSS or Ca 2+-free HBSS
(modified HBSS w/o Ca 2 +or Mg 2 +,w/l M EGTA) and incubated for 10min in either
buffer, unless otherwise noted. Cultures were then incubated in standard HBSS with
10[tM

[3 H]-TCA for 15min unless otherwise noted. Cultures were then rinsed vigorously

3X with ice-cold standard HBSS, 200pl of RIPA buffer was added to each well for cell
lyses, and plate was put on a shaker for >20 min. 150[1 of the cell lysate from [3H]-TCA
accumulation were then analyzed using liquid scintillation spectroscopy (LS 6500
scintillation counter, Beckman Coulter, Inc., Fullerton, CA, USA). Total protein
concentration was determined using microplate method of the MicroBCA kit [232]
(Pierce Biotechnology, Rockford, IL, USA) as described by the manufacturer. For
experiments with CyA, 20tM CyA was added to buffer with [3H]-TCA. As described in
chapter 2, the bile excretion index (BEI) was calculated as the difference in accumulation
in cultures with intact bile canaliculi-like structures and those with disrupted bile
canaliculi-like normalized by the accumulation in cultures with intact canaliculi to give
the percentage canalicular accumulation of the substrate[147]. The differences in
accumulation between groups were analyzed with Student's t test and a p-value < 0.05
was considered statistically significant.

3.2.6 Analysis of Bile Acid Transport in Perfused 3D Cultures
Reservoir filters were removed from each reactor/reservoir pair and all media was
aspirated. Each culture was washed 2X with 3ml of either standard HBSS or Ca 2+-free
HBSS with a downward through cells flow rate of 0.2ml/min. Buffers were completely

aspirated off each reactor/reservoir pair and 800tl of either buffer was added on top of
each reactor. The reactor/reservoir pairs were run for 5min at 0.2ml/min with 500[l
added to the reactor portion after 2.5min and wash-through being constantly aspirated
from reservoir portion to prevent liquid contact between reactor and reservoir.
Reactor/reservoir pairs were then completely aspirated of any buffers and 800 1 of either
buffer was added to each reactor portion, the flow rate was changed to downward at
0.1 ml/min for the duration of the study. Reactor/reservoir pairs were run for 10min with
500pl of buffer added to each reactor portion every 5min and constant reservoir buffer
aspiration. Pairs were then thoroughly aspirated of any remaining buffers and 800ptl of
standard buffer with 10ptM [3 H]-TCA was added to each reactor portion and
reactor/reservoir pair was run for 15min, unless otherwise noted, following the same
procedure as before. Scaffolds were removed from reactors, very gently washed 3X in
60mm Petri dishes with 10ml of ice-cold standard buffer, placed in 20ml scintillation
vials with 700ptl of RIPA buffer, and vortexed for -30s. Vials were incubated at 4'C for
>8 hours and scaffolds were inspected with light microscopy to ensure complete tissue
removal and cell lyses. 500[1 of cell lysate was analyzed using liquid scintillation
spectroscopy. For experiments with CyA, 20p.M CyA was added to buffer with [3H]TCA. Total protein was determined by MicroBCA assay [232] (Pierce Biotechnology),
and BEI was determined as described.

3.3 Results
3.3.1 Time Course of Bile Acid Transport Studies
Canalicular network formation and re-polarization of hepatocytes in cultures
following isolation typically requires a few days. In 2D collagen gel sandwich cultures,
one the most widely-used in vitro culture systems for hepatic transport studies, require -4
days for canalicular network formation and re-polarization of cells[210, 211]. The time
required for cells to form canalicular networks and re-polarize so that transport studies
can be conducted is unknown for perfused 3D rat hepatocyte cultures. In order to
measure the functionality of canalicular networks in perfused 3D cultures, [3 H]-TCA
transport studies were conducted on perfused 3D cultures on day 4 and day 7 of culture.
These studies were also conducted on 2D primary rat hepatocyte sandwich cultures, a
widely-used culture system for these studies[147, 208, 209]. [3H]-TCA accumulation was
measured after 15min incubation with 10tM [3H]-TCA in paired cultures with intact
(Cells+BC) and disrupted (Cells-BC) canalicular networks. Cultures were either exposed
to a Ca2+-rich or Ca2+-free environment which is known to preserve or disrupt these
networks, respectively[147], as described in chapter 2. Culture medium in these cultures
contained lOOnM DEX and no EGF, based on findings described in chapter 2.
Perfused 3D cultures demonstrated a slightly lower BEI and [3H]-TCA
accumulation than 2D sandwich cultures on day 4 post-isolation (Figure 3-1). However,
Figure 3-1 shows that the accumulation and BEI levels in perfused 3D cultures do not
seem to diminish at all on day 7 post-isolation from its day 4 levels whereas this is
diminished severely in 2D sandwich cultures. The decrease in transport function of 2D
sandwich cultures is consistent with an overall loss of phenotype and liver functions of

similarly plated cultures[2, 4]. Perfused 3D cultures may pose an advantage if long-term
or multi-day studies are required, especially since perfused 3D cultures maintain other
liver functions such as drug metabolism over these periods[2, 225]. Moreover, the
slightly lower canalicular accumulation levels in perfused 3D cultures may be because
the canalicular networks are more porous than in 2D sandwich cultures on day 4 of
culture.
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3.3.2 Effects of Pre-Incubation Time on [3H]-TCA Accumulation
A concern in adapting the 2D sandwich [3H]-TCA transport study protocols to
perfused 3D cultures is that the pre-incubation times in a Ca2+-free environment required
for canalicular networks disruption may be longer in 3D cultures. Therefore, the effects
of longer Ca2+-free buffer pre-incubation time were systematically investigated in both
3D and 2D cultures. Specifically, [3 H]-TCA accumulation was measured in perfused 3D

cultures with 2min, 10min, and 20min pre-incubation time in either standard HBSS
(Cells+BC) or Ca 2+-free HBSS (Cells-BC) on day 7 post-isolation. [3 H]-TCA
accumulation was measured after 15min incubation with 10[tM [3 H]-TCA. Culture
medium in these cultures contained lO0nM DEX and no EGF, based on findings
described in chapter 2.
The difference in accumulation between cultures pre-incubated in a Ca 2+-rich
environment and those in a Ca 2+-free environment was slightly lower for shorter preincubation periods in perfused 3D cultures (Figure 3-2). The BEI in these cultures was
18±16%, 34±30%, and 23±19% after 2min, 10min, and 20min pre-incubation time,
respectively. These data are essential for validating TCA transport protocols in these
cultures.
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3.3.3 Time Course of[3 H]-TCA Accumulation
Having established that a 10min pre-incubation time was sufficient to open
canalicular network in perfused 3D primary rat hepatocyte cultures, it was also necessary
to establish a time point at which [3H]-TCA accumulation is reliably at a steady-state
level so that studies can be conducted to measure the effects on [3 H]-TCA transport by
various culture conditions and compounds. Hepatic transport studies in 2D sandwich
cultures have been shown that [3 H]-TCA accumulation levels reach a constant value after
-10-15min of incubation with [3H]-TCA[147].
[3 H]-TCA accumulation value plateaus in perfused 3D cultures after 15min of
incubation with 10ptM [3H]-TCA (Figure 3-3). Therefore, measurements made at this
time point can inform effects on the kinetics of TCA transport without concerns of
possible small variations in the actual measurement time.
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These findings are consistent with data obtained from 2D sandwich cultures obtained on
day 4 post-isolation (Figure 3-4). Studies were conducted on day 4 post-isolation because
most reported transport studies in these cultures have been conducted on day 4[147, 208216]. Moreover, [3H]-TCA accumulation in cultures in these 2D cultures on day 7 postisolation is diminished thus a relevant time course could not be gathered under that
condition (data not shown).
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3.3.4 Effects of Cyclosporin A on [3H]-TCA Accumulation
In both 2D and 3D cultures, non-specific association of [3H]-TCA with cells can
influence the overall measurement of accumulation. The effects of non-specific
association may be more pronounced in 3D cultures where fluid in the extracellular space

can trap molecules. The magnitude of these effects can be assessed by conducting the
assay under conditions that inhibit [3 H]-TCA transport. CyA (cyclosporin A) has been
shown to be a very effective broad spectrum inhibitor of bile acid transport, both uptake
and efflux, and bile acid synthesis in both in vivo and in vitro systems[219, 236, 242,
243]. It has also been shown to have a very potent effect on the gene expression of
transporters and other relevant transcripts in vivo[236]. It was therefore chosen as a [3H]TCA uptake and efflux inhibitor for the purposes of studying its effect on [3H]-TCA
accumulation in hepatocytes cultured under different conditions and different periods of
time.
3
[3 H]-TCA transport studies were conducted by measuring [ H]-TCA

accumulation after 15min incubation with 10tM [3H]-TCA and either no CyA or 20RM
CyA in paired cultures with either intact (Cells+BC) or disrupted (Cells-BC) canalicular
networks. The effect of CyA on [3 H]-TCA accumulation is complicated and demonstrates
how the effects of a compound on bile acid transport can be inferred from accumulation
data at one time point. In perfused 3D cultures on day 7 post-isolation, [3 H]-TCA
accumulation in the Cells-BC condition increases slightly in the presence of CyA while
BEI decreases from 34±30% to 21±15% in the absence and presence of CyA,
respectively (Figure 3-5). This indicates that CyA is more potently inhibiting the
excretion of [3 H]-TCA than it is its uptake. However, it does show that uptake is inhibited
because the accumulation in Cells-BC does not increase significantly beyond the noninhibited levels. If uptake was not inhibited, then the accumulation levels would have
increased significantly. These results provide more evidence that steady-state
accumulation data can supply very relevant information about the effects of compounds

on transport. Results for 2D sandwich cultures on day 7 post-isolation were difficult to
interpret because of the diminished transport capabilities in these cultures (data not
shown).
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These accumulation patterns were also evident on day 4 data and were more
striking in 2D sandwich cultures (Figure 3-6). The results are consistent with greater
inhibition of efflux over uptake measured in perfused 3D cultures on day 7 post-isolation
(Figure 3-5). However, 2D sandwich cultures demonstrated a greater decrease in [3H]TCA accumulation in the Cells+BC condition in the presence of CyA than perfused 3D
cultures. This is consistent with the overall lower canalicular [3H]-TCA accumulation in
3D cultures in comparison to 2D cultures.
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3.4 Discussion and Conclusions
Hepatobiliary circulation is one of the main functions of the liver, which can be
affected and can affect other liver-specific functions such as drug metabolism[16, 46, 73].
It is thus necessary to develop an in vitro model for the concerted study of these functions
over long-term in culture. Perfused 3D cultures maintained in a 3D physiological
perfused model of liver have been shown to maintain liver-specific functions, such as
drug metabolism and albumin secretion, for >7 days in culture[2, 225]. However, hepatic
transport studies had not been performed with these cultures nor had protocols for
transport studies been adapted.

One of the first steps in adapting these protocols to this system, was to determine
whether it was necessary to maintain buffer perfusion through the tissue cultures during
the transport studies. It was determined that the rate of diffusion of [3H]-TCA and other
small molecules into the tissue would be too slow in comparison to the rate of uptake,
thus it would be necessary to have perfused tissues throughout the studies. Moreover,
lack of media or buffer perfusion through the tissue cultures could result in oxygen
depletion through the tissue and an altered phenotype[225].
Another important element was to determine whether transport studies could be
conducted on long-term perfused 3D cultures. It was measured that there was essentially
no difference in day 4 and day 7 [3 H]-TCA accumulation in perfused 3D cultures.
Moreover, imaging of the cultures suggests that cell polarization may increase by day 7
in contrast to day 4 in perfused 3D cultures (data not shown). Thus, transport studies in
these cultures should be conducted on day 7 post-isolation. Contrary to this result, [3H]TCA transport in 2D cultures is significantly diminished. As discussed previously, this is
consistent with the overall loss of phenotype and liver-specific functions observed in 2D
sandwich cultures in long-term culture[2, 4].
Perfused 3D cultures did exhibit lower canalicular [3 H]-TCA accumulation and
BEI than 2D sandwich cultures on day 4 post-isolation. This may indicate that canalicular
networks in perfused 3D cultures are more porous than in 2D sandwich cultures. This
slightly higher porosity may also be a reason for the maintenance of transport
accumulation over time in culture since there might be high concentrations of de novo
synthesized bile acids trapped in the canalicular networks of 2D sandwich cultures,
resulting in a cholestatic phenotype. However, this lack of canalicular accumulation may

be due to the lack of EGF in the culture medium. As discussed in the previous chapter,
EGF has been observed to increase tissue formation and generation of ECM in other 3D
hepatocyte cultures[188, 189, 223, 224, 238]. EGF may promote the formation of
canalicular networks in these cultures as opposed to disrupting them as it does in 2D
sandwich cultures.
The [3 H]-TCA accumulation time course demonstrated that [3 H]-TCA
accumulation can reach a constant concentration in a time period shorter than what has
been previously been published as necessary for recovery of canalicular network after
Ca 2 +repletion[ 147]. Therefore, accumulation measurements can be obtained without
great effect from possible experimental time point of measurement variation. This is very
similar to the results obtained with 2D sandwich cultures, indicating that the protocol can
be adapted to perfused 3D cultures. However, there was a slight, not significant, drop in
[3 H]-TCA accumulation at the 30min time point, which may indicate that lengthy
protocols may have a detrimental effect on the cultures.
Lowering the pre-incubation time in either a Ca 2+-rich or Ca 2-free environment
resulted in slightly lower BEI in perfused 3D cultures. This is consistent with incomplete
disruption of the canalicular networks. This indicates that the observed difference in [3H]TCA accumulation in cultures with intact and disrupted canalicular networks can be
attributed to the disruption of these networks and not to nonspecific effects. This was
confirmed by the effect that CyA had on canalicular accumulation of [3 H]-TCA. The
decrease in canalicular [3H]-TCA accumulation is consistent with inhibition of bile acid
transport. The relatively low increase in intracellular [3 H]-TCA accumulation in the

presence of CyA indicates that CyA also inhibits [3 H]-TCA uptake, as has been
previously observed[219, 236].
Overall, the results presented in this chapter show that 2D sandwich protocols for
hepatic transport studies can be adapted for use in perfused 3D cultures. However, the
relatively low levels of canalicular [3 H]-TCA accumulation may indicate diminished
canalicular network formation in these cultures. As has been discussed previously, EGF
may increase the formation of canalicular networks in perfused 3D hepatocyte cultures
even though it has been shown to disrupt canalicular network formation in 2D sandwich
cultures. Therefore, the effects of EGF on hepatic transport studies and bile acid synthesis
need to be studied in these cultures.

Chapter 4

Effects of EGF on Hepatobiliary Transport and Bile Acid Synthesis

4.1 Introduction
Bile acid biosynthesis and transport is an essential function of the liver necessary
for cholesterol homeostasis, and digestion of lipids and other lipophilic compounds[9].
Thus, hepatocytes have a highly polarized expression of bile acid uptake transporters on
their basolateral surface and bile acid efflux transporters on their apical surface[26],
along with polarized expression of other transporters involved in transport of organic
compounds, such as drugs and other xenobiotics[46]. Along with cholesterol
homeostasis, hepatobiliary disposition can also affect and be affected by glucose
homeostasis, drug metabolism, and digestion[4, 9, 122], thus a concerted way of studying
these functions is of great interest.
Previous studies have demonstrated that hepatocytes cultured in other 3D culture
platforms can create extensive canalicular network[224]. Interestingly, epidermal growth
factor (EGF) has been shown to promote tissue reorganization, cell attachment and
greater formation of extracellular matrix (ECM) in other 3D culture platforms[188, 223,
224]. Moreover, activation of p38MAPK and the phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase (PI3K)/Akt
pathway, which can be activated by an EGF-mediated pathway, can lead to greater
expression of apically localized tight junction proteins occludin and claudin 2 in vivo[92,
99, 155]. In contrast, transmission electron microscopy studies provided some evidence

that EGF reduces canalicular network formation in 2D collagen sandwich cultured
hepatocytes[207]. Therefore, it is possible tight junction regulation and canalicular
network formation differs between hepatocytes cultured in 2D and 3D culture conditions
and configurations.
EGF-mediated activation of kinase pathways through the activation of EGFreceptor (EGFR) can also have an effect on the expression of transporters and enzymes
involved in the synthesis and transport of bile acids through the activation of liverspecific transporters. One possible pathway is the p38MA^K-mediated phosphorylation and
activation of hepatocyte nuclear factor 4 alpha (HNF4-alpha)[61]. HNF4-alpha which
regulates the expression of many liver-specific enzyme including cholesterol 7 alphahydroxylase (cyp7al), the rate-limiting enzyme in the classic pathway of cholesterol
catabolism to bile acids, sterol 12 alpha-hydroxylase (cyp8bl), which catalyses the
necessary step for cholic acid (CA) synthesis, and sterol 27-hydroxylase (cyp27al),
which is the rate limiting enzyme in the alternative bile acid synthesis pathway and also
catalyses many other steps in bile acid synthesis[61-63, 66]. EGF can also affect bile acid
synthesis and transport by mediating the activation of liver receptor homologue- 1 (LRH1), a transcription factor known to promote the expression of cyp7al, cyp8bl, and the
bile salt export pump (Bsep), the main canalicular bile acid efflux transporters [26, 69, 97,
244]. Therefore, although EGF may promote the formation of canalicular networks in 3D
hepatocyte cultures and may be necessary to adapt 2D sandwich culture protocols to this
culture platform, EGF may affect hepatobiliary transport in these cultures by the
alteration of expression of these transporters and enzymes.

The studies detailed in this chapter focus on whether EGF increases canalicular
network formation in perfused 3D primary rat hepatocyte cultures, and the effect it has on
[3 H]-TCA uptake and canalicular efflux and retention, and gene and protein expression of
key transporters. Effects of EGF and culture time on [3 H]-TCA transport and canalicular
retention, and gene and protein expression of key transporters on 2D rat hepatocyte
sandwich cultures were also evaluated. Finally, the effects of EGF on bile acid synthesis
in perfused 3D cultures and 2D sandwich cultures were measured. The studies were
conducted to analyze the potential differences in EGF-mediated effects on tissue structure
organization and maintenance of some liver-specific functions between different
hepatocyte culturing platforms and environments.

4.2 Materials and Methods
4.2.1 Chemicals
[3H] Taurocholic acid ([3H]-TCA; 5 Ci/mmol, <95% purity) and UltimaGoldXR
scintillation fluid (Perkin Elmer Life Sciences, Boston, MA, USA); Blendzyme* III and
Complete® protease inhibitor cocktail (Roche Applied Science, Indianapolis, IN, USA);
Dulbecco's modified Eagle's media (DMEM, w/sodium pyruvate, low glucose,
pyridoxine HCl, w/o phenol red, glutamine), phosphate buffered saline (PBS), fetal
bovine serum (FBS), insulin, epidermal growth factor (EGF), Alexa Fluor 488 and Alexa
Fluor 568 conjugated secondary antibodies, Draq5 stain, and Trizol* LS reagent
(Invitrogen/Gibco, Carlsbad, CA, USA); anti-rat DPPIV antibody (Pharmingen, San
Diego, CA, USA); anti-human/rat actin antibodies (Chemicon, San Diego, CA, USA);
anti-mouse Bsep antibody with rat cross-reactivity (Kamiya Biomedical, Seattle, WA,

USA); anti-human/rat/mouse cyp7al antibody (Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Santa Cruz,
CA, USA); anti-rat EGFR antibody (Abcam, Cambridge, MA, USA); anti-rat Ntcp
antibody was a kind gift from Dr. Bruno Stieger (University Hospital, Department of
Medicine, Zurich, Switzerland); RIPA buffer (Teknova, Hollister, CA, USA); HRPconjugated anti-rabbit and anti-mouse secondary antibodies (Amersham, Piscataway, NJ,
USA); EGTA, dexamethasone (DEX), gentamicin, essentially-fatty-acid-free bovine
serum albumin (faf-BSA), bovine serum albumin (BSA), normal goat serum, Triton X100, TCA, Hanks balanced salt solution (HBSS, w/NaHCO 3, w/o phenol red) (Sigma
Chemical Co, Saint Louis, MO, USA); ITS*, Matrigel® (w/o phenol red) and rat tail
collagen type I (BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA, USA); [2 H]-TCA and [2 H]-glycocholic
acid internal standards were a kind gift from Prof. Steven R. Tannenbaum (Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, Cambridge, MA, USA); all other chemicals and reagents were
purchased at analytical grade from commercial sources.

4.2.2 Primary Liver Cell Isolation
Primary cells were isolated from male Fisher rats (Taconic, USA) weighing 150180 gm using a modification of the Seglen 2-step collagenase procedure as described
previously[2, 230, 231]. Blendzyme III was used as the digestion enzyme instead of
collagenase. Following isolation, the cell suspension DAG (DMEM w/2g/ml BSA, and
50mg/l gentamicin) was centrifuged two consecutive times at 50g (3min each) to obtain a
hepatocyte rich fraction, and each time the supernatant was discarded, the cells were
resuspended in 50ml of DAG. The final cell viability, as determined by trypan blue

exclusion using a ViCell counter, was in the 90-95% range with cell density in the 813X106 cells/ml range.

4.2.3 Preparation of 2D Sandwich Cultures
Biocoat* Collagen Type I 24-well plates (BD Biosciences) were incubated with
350[tL per well of plating hepatocyte growth media (pHGM; DMEM supplemented with
5% FBS, 4 mg/l insulin, 0.1 [iM DEX, 0.03 g/l L-proline, 0.1 g/l L-ornithine, 0.305 g/l
niacinamide, 2 g/l D-(+)-galactose, 1 mM L-glutamine, 50 mg/i gentamicin, 54.4 Lg/l
ZnCl 2, 75 [ig/l ZnSO 4*7H 20, 20 tg/l CuSO 4 -5H 2 0, 25 Rg/L MnSO 4) overnight. Medium
was aspirated off plates immediately before seeding. Primary hepatocytes from isolation
were diluted in ice-cold seeding HGM (sHGM; pHGM w/1 ptM DEX) to a concentration
of 10 cells/mL, and 350[tL of this dilution were added to each well. 2-3 hours postseeding, plates were gently shaken and wells were washed with 350[tL of warm pHGM
twice to remove non-adherent cells. 24 hours post-seeding, Matrigel® aliquots were
thawed on ice and diluted to a protein concentration of 0.25 mg/mL in ice-cold modified
hepatocyte growth medium (mHGM; pHGM supplemented w/ITS and 2g/l faf-BSA, w/o
insulin and FBS). Cold pipette tips were always used when pipetting any Matrigel®
dilution. Plates were very lightly shaken to remove any non-adherent cells, and 350[tL of
ice-cold Matrigel* dilution were added to each well. Plates were incubated at 37'C
immediately. Medium was replaced with 350jL of warm mHGM every 24 hours for the
duration of culture. Unless otherwise noted, all cultures were incubated in an
environment at 37'C, 5% C0 2 , and 95% humidity. Where noted, 20ng/ml EGF was
added to all seeding and maintenance culture media.

4.2.4 Preparation of Perfused 3D Cultures
Perfused 3D cultures were prepared in multiwell reactor plates, as previously
described[226, 245]. After assembly of the multiwell reactor plates, 300[1 of warm
pHGM were added to each reservoir and multiwell plate was run at a flow rate of
0.2ml/min. The reactor pair was monitored to ensure proper priming and that air bubbles
started to come out into the reactor pair within 90s±20% of priming being started. The
reactor pairs were then filled to the fill line with warm pHGM (- 4ml) and incubated
overnight with a flow rate of 0.2ml/min. All reactor component parts were added to
reactor pairs just before seeding, they were rinsed in PBS and all air bubbles were
removed. 5 [tm Millipore filters were incubated at RT for 30 minutes in PBS w/lOg/mI
BSA to passivate them and were rinsed briefly in PBS before placing them in each
reactor pair. Polycarbonate scaffolds were sonicated in 70% EtOH for 10 minutes to
remove air bubbles from channels. Scaffolds were then rinsed 2X w/PBS, placed in a
30[tg/mL type I collagen PBS solution and incubated at 37'C for >2 hours. Any air
bubbles left in scaffolds were removed by pipetting collagen solution into channels.
Scaffolds were removed from solution and left to dry for 2 hours at RT prior to seeding.
Scaffolds were added to reactor wells <30min before seeding. Medium was aspirated off
and reservoir/reactor pairs were filled to fill line with ice-cold pHGM. Medium was then
aspirated slightly off reactor/reservoir pairs to ensure there was no liquid contact between
reservoir and reactor. Flow was turned on at a flow rate of 0.2 ml/min in a downward
direction through the channels and 800,000 cells were seeded per well, evenly
distributing them throughout each scaffold. Cell suspension was not diluted before

seeding. Each reactor/reservoir pair was filled to fill line with ice-cold pHGM
immediately after seeding and multiwell reactor plate was incubated at 37'C, 5% CO 2 ,
95% humidity. Flow was maintained downward through the cells to promote attachment
to scaffold and tissue-like structure development. Flow was reversed 0.2 ml/min upward
through cells 8hrs post-seeding and maintained in this direction for the duration of culture
to clear debris and non-adherent cells. On Day 1 post-isolation, culture medium was
replaced with warm mHGM 3X to clear out pHGM completely from system. The reactor
plate was allowed to flow for lhr in between each media change to allow any left over
pHGM in the system to completely mix with the fresh mHGM. Culture medium was
replaced with mHGM (-2.5 ml) every 24 hrs for duration of culture.

4.2.5 Analysis of Bile Acid Transport in 2D Sandwich Cultures
Cultures were washed 3X with 500[d of either standard HBSS or Ca 2+-free HBSS
(modified HBSS w/o Ca or Mg 2+, w/1 IM EGTA) and incubated for 10min in either
buffer. Cultures were then incubated in standard HBSS with 10ptM [3H]-TCA for 15min
unless otherwise noted. Cultures were then either imaged or rinsed vigorously 3X with
ice-cold standard HBSS, 200 1of RIPA buffer was added to each well for cell lyses, and
plate was put on a shaker for >20 min. 1501 of the cell lysate from [3H]-TCA
accumulation were then analyzed using liquid scintillation spectroscopy (LS 6500
scintillation counter, Beckman Coulter, Inc., Fullerton, CA, USA). Total protein
concentration was determined using microplate method of the MicroBCA kit (Pierce
Biotechnology, Rockford, IL, USA) as described by the manufacturer[232]. As described
in chapter 2, the bile excretion index (BEI) was calculated as the difference in

accumulation in cultures with intact bile canaliculi-like structures and those with
disrupted bile canaliculi-like normalized by the accumulation in cultures with intact
canaliculi to give the percentage canalicular accumulation of the substrate[147]. The
differences in accumulation between groups were analyzed with Student's t test and a pvalue < 0.05 was considered statistically significant.

4.2.6 Analysis of Bile Acid Transport in Perfused 3D Cultures
As detailed in the previous chapter, this protocol was adapted from 2D sandwich
culture transport protocols. Reservoir filters were removed from each reactor/reservoir
pair and all media was aspirated. Each culture was washed 2X with 3ml of either standard
HBSS or Ca -free HBSS with a downward through cells flow rate of 0.2ml/min. Buffers
were completely aspirated off each reactor/reservoir pair and 800[1 of either buffer was
added on top of each reactor. The reactor/reservoir pairs were run for 5min at 0.2ml/min
with 500 [1 added to the reactor portion after 2.5min and wash-through being constantly
aspirated from reservoir portion to prevent liquid contact between reactor and reservoir.
Reactor/reservoir pairs were then completely aspirated of any buffers and 800[1 of either
buffer was added to each reactor portion, the flow rate was changed to downward at
0.1ml/min for the duration of the study. Reactor/reservoir pairs were run for 10min with
500[1 of buffer added to each reactor portion every 5min and constant reservoir buffer
aspiration. Pairs were then thoroughly aspirated of any remaining buffers and 800[1 of
standard buffer with 10tM [3H]-TCA was added to each reactor portion and
reactor/reservoir pair was run for 15min, unless otherwise noted, following the same
procedure as before. Scaffolds were removed from reactors, very gently washed 3X in

60mm Petri dishes with 10ml of ice-cold standard buffer, placed in 20ml scintillation
vials with 700pl of RIPA buffer, and vortexed for -30s. Vials were incubated at 4'C for
>8 hours and scaffolds were inspected with light microscopy to ensure complete tissue
removal and cell lyses. 500l of cell lysate was analyzed using liquid scintillation
spectroscopy. Total protein was determined by MicroBCA assay (Pierce
Biotechnology)[232], and BEI was determined as described.

4.2.7 Western Blotting
Cultures were lysed in ice-cold RIPA buffer w/Complete* protease inhibitor
cocktail and kept at -80'C until analysis. Protein (-25 [g) was loaded onto a NuPage@ 412% Bis-Tris gel (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA). Proteins were separated by
electrophoresis and transferred to a PVDF membrane (BioRad Laboratories, Hercules,
CA, USA). Membranes were blocked overnight at 40 C in 5%BSA (w/v) in PBS w/0.5%
Tween-20 (PBST) and then incubated for 2hrs at RT with primary antibodies [anti-Ntcp
(1:1000); anti-B sep (1:1000); anti-cyp7al (1:1000); anti-EGFR (1:1000); anti-actin
(1:10,000)] in 5%BSA in PBST. Membranes were washed 3X with PBST for
15min/wash. Membranes were incubated at RT with HRP-conjugated secondary
antibodies (1:10,000) in 5% fat-free milk in PBST for 2hrs and washed 3X with PBST for
15 min/wash. Membranes were prepared for imaging of immuno-reactive proteins by
chemiluminescence using Amersham ECL Advance Western Blotting Detection Kit (GE
Healthcare Life Sciences, Piscataway, NJ, USA) and imaged on a Kodak Image Station
1000 (Eastman Kodak, USA).

4.2.8 Confocal Microscopy
Perfused 3D cultures for immunofluorescent imaging were prepared by removal
of the scaffolds into a 12-well tissue culture treated plate with 500[1 of ice-cold 2%
paraformaldehyde. Cultures were placed on a plate shaker for lhr. Wells were then
washed 3X with PBS and cultures were permeabilized with 0.1% Triton X- 100 for 30min
at 37 0 C. Cultures were then washed 3X with 2%BSA (w/v) in PBS and blocked with 5%
normal goat serum in 2%BSA in PBS for 45min at 37'C. Cultures were then washed 3X
with 2%BSA in PBS and incubated with anti-DPPIV mouse anti-rat primary antibody
(1:100) in 2%BSA in PBS at 4'C overnight. Cultures were washed 3X with 2% BSA in
PBS and incubated for lhr with Alexa Fluor 488 conjugated goat anti-mouse secondary
antibody (1:1000) and Draq5 nuclear stain (1:1000) in 2%BSA in PBS at RT. Cultures
were then washed 3X with 2% BSA in PBS and 3X with PBS. Scaffolds were then
placed in a 35mm Petri dish with a 15mm glass imaging slide in the center (MaTek
Corporation, Ashland, MA, USA) with 2ml PBS prior to imaging. DPPIV
immunofluorescent imaging of perfused 3D cultures was done with spinning disc
confocal microscopy. Spinning disc confocal images were acquired with a Nikon Eclipse
TE2000-E inverted microscope (Nikon Instruments Inc, Melville, NY, USA) with a
Visitech QLC 1000 Spinning disc head (Visitech International, Sunderland, UK) and an
Innova 70C Spectrum laser (Coherent Inc, Santa Clara, CA, USA). Images were acquired
in 0.647[tm increments along the z-plane and the 20X objective was used for all
acquisitions. Images were taken of the whole tissue of 3 channels of each polycarbonate
scaffold. Three scaffolds from 3 biological replicates each were fixed per condition,
representative images are shown.

4.2.9 RNA Isolation and cDNA Preparation
2D sandwich cultures were harvested with 500tl of ice-cold Trizol* reagent and
stored at -80'C until analyzed. Perfused 3D cultures were harvested by removable of the
scaffold from the reactor/reservoir pair, rinsing in PBS, and placing the scaffold in a 20ml
glass scintillation vial with 1ml ice-cold Trizol® reagent. These were also stored at -80*C
until analyzed. Trizol® was collected from each culture and 200[d of chloroform was
added to each preparation per 1ml of Trizol®, samples were vigorously mixed and
centrifuged at 12,000g for 15min at 4'C to separate aqueous and organic phases. The
aqueous phase was separated and equal volumes of aqueous phase and 75% EtOH in
DEPC-treated water (Qiagen, Valencia, CA, USA) were mixed to stabilize the RNA. The
RNA was cleaned up using an RNeasy® kit (Qiagen), purity was determined as the ratio
of the absorbance value of the sample at 260nm and 280nm, and only samples with
purities above 1.8 were used for cDNA preparation. Any contaminating genomic DNA
was removed using amplification grade DNAse I enzyme and lOX DNAse buffer
(Invitrogen), incubating samples for 15min at RT, and denaturing the enzyme with
2.5mM EDTA and incubation at 65'C for 10min. cDNA was prepared using an
Omniscript RT* kit (Qiagen) and RNAse inhibitor (Ambion, Austin, TX, USA). Once
samples were prepared following the manufacturers instructions, they were incubated at
37'C for lhr to allow conversion of RNA to cDNA. cDNA samples were then stored at 80'C until they were analyzed.

4.2.10 Semi-Quantitative RT-PCR Analysis
Primers for RT-PCR against specific gene transcripts were synthesized by Operon
Biotechnologies, Inc., Huntsville, AL, USA. 1 tl of cDNA sample was added to a mix of
25[tl 2X SYBR® green master mix (Qiagen), 21 [1 of DEPC-treated water, 1.5pl of
forward primer, and 1.5RI of reverse primer. Amplification was carried out in an Opticon
Monitor 3 system with a Chromo4 Continuous Fluorescent Detector and a PTC-200
Thermal Cycler (MJ Research Inc, Waltham, MA, USA) using standard Qiagen SYBR
Green RT-PCR annealing and melting protocols. Melting curves were generated after
each amplification run to check for primer specificity. In addition, DNAsed RNA
(without Omniscript RT added for cDNA formation) controls were run to look for
presence of genomic DNA. The 18s gene was chosen to normalize the data because it had
been previously shown[2] to be expressed in similar quantities per cell across many
different culture platforms.

4.2.11 Primer Sequences
Oligonucleotide sequences for Ntcp (5- CACCACACTTACTGGCTACC-3
forward and 5- ACAGAGTTGAATGTTTTGGAA-3 reverse), Cyp27al (5TAATGGCTTCCTCTTCCCTA-3 forward and 5- ATCGTCCTCTCTCTTCCTCA-3
reverse), and Shp (5- TGCCTGGAGTCTTCTGGA-3 forward and 5ATGTTCTTGAGGGTGGAAGC-3 reverse) were designed using the Primer3 open
source software (website link: http://frodo.wi.mit.edu/cgi-bin/primer3/primer3_www.
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cgi) using the gene sequences published on the NCBI database accessible at
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?db=Nucleotide. All other primer
sequences used were previously designed and optimized[2, 225].

4.2.12 Bile and Plasma Collection
Portal blood and bile were collected from male Fisher rats (Taconic, USA)
weighing 150-180 gm. Portal blood was collected with a heparin-coated syringe from the
portal vein, blood was centrifuged at >10,000g for 10min to separate plasma and cell
fraction. Supernatant was collected and stored at -80*C. Bile was collected by bile duct
cannulation, cannula was inserted in the main bile duct, and bile was collected for 15min.
Bile was diluted 1 in 30 in EtOH before storage at -80'C.

4.2.13 Quantitative Analysis of Bile Acid Synthesis
Analysis of bile acid synthesis from cultures was conducted by collection of spent
culture medium from each culture before media change each day and stored at -20'C
until analyzed. In vivo samples were collected from plasma and bile. Protein in samples
was denatured using acetonitrile and samples were centrifuged for 10min at 16.1X10 3g.
Internal standards were then added to each sample. 500tL of supernatant was put through
an activated Bond Elut solid phase extraction (SPE) column (Varian, Palo Alto, CA,
USA). SPE column was activated by flowing 3mL of 100% MeOH, and 3mL of
deionized water (DW) through the column prior to experiment. After sample was flowed
through SPE column, column was washed with 2mL of DW and then 2mL of 20%
MeOH. Bile acids were eluted from column with 5mL of 0.1% formic acid in MeOH.
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Elution was evaporated and remaining solid fraction was dissolved in 60gL of mobile
phase (10 mM ammonium acetate; 0.1% formic acid; 0.1% acetonitrile;20% MeOH).
Mobile phase was then directed into an LC-MSD-TRAP-XCT Mass Spectrometer with a
ZORBAX XDB-C18 1.0*50mm, 3.5gm particle size column for mass spectrum analysis
(Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA, USA). Detection limit of current protocol is -5
nM with a resolution of 0.1 nM. Recovery studies were conducted by dissolving bile acid
standards (Sigma Aldrich, USA) in fresh HGM or Ca2+-free buffer. 500 nM
concentrations of each bile acid were used for recovery studies. LC/MS analysis was
conducted by Dr. Jungnyun Kim, Dr. Ju Liu and Dr. Yu Zeng, under the supervision of
Prof. Steven Tannenbaum, Principal Investigator.

4.3 Results

4.3.1 Immunolocalization of Canalicular Marker DPPIV Demonstrates Formation of
Bile Canaliculi in Perfused 3D Cultures
In normal liver, dipeptidyl peptidase IV (DPPIV; CD26) is localized to bile
canalicular membranes, hence, DPPIV serves as a canonical marker of bile canalicular
polarization in culture[210]. To assess the influence of EGF on formation of canalicular
networks in culture, perfused 3D cultures were fixed on day 7 of culture, immunostained
with anti-DPPIV antibody, and imaged with confocal microscopy. Cultures maintained in
the presence of 20ng/ml EGF exhibited polarized localization of DPPIV to canalicularlike structures (Figure 4-la, green). Analysis of individual planes from the confocal zstack (presented as reconstructed 3D images in Figure 4-1 a & b) showed that in the
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presence of EGF, >90% of hepatocytes exhibited a cuboidal shape, indicating a tissuelike architecture, and were in contact well-formed canalicular networks. In the absence of
EGF, there were fewer canalicular networks formed as assessed by DPPIV localization
(Figure 4-lb, green). Moreover, in the absence of EGF, most (-80%) cells exhibited a
rounded shape and did not appear to be organized in a tissue-like architecture. Therefore,
EGF is necessary for either formation of or localization of DPPIV to canalicular networks
in 3D perfused cultures. Consistent with confocal imaging of DPPIV, phase contrast
images of 3D perfused cultures show what appear to be slightly less compact tissue
formation in the absence of EGF (Figure 4-1c), as compared to cultures in the presence of
20ng/ml EGF (Figure 4-1 d). Furthermore, total protein content on day 7 in 3D cultures is
-35% greater in the presence of EGF (Figure 4-le), indicating that EGF may be
increasing cell attachment, survival, proliferation, and/or ECM formation in these
cultures.
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Figure 4-1: Confocal image of perfused 3D
cultures, fixed day 7 post-isolation, DPPIV (green)
and draq5 nuclear staining (blue). In the presence
of 20 ng/ml EGF (a), DPPIV staining localized
primarily between hepatocytes in canalicular
networks (arrows). In the absence of EGF (b),
DPPIV localization is more diffuse and fewer
canalicular networks are seen; hepatocytes exhibit a
rounded shape and less tissue-like organization.
Phase constrast images of perfused 3D cultures,
day 7 post-isolation, in the absence of EGF (-EGF)
(c) exhibit what appear to have less compact tissues
than in the presence of 20ng/ml EGF (+EGF) (d).
Total protein content (e) in 3D perfused cultures,
day 7 post-isolation. Data shown as mean±SD (n =
3 biological replicates, in sextuplet). *p<0.05 -EGF
and +EGF.
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4.3.2 Effects of EGF on [3H]-TCA Transport in Perfused 3D Cultures and 2D
Sandwich Cultures
Having established that EGF influenced cell morphology and DPPIV distribution,
and possibly altered hepatocyte polarization, the effect of EGF on [3 H]-TCA transport
and canalicular integrity was assessed in 2D and 3D cultures maintained for 7 days in the
presence (+EGF) or absence (-EGF) of 20ng/mL EGF. Transport was assessed by adding
10tM

[3 H]-TCA to the culture buffer and assessing total accumulation after 15min

incubation in matched pairs of cultures that had been pre-treated to exhibit either intact
(Cells+BC) or disrupted (Cells-BC) bile canalicular networks during the 15 min
accumulation period. As discussed in previous chapters, a standard 2D assay was adapted
to the 3D format for transport studies. The values of [3 H]-TCA accumulation in the CellsBC case represent the balance between rates of uptake and rates of efflux. The difference
between accumulation in the Cells+BC condition compared to the Cells-BC condition
allows estimation of the amount of [3 H]-TCA accumulated in the canaliculi as a
normalized biliary excretion index [BEI = (Cells+BC - Cells-BC)/Cells+BC].
[3 H]-TCA accumulation in canaliculi on day 7 post-isolation was significant in
3D+EGF cultures (BEI 52±19%) while it was not measurable in the absence of EGF in
3D cultures (Figure 4-2a). No [3 H]-TCA accumulation in canaliculi was detectable in 2D
cultures in either +EGF or -EGF conditions on day 7. Taken together with
immunostaining of the canalicular structures, it can be inferred that the lack of
accumulation in the canalicular space in 2D cultures and in 3D-EGF cultures arises from
poorly organized or non-patent canalicular networks, rather than defects in either uptake
or efflux, as the values of [3H]-TCA accumulation in the Cells-BC condition are
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comparable for the +EGF and -EGF conditions within each culture format. The degree of
[3H]-TCA accumulation in canalicular networks in 2D cultures is lower than that in 3D
cultures and is independent of EGF, which may indicate a loss of transporter expression
or activity.
2D sandwich cultures (2D) of primary rat hepatocytes have been widely-used to
measure bile acid transport function; however most of these studies are conducted on day
4 of culture because it is the minimum amount of culture time required to form functional
canalicular networks[147, 210, 214] and the differentiated functions of hepatocytes in 2D
culture typically decline significantly by day 7[2]. It was confirmed that these 2D cultures
exhibited [3 H]-TCA transport properties comparable to those previously reported in the
literature on day 4 post-seeding (Figure 4-2b)[214]. In the absence of EGF, a condition
comparable to those used by others analyzing bile transport in 2D[214], and a BEI of
77±22% was observed. Addition of EGF significantly reduced the level of [3 H]-TCA
accumulation in the bile canaliculi, leading to a BEI of 31±18% in 2D-EGF cultures.
These results suggest that there is EGF-dependent decrease in canalicular integrity in 2D
cultures. Interestingly, [3 H]-TCA accumulation in Cells-BC was decreased by -40% in
2D+EGF as compared with 2D-EGF, indicating a disturbed uptake to efflux activity in
2D+EGF cultures.
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Figure 4-2: [3 H]-TCA
accumulation (a) in
perfused 3D cultures and
2D sandwich cultures on
day 7 of culture in the
presence (+EGF) and
absence (-EGF) of
20ng/ml EGF with intact
(Cells+BC) or disrupted
(Cells-BC) canaliculi.
EGF appears to be
essential to obtain
measureable
accumulation of [3H]TCA in canalicular
networks in 3D. BEI in
3D+EGF was measured
to be 52±19%, and not
measurable in any other
condition. Data shown as
mean±SD (n = 3
biological replicates, in

triplicate). *p<0.05
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Cells+BC and Cells-BC.
[3H]-TCA accumulation
(b) in 2D sandwich
cultures (2D) on day 4 of
culture. EGF highly
decreases [3 H]-TCA
accumulation in
canalicular networks in
contrast with results in
3D cultures. BEI were
77±22% and 31±18% in
the absence and presence
of EGF, respectively.
Data shown as mean±SD
(n = 3 biological

replicates, in triplicate).
*p<0.05 Cells+BC and
Cells-BC.

4.3.3 Effects of EGF on Expression of Bile Acid Transporters and Transcription
Factors in Perfused 3D Cultures and 2D Sandwich Cultures
To investigate whether the EGF-induced reduction in canalicular [3 H]-TCA
accumulation in 3D perfused cultures was due to EGF-dependent modulation of
canalicular integrity or due to influences on transporter expression, the expression of the
key uptake and efflux transporters was assessed using whole cell lysates to probe levels
of protein and mRNA present at specific culture times.
Immunoblot analysis for Bsep, the key bile acid efflux transporter, showed that
3D cultures maintained in the presence of EGF for 7 days expressed levels of Bsep
comparable to freshly-isolated hepatocytes (Figure 4-3). Interestingly, omission of EGF
resulted in an almost two-fold increase in expression of this efflux transporter relative to
freshly-isolated cells (Figure 4-3a). Although Bsep protein expression levels were
maintained or elevated, Bsep mRNA expression on day 7 in 3D culture was reduced by
20-50 fold compared freshly isolated cells (Figure 4-3b). Still, gene expression level in
the -EGF case was about 2-fold higher than in the +EGF case, mirroring the trend of
higher protein expression in the -EGF case. The half-life of Bsep in vivo is 4-6 days[26],
hence the discordance between mRNA and protein suggests degradation is substantially
slowed in these culture conditions. In contrast to Bsep, which showed an EGF-dependent
expression, the presence of EGF in culture medium had no significant effect on
expression of the bile acid uptake transporter protein, Ntcp, at day 7 in 3D culture (Figure
4-3 a & b). Expression of Ntcp at day 7 was moderately decreased (70% of the value in
freshly-isolated cells) at the protein level in both conditions, and significantly depressed
at the mRNA level (12-fold lower than in freshly-isolated cells). Taken together, the net
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effect of EGF on expression levels of uptake and efflux reporters does not seem to
account for the dramatic difference in efflux into canalicular space for these two different
culture conditions, as reflected in undetectable BEI in the -EGF case, where Bsep
expression is elevated above both the in vivo values and above the +EGF case. Failure to
detect canalicular accumulation of [3 H]-TCA for the -EGF case may thus arise from
failure to localize Bsep to the cell surface, failure to form patent canaliculi, or a
combination of these and other factors.
In contrast to 3D culture, where both Bsep and Ntcp protein expression levels are
at most moderately changed from the freshly-isolated levels and a pronounced effect of
EGF is observed in day 7 cultures for Bsep expression, EGF did not change expression of
Bsep or Ntcp protein at day 7 in 2D cultures, and the overall expression levels of both
Bsep and Ntcp are significantly below levels in 3D culture for the same time points and
conditions (Figure 4-3a), and moderately (for Bsep) to greatly (for Ntcp) below those for
freshly-isolated hepatocytes (Figure 4-3a). Expression of both Bsep and Ntcp mRNA
was also significantly decreased at day 7 (Figure 4-3b), independent of EGF treatment.
The depressed levels of both transporter proteins compared to 3D culture is consistent
with the relatively lower overall accumulation of [3H]-TCA in cells in 2D compared to
3D at this day 7 time point (Figure 4-2a).
Because a pronounced inhibitory effect of EGF on canalicular [3H]-TCA
accumulation in 2D cultures on day 4 was observed (Figure 4-2b), a time point which is
typically used for transport studies in 2D culture, expression of Bsep and Ntcp at this
time point was examined for 2D cultures. Omission of EGF from the culture medium
increased the expression of Bsep in 2D cultures at day 4 to a value over twice that of
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freshly-isolated cells (Figure 4-3a) while the presence of EGF resulted in a modest (1.3fold) increase in Bsep protein expression at this time point. These trends in relative Bsep
protein expression in the -EGF and +EGF conditions thus mirror those for effects of EGF
on Bsep protein expression in 3D day 7 cultures, where the -EGF condition similarly had
greater Bsep expression. The presence of EGF in culture medium significantly decreased
Bsep mRNA expression (7 fold lower in the +EGF condition), which was similar to the
effect of EGF on Bsep protein expression. Expression of Ntcp protein was reduced to
-50% of that observed in freshly-isolated cells in both the -EGF and +EGF conditions at
day 4 in 2-D culture, and EGF decreased values slightly relative to the -EGF condition
(levels were 0.5 and 0.4 relative to freshly isolated cells for the -EGF and +EGF cases
respectively; Figure 4-3a). Ntcp mRNA expression was reduced 10-20 fold compared to
freshly-isolated hepatocytes (Figure 4-3b). In the presence of EGF, there was a slight
(<2-fold) decrease in Ntcp mRNA expression in these cultures, consistent with the slight
decrease in protein expression observed in the +EGF condition.
Having observed that presence of EGF decreases the expression of Bsep, the
canalicular transporter of bile acids, the effects of EGF on the mRNA expression of
canalicular transporters involved in excretion of two other main bile components were
examined: phospholipids, which reduce the detergent-like activity of bile, and organic
anions, which are excreted as waste products through the biliary and digestive tract. In
cultures maintained in the absence of EGF, the gene expression of the canalicular
phospholipid transporter Mdr2 was reduced 6-7 fold on day 7 of culture as compared to
in freshly-isolated hepatocytes independent of culture format (Figure 4-3b). Moreover,
EGF reduced these mRNA levels 2.5 fold as compared to the -EGF case in both 2D and
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3D cultures. EGF reduced Mdr2 mRNA levels 8-fold in day 4 2D cultures (where mRNA
levels in the absence of EGF were not significantly different from freshly-isolated
hepatocytes; Figure 4-3b). This effect of EGF is consistent with the EGF-related decrease
in Bsep mRNA, another canalicular transporter, measured across culture platforms and
culturing time. However, this effect of EGF on canalicular transporter mRNA expression
was not detected with the canalicular efflux transporter of organic anions, Mrp2. Mrp2
mRNA levels were all measured to be within 2-fold of freshly-isolated hepatocyte levels
in all culture systems independent of EGF or day of culture. This is consistent with
reports of Mrp2 maintenance in primary hepatocyte cultures in both the presence and
absence of EGF[2, 210].
Because EGF was shown to decrease the mRNA levels of some canalicular
transporters, it was important to determine whether EGF was mediating this effect by
reducing the expression of transcription factors important in the regulation of Bsep
expression. A transcription factor directly involved in promoting regulation of Bsep is
FXR, which dimerizes with RXR when activated and directly promotes SHP, another
transcription factor which inhibits Ntcp transcription [46]. The mRNA levels of these
transcription factors was within 4-fold of freshly-isolated hepatocyte levels (Figure 4-3c),
with the exception of RXR in 2D cultures which was 5-fold decreased independent of
EGF presence on day 7 of culture and 2D+EGF cultures on day 4. Compared with 3DEGF, FXR and SHP levels were slightly increased by (<2-fold) in 3D+EGF, respectively,
while RXR was not significantly affected by EGF. The increase in SHP levels correspond
with the increase in levels of FXR, which is directly involved in its regulation and this
indicates that FXR activity may be saturated as an increase in its expression corresponded
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to a direct increase in the expression of a gene it is known to directly regulate. However,
the effects of EGF on Bsep and Ntcp expression is probably FXR- and SHP-independent
because an increase in FXR and SHP should correspond to an increase in Bsep and
decrease in Ntcp expression. Interestingly, EGF mediated a 2-4 fold decrease mRNA
levels of FXR and RXR in 2D cultures on day 4 of culture. However, this decrease did
not correspond to a significant decrease in SHP expression.
EGFR is internalized and degraded following stimulation by EGF[93]. Expression
of EGFR in 2D primary hepatocyte cultures has previously been shown to decline rapidly
to <20% of that in freshly-isolated cells when hepatocytes are maintained in medium with
insulin, and the decline is further enhanced in the presence of EGF[246]. Hence, it can
be hypothesized that EGFR expression would decline in all cultures, and more so in
+EGF conditions. Immunoblot analysis of cell lysates support this hypothesis: EGFR
protein expression decreased significantly (40-80%) in all culture conditions, with greater
declines in +EGF compared to -EGF conditions (Figure 4-3 c & d). EGFR gene
expression levels, as compared to day 0 levels, were decreased 5.3- and 4.1-fold in 3DEGF and 3D+EGF, respectively, and -2.8-fold in 2D, independent of EGF presence. The
loss of EGFR protein expression in the presence of EGF is consistent with EGF-mediated
increased internalization and subsequent degradation of activated EGFR[246]. Increased
EGFR gene expression in 3D+EGF as compared to 3D-EGF culture may be the result of
greater EGFR transcript in response to greater EGFR degradation.
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Figure 4-3: Expression (a) of Ntcp
and Bsep proteins as evaluated by
immunoblot in perfused 3D
cultures (3D) and 2D sandwich
cultures (2D), day of culture noted.
Bsep expression was observed to
be lower in EGF cultures while
Ntcp expression levels are
unaffected. *Optical density
expressed as a ratio normalized to
actin. Expression ratio on Day 0
isolated hepatocytes (Iso) was set
to 1.0. Expression (b) of gene
transcripts for Ntcp, Bsep, Mdr2
and Mrp2 as measured by semiquantitative RT-PCR, day of
culture as noted. EGF lowered
expression of canalicular
transporters (Bsep, Mdr2, and
Mrp2) slightly while not having an
effect on the uptake transporters
Ntcp, consistent with protein
expression results. Error bars for
day 0 shown, data shown as log2
fold change from day 0, mean±SD
(n = 3 biological replicates, in
triplicate). *p<0.05 -EGF and
+EGF. Expression (c) of gene
transcripts for relevant
transcription factors as measured
by semi-quantitative RT-PCR
exhibits less than a 4-fold decrease
in signal from day 0 indicating that
transcription regulation is not
greatly affected by EGF presence.
Day of culture as noted. Error bars
for day 0 shown, data shown as
log2 fold change from day 0,
mean±SD (n = 3 biological
replicates, in triplicate). *p<0.05 EGF and +EGF. EGFR protein
expression (d) as evaluated by
immunoblot is lower in EGF
cultures consistent with higher
degradation of EGFR by persistent
activation with EGF. Day of
culture as noted. *Optical density
expressed as a ratio normalized to
actin. Expression ratio on Day 0
was set to 1.0.

4.3.4 Effects of EGF on Bile Acid Synthesis in Perfused 3D Cultures and 2D Sandwich
Cultures
Expression of bile acid transporters and functional integrity of canaliculi as
assessed by [3 H]-TCA transport may be affected by cellular production of bile acids,
which in turn may be regulated by EGF. Therefore, analysis of bile acid concentration
and composition in culture medium collected from 3D and 2D cultures in the absence (EGF) and presence (+EGF) of EGF on day 7 of culture was conducted using liquid
chromatography/mass spectrometry (LC/MS) analysis (Figure 4-4a). The presence of
EGF greatly suppressed bile acid production in 3D culture, as bile acid production in 3DEGF was over 7-fold higher than in 3D+EGF. Although in both conditions, the cholic
acid (CA) conjugates represented over 95% of the total bile acids present (similar to that
measured in male Fisher rats; Figure 4-5). Glycine conjugates dominated over taurine
conjugates (81% and 17%, respectively) for the 3D-EGF condition and taurine
conjugates dominated (32% glycine and in the 61% taurine) in the +EGF condition.
Taurine conjugates are in highest abundance in vivo (>90% of CA conjugated to taurine;
Figure 4-5). The average synthesis rate in 3D-EGF conditions is comparable to the in
vivo bile acid synthesis rates of -2nmol/mgprotein (averaged over the sinusoid) and EGF
depressed the rate to sub-physiological average values in 3D[29]. Compared to 3D, bile
acid production was very significantly diminished in 2D culture in the absence of EGF
and also showed further depression in the presence of EGF (about 15- and 3-fold lower
than 3D-EGF and 3D+EGF, respectively).
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To assess whether the effects of EGF on bile acid synthesis are mediated by a
decrease in bile acid synthesis enzymes, cyp7al protein expression was assessed by
immunoblot analysis (Figure 4-4b). Cyp7al protein expression was maintained at similar
levels to freshly isolated hepatocytes in 3D-EGF cultures, but decreased -50% in 3D
+EGF cultures, a result that corresponds well with the trends in the observed EGFmediated decrease in bile acid synthesis in 3D+EGF conditions. Interestingly, in 2D
culture, cyp7al expression increased slightly (10%) compared to the value in freshly
isolated cells in the -EGF case, an unexpected finding given the depressed value of bile
acid synthesis rate observed compared to the 3D-EGF condition, which had comparable
cyp7al expression. Maintenance of 2D cultures in the presence of EGF resulted in a
decrease in cyp7al expression, which is consistent with EGF-mediated decrease in bile
acid synthesis rate. However, the bile acid synthesis rate in 2D cultures was much lower
than in 3D cultures independent of EGF, which is not consistent with observed cyp7al
levels. This may indicate that cyp7al activity in 2D cultures is not the rate-limiting step
for decreased bile acid synthesis in these cultures and suggests that synthesis of a bile
acid precursor, such as cholesterol, might be significantly diminished. Interestingly,
cyp7al mRNA levels were measured to be 40-65 fold diminished in all 3D and 2D
cultures as compared to freshly-isolated hepatocyte levels (Figure 4-4c). The only effect
of EGF on cyp7al mRNA levels measured was a slight (<2-fold) decrease measured in
3D cultures.
To further investigate the potential mechanisms by which EGF affects bile acid
synthesis rates in 3D and 2D cultures, mRNA levels of cyp27al, the rate-limiting enzyme
in the alternative bile acid synthesis pathway and mediates many steps downstream of
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cyp7al in the classical pathway[9], and cyp8bl, which catalyses the necessary synthesis
step to produce CA, were determined (Figure 4-4c). Cyp27al gene expression was
maintained within 3-fold of day 0 levels independent of culture system and EGF
presence, which is consistent with other reports of cyp27al expression being well
maintained in primary hepatocyte cultures [67]. Figure 4-4c also shows that cyp8b1 gene
expression is decreased by approximately 80-fold in 3D-EGF, 3D+EGF and 2D-EGF
cultures, but is decreased over 6,500-fold in 2D+EGF cultures. 2D+EGF cyp8bl gene
expression contrasts the complete lack of detection of chenodeoxycholic acid products in
2D+EGF culture medium or in any other culture condition, which suggests that enough
cyp8bl activity is conserved in 2D+EGF cultures to produce the low levels of CA
measured in these cultures.
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Figure 4-4: Bile acid production (a) in perfused 3D cultures (3D) and 2D sandwich
cultures (2D) on day 7 of culture as measured from LC/MS analysis of media in the
absence (-EGF) and presence (+EGF) of 20 ng/ml EGF. EGF highly decreases bile
acid synthesis in 3D while the effect is more attenuated in 2D, which has diminished
bile acid synthesis overall. Bile acid composition is mostly CA conjugates consistent
with in vivo bile composition (data not shown). Data shown as mean±SD (n = 3
biological replicates, in triplicate). *p<0.05 -EGF and +EGF. Cyp7al protein
expression (b)as evaluated by immunoblot is conserved in both 3D and 2D cultures in
the absence of EGF but is significantly decreased in the presence of 20 ng/ml EGF,
consistent with bile acid synthesis data.*Optical density expressed as a ratio
normalized to actin. Expression ratio of Day 0 isolated hepatocytes (Iso) was set to
1.0. Expression (c) of gene transcripts for relevant enzymes in the bile acid synthesis
pathway as measured by semi-quantitative RT-PCR exhibits similar levels for both 3D
and 2D cultures on day 7 independent of EGF presence, except of cyp8b1 which is
significantly more decreased in the 2D+EGF cultures. Error bars for day 0 shown,
data shown as log2 fold change from day 0, mean±SD (n = 3 biological replicates, in
triplicate). *p<0.05 -EGF and +EGF.

In order to compare the composition of the bile acids produced by these cultures
to in vivo rat bile composition, analysis of bile acid concentration and composition in
plasma and bile collected from adult male Fisher rats was conducted using liquid
chromatography/mass spectrometry (LC/MS) analysis (Figure 4-5). TCA was the
predominant bile acid synthesized in vivo, consistent with other published studies[39-41],
and the concentration of bile acids was 1000-fold higher in bile than in plasma.
Concentrations of unconjugated and tertiary bile acids were significantly low, which is
consistent with healthy enterohepatic circulation[9]. Certain bile acids, including
lithocholic acid, are synthesized primarily by intestinal flora, so relatively small
concentrations indicate a healthy amount of this flora. The relatively small concentrations
of unconjugated primary bile acids are indicative of normal bile acid synthesis and
regulation.
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4.4 Discussion and Conclusions
The liver regulates a myriad of vital functions, including drug metabolism,

albumin and urea secretion, cholesterol homeostasis, bile acid synthesis and hepatobiliary
transport, some of which have been shown to be preserved in vitro in long-term culture in
reactor systems similar to that used in these studies[2], however bile acid synthesis and
transport had not been assessed in these systems. EGF has been shown to aid in plating
and survival of hepatocytes in vitro and is associated with long-term maintenance of
some liver functions, while detrimentally affecting others. The results detailed in this
chapter show that EGF increases tissue and canalicular network formation, together with
bile acid canalicular retention, in primary rat hepatocytes cultured in a micro-scale in
vitro perfused 3D physiological model thus allowing bile acid transport protocols to be
adapted to this system.
EGF was necessary for the extensive formation of canalicular networks in
perfused 3D cultures as shown by DPPIV localization to these structures, which is
consistent with its effect on other 3-dimensional culturing systems such as spheroid
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cultures[224, 238]. Tobe et al, showed that EGF was not just essential for the formation
of three-dimensional hepatocyte spheroid structures, but that the degree of formation was
dependent on EGF concentration[188]. Hepatocytes have also been shown to form more
connective tissue when cultured with EGF and HGF (hepatic growth factor) in other three
dimensional culturing systems[223]. Conversely, EGF has been shown to disrupt
formation of canalicular networks and tight junctions in 2D sandwich cultured primary
hepatocytes[207]. It may be reasonable to hypothesize that canalicular networks are
disrupted in these cultures because of other stimulatory effects, such as EGF stimulation
of proliferative response[ 199]. However, EGF also stimulates the recycling of Ecadherin, an essential transmembrane protein in the formation of anchoring junctions and
tight junctions, and also phosphorylates beta-catenin, which is a cytosolic member of
anchoring junctions, decreasing its interaction with E-cadherin[174, 177]. Although this
may explain the decrease of canalicular networks in 2D hepatocyte cultures when
cultured with EGF, recent studies have shown that hepatocytes lacking E-cadherin can
still form bile canaliculi, although to a lesser extent[235]. Therefore, cultures with a
greater formation of ECM and greater number of cell-cell interactions can potentially
form canaliculi even with a reduction of E-cadherin.
The effect of EGF on canalicular network formation in perfused 3D cultures may
also be responsible for the much higher retention of TCA in the canalicular space in these
cultures. In the absence of EGF, a complete lack of difference was observed in TCA
accumulation in perfused 3D cultures with intact and disrupted canalicular networks.
However, the TCA accumulation inside the cellular space was similar to that measured
for 2D sandwich cultures, 3D cultures in the presence of EGF, and accumulation levels
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reported in 2D cultures in other studies[214]. Moreover, Bsep protein expression levels in
these cultures were greater than levels in freshly isolated rat hepatocytes, and Ntcp levels
were similar in the presence and absence of EGF. Therefore, it is not likely that TCA
uptake and efflux function was significantly inhibited, rather canalicular network
formation is compromised. The BEI and TCA accumulation levels measured in the
absence of EGF in perfused 3D cultures in the studies presented in this chapter are
different from those presented in chapter 3. This indicates that there is great variability in
the hepatic transport function of 3D cultures cultured in the complete absence of EGF,
possibly due to idiosyncratic differences between experiments. This finding highlights
the necessity of EGF in the culture media of these cultures to establish consistent cell repolarization and canalicular network formation between biological replicates.
EGF has the inverse effect on 2D sandwich cultures on day 4 of culture.
Decreased TCA canalicular accumulation in the presence of EGF is caused by disruption
of canalicular network formation and not an inhibition of transport, since accumulation in
the canalicular space of digoxin and CDF were also significantly diminished, as
discussed in chapter 2. However, TCA accumulation is significantly diminished in 2D
sandwich cultures on day 7 of culture independent of the presence of EGF, which
corresponds well with the highly decreased expression of Ntcp and a decreased Bsep
expression as well. Moreover, there may also be an EGF-independent disruption of
canalicular networks on day 7 of culture, as seen by diminished retention of CDF in these
networks, as discussed in chapter 2.
The measured transporter expression and transcriptional activity provided some
evidence that the effects of EGF on cultured hepatocytes was similar between culture
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systems, as opposed to the effect on canalicular formation, as summarized in Table 4-1.
EGF decreased the mRNA expression of canalicular transporters Bsep and Mdr2, and the
expression of Bsep. Overall, mRNA expression of Bsep was decreased as compared to
freshly isolated hepatocytes, however the half-life of Bsep in vivo is 4-6 days[26], hence
the discordance between mRNA and protein suggests degradation is substantially slowed
in these culture conditions. EGF may affect Bsep expression by increasing its expression
on the canalicular membrane and thus reducing Bsep ubiquitination and degradation[101,
247]. This potential reduction in Bsep degradation and increase of canalicular expression
may make greater Bsep transcription unnecessary. A potentially greater degradation due
to a possible reduction of canalicular Bsep expression may explain the higher overall
Bsep protein expression observed in cultures not exposed to EGF.
EGF also has a significant effect on bile acid production in both perfused 3D
cultures and 2D sandwich cultures. In the absence of EGF, total bile acid production in
3D cultures was measured to be 5.5±1.3 nmol/mgprotein/day. This is approximately 3fold in vivo bile acid rates, which are -2 nmol/mgprotein/day[29], and is consistent with
in vivo increases in bile acid production after partial ileal bypass[9, 248]. This level of
bile acid production activity on day 7 of culture is consistent with maintenance of other
liver functions observed in hepatocytes cultured long-term in a single-unit perfused 3D
culture system as previously reported[2, 225], such as phase I and phase II drug
metabolism activity, albumin secretion, and urea production. Bile acid formation in 2D
cultures was significantly lower and is also consistent with an overall decrease in liverspecific functions over time in culture observed in hepatocytes cultured under similar
conditions[2, 4]. However, cyp7al protein expression was comparable in 3D and 2D
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cultures, suggesting that 2D cultures may have significantly diminished synthesis of a
bile acid precursor, such as cholesterol.
The EGF-mediated decrease of bile acid production is consistent with the
decrease in cyp7al expression in the presence of EGF. The possible pathways by which
EGF could affect bile acid production and cyp7al protein and gene expression and
cyp8bl gene expression are complicated and not well understood. The pathway appears
to be FXR- and SHP-independent since the gene expression of these transcription factors
involved in the inhibition of cyp7al and cyp8bl transcription is within 4-fold of day 0
levels and the levels of bile acids in the culture medium are not high enough to illicit the
FXR regulatory pathway[32, 35, 36, 57, 59, 62, 70]. It has been observed that EGF
signaling can mediate the phosphorylation and activation of many different transcription
factors involved in the regulation of bile acid synthesis enzymes and bile acid
transporters, including LRH-1 [57, 61-63, 66, 69, 97]. Short-term EGF exposure has been
reported to increase the activation of LRH-l through an ERK1/2 mediated pathway,
however prolonged EGF exposure has been seen to reduce the activation of ERKl/2 in
cultured hepatocytes[97, 99]. LRH-1 is involved in the regulation of cyp7al, cyp8bl, and
Bsep, which were all measured to have decreased expression in the presence of EGF[59,
62, 65, 69]. Therefore, it is possible that long-term exposure to EGF decreases the
activation or expression of LRH-1.
Decreased EGFR protein expression in the presence of EGF was measured in both
3D and 2D cultures, and this is consistent with EGF-mediated increased internalization
and subsequent degradation of activated EGFR[246]. Therefore, activation of the
pathways described previously is possible in both culture systems and indicates that EGF
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may have similar effects on signaling pathways and transcription in cultured hepatocytes
independent of culture platform.
The bile acid composition in all systems was very similar to in vivo, which were
mostly cholic acid conjugates[42]. However, the high bile acid production of perfused 3D
cultures in the absence of EGF may point to an important discovery. Conjugation of
primary bile acids to either taurine or glycine is catalyzed by bile acid CoA:amino acid
N-acyltransferase, with the Km for taurine being much lower in human, and especially in
rat[42]. Hardison and Proffitt demonstrated that the amount of taurine conjugation is a
function of the intrahepatic taurine pool size without an effect from the intrahepatic
glycine pool size[42]. Therefore, the large production of glycocholic acid in perfused 3D
cultures in the absence of EGF may indicate a reduced taurine pool in these cultures. This
may have some implications for glycogen storage capabilities and other factors in these
cultures[249, 250].
The effects of EGF on hepatocytes and on the liver are numerous. The results
detailed in this chapter have shown that the influence of EGF on primary rat hepatocyte
culture can also depend on the in vitro culturing system itself, with widely different
outcomes. Though EGF enhanced some liver functions, it also had very deleterious
effects on others. Therefore, further investigation into the causes of these effects, the
differences observed between culturing systems, and a dose- and time-dependent
response is warranted. It is also warranted to develop an experimental setup of
measurements to obtain quantitative pharmacokinetic parameters of [3 H]-TCA transport
so that the effects of different culture conditions on transport can be quantitatively
assessed.
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Table 4-1: Effects of EGF of on 3D and 2D cultures

Culture Platform
2D

3D
EGF

+

-

Canalicular network

++

formation

Canalicular bile acid

+

++

retention

Transporter expression
Canalicular

++

Basolateral
++

Bile acid synthesis

Bile acid synthesis
enzyme expression
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Chapter 5

Numerical Modeling for Optimization of In Vitro Hepatobiliary
Transport Studies

5.1 Introduction
Hepatobiliary transport of bile acids, cholesterol, phospholipids, xenobiotics and
other compounds is one of the main functions of the liver[46]. Hepatic uptake of
compounds is commonly an initial and necessary step for the biotransformation of
cholesterol, bile acids, xenobiotics and other compounds, and the excretion of these
compounds into the bile canaliculi is one the main pathways of excretion of
compounds[3, 16, 46]. It is thus of great importance to be able to study the effects of
different compounds and other conditions on hepatobiliary transport in a quantitative
manner for comparison of effects.
As has been described in previous chapters, a multi-unit in vitro 3D physiological
perfused model has been developed for the culturing of primary rat hepatocytes. These
perfused 3D primary rat hepatocyte cultures, along with 2D sandwich cultures, have been
used to study the effects of different media components and hepatobiliary transport
inhibitors on [3H]-TCA transport and accumulation, bile acid synthesis, canalicular
network formation and retention, and protein and gene expression of liver-specific
transporters and enzymes. However, even though it was possible to measure differences
in [3H]-TCA accumulation, it was not possible to make quantitative assessments on the
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effects of different conditions on uptake, efflux, and canalicular integrity. One of the
main reasons this could not be measured was that measuring [3 H]-TCA accumulation at
one time point and one [3 H]-TCA buffer concentration allow only for qualitative
assessments of these three different parameters, which can then be partially corroborated
with transporter protein expression data.
It is thus necessary to conduct [3 H]-TCA accumulation measurements at various
time points and [3 H]-TCA buffer concentrations. Unfortunately, [3 H]-TCA uptake and
efflux occur over short (10-15min) time spans[147], and precise measurements at early
accumulation time points is necessary. Moreover, perfused 3D cultures require more
resources and effort to set up, seed and maintain, and the multiwell reactor platform used
in the preparation of perfused 3D cultures is not commercially or readily available. It is
therefore necessary to reduce the number of [3 H]-TCA accumulation measurements
needed in order to determine quantitative uptake, efflux and canalicular retention kinetic
parameters in perfused 3D cultures under different conditions.
In this chapter, a numerical model for the reduction of measurements necessary
for the determination of hepatobiliary transport kinetic parameters will be detailed. The
model also aided in determining whether kinetic parameters can be obtained measuring
[3 H]-TCA accumulation at steady state accumulation levels only, exclusively varying the
[3H]-TCA buffer concentration. Finally, this chapter also details sensitivity analysis
conducted on this model to determine which change in parameter would diminish the
accuracy of the kinetic parameter measurements.
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5.2 Description of Numerical Model
In developing the approach to this numerical model, a pharmacokinetic model of
[3H]-TCA

transport in 2D sandwich cultures published by Liu et al, 1999, was used as a

platform (Figure 5-1) [147]. Liu et al, 1999, determined that hepatocyte uptake and efflux
of [3 H]-TCA in 2D sandwich cultures could be modeled as having Michaelis-Menten
kinetics[147], which is consistent with kinetics determined in vivo and using
microsomes[8, 25, 44, 237, 251]. It was also determined that canalicular retention could
be modeled as first-order kinetics[147], which would be consistent with both passive
diffusion and active contraction of canalicular networks to excrete contents.

Basolateral

Space

ke4

Vma,

Kma

Intracellular
Compartment

IVmb,

Canalicular
Compartment
&m_

Figure 5-1: Pharmacokinetic model for the enterohepatic circulation of bile
acids. The arrow heads point in the direction of biliary flow. Basolateral
space constitutes the medium or buffer; intracellular compartment includes
uptake and excretion of bile acids; canalicular compartment constitutes bile
accumulation in canaliculi-like structures. Michaelis-Menten kinetics are
assumed for uptake and excretion as described by Liu et al., 1999

In the studies conducted by Liu et al, 1999, measurements of [3H]-TCA
accumulation were taken in paired 2D sandwich cultures with either disrupted (Cells-BC)
or intact (Cells+BC) canalicular networks at the time points and [3H]-TCA buffer
concentrations outlined on Table 5-1. The pharmacokinetic parameters measured in those
studies are listed on Table 5-2, and are used as a basis for the numerical model described
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in this chapter. The numerical model described in this section attempts to decrease the
number of time points and concentrations required to determine [3 H]-TCA hepatic
transport pharmacokinetic parameters.

Table 5-1: Time points and Concentrations to Measure [3H]-TCA Transport Kinetics
[3H]-TCA Buffer Concentrations ([tM)

Time points (min)
0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 5, and 10

1, 10, 20, 50, and 100

accumulation time points with various [3H]-TCA buffer concentrations measured by
Liu et al, 1999, to determine [3 H]-TCA transport kinetics in 2D sandwich cultures.
[ 3H]-TCA

The numerical model entails the following algorithm:
1. Each kinetic parameter as listed on Table 5-2 is multiplied by a randomly
generated number in the range of 50%-150%. This simulates the possible
differences in kinetic parameters that will be measured under different culture
conditions.
2. The pharmacokinetic model as described by Liu et al, 1999[147], is used to
determine the [3H]-TCA accumulation measurement expected at the time points
and buffer concentrations being considered, for the parameters created in step 1.
3. The [3 H]-TCA accumulation measurements are multiplied by randomly generated
numbers with a normal distribution with the mean of 100% and a decreasing
standard deviation at greater time point. This incorporates potential experimental
error in collection of [3 H]-TCA accumulation measurements. The standard
deviation decreases with increasing time points to account for greater potential
variability in experimental measurements at shorter time points.
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4. The corrected [3H]-TCA accumulation measurements created in step 3 are then
used to solve for kinetic parameters as it would be done if the accumulation
measurements were experimentally determined.
5. The kinetic parameters determined in step 4 are compared to the original
parameters created in step 1 (% parameter error) and the largest % parameter error
per simulation is noted.
6. Each algorithm is repeated 1000 times and the mean % parameter error is used as
a metric to compare different time point and buffer concentration considerations.

Table 5-2: [3H]-TCA Pharmacokinetic Parameters in 2D Sandwich Cultures
Parameter

Value
28 [M

Kma
Vma

1.19 nmol/mgprotein/min

Ke4

0.849 1/min

Kmb

1.03 nmol/mgprotein

Vmb

1.82 nmol/mgprotein

[3H]-TCA pharmacokinetic parameters determined by Liu et al, 1999[147].

The %parameter error was calculated as follows:
%ParameterError- abs(P~x

- PRe al

100%

PReal

where:
%ParameterError

=

%Parameter Error to be calculated

PEXP

=

parameter value obtained in step 4 of the algorithm
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PReal

parameter value obtained in step 1 of the algorithm
and used to obtain the simulated measurements in
step 2

Mean %parameter errors were determined for the time points and buffer
concentrations listed on Table 5-1. Each time point and buffer concentration were then
removed in each subsequent simulation and mean % parameter errors were compared.
Steady state conditions were also determined and varying buffer concentrations were
used to determine the fewest possible measurements necessary to obtain kinetic
parameters. The algorithm detailed above was also used to determine mean % parameter
errors for steady state conditions.
All simulations were performed using Matlab 7.6.0.324 (R2008a) software for
WindowsXP with a time determined seed for the random number generator.

5.2.1 Description of Sensitivity Analysis
Sensitivity analysis was performed on this model by measuring the mean %
parameter error and varying one parameter from 10-2 to 102 of the value listed on Table 52, while maintaining all other parameters at the value listed on Table 5-2. The algorithm
outlined previously was used to obtain mean % parameter errors. This was performed to
assess whether decreasing the number of measurements taken will decrease the reliability
of parameters obtained.
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5.3 Results
5.3.1 Reduction of Experimental Conditions
The effects of reducing [3 H]-TCA accumulation measurements on the reliability
of pharmacokinetic parameters were assessed by comparing mean %parameter errors
(Table 5-3). The mean %parameter error for the full experimental setup of measurements
outlined in Table 5-1 was 42%. It was found that removing certain time points and buffer
concentrations from the experimental setups actually reduced the mean %parameter. The
greatest reduction was obtained when the time points at 1 and 1.5 or 2 min were removed,
in conjunction with the 1[tM buffer concentration condition. However, in order to reduce
the number of conditions as much as possible, the 1, 1.5 and 5 min time points can be
removed from the experimental set up as well as the 1[tM buffer concentration condition.
The mean %parameter error in this condition is 40%, which is still below the mean %
error for the full experimental measurement setup detailed in Table 5-1. This would result
in a reduction of 30 conditions to 12 conditions. However, this could still require a
considerable number of perfused 3D cultures to be setup in parallel in order to obtain
these parameters. Moreover, because of the physical constraints of the multiwell reactor
platform in which perfused 3D cultures are prepared, it is difficult to reliably measure
[3H]-TCA accumulation at early incubation time points such as 0.5min. Therefore, it is
necessary to explore whether it is possible to obtain a mean % parameter error
comparable to that obtained with the full experimental measurement setup.
The mean % parameter errors for steady state condition experimental setups were
mostly higher than those with discrete time point measurements. However, it was
observed that experimental setups with low [3H]-TCA buffer concentrations had mean %
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parameter errors within 10% of the full experimental measurement setup (48%). It should
be noted that a steady state experimental measurement setup would result in a 10-fold
decrease in necessary measurements from 30 conditions to 3 conditions. If this setup was
experimentally determined to robustly determine pharmacokinetic parameters, it would
allow for the quantitative assessment of [3 H]-TCA transport in a great number of culture
conditions in parallel.
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Table 5-3: Mean % Parameter Errors for Different Sets of Experimental Measurements
Proposed Experimental Measurement Set Up
Buffer Concentrations (FLM)

Time Points (min)

Mean % Parameter Error

1, 10, 20, 50, 100

0.5, 1, 1.5, 2,5, 10

42%

10, 20, 50, 100

0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 5, 10

43%

1,20,50, 100

0.5, 1, 1.5, 2,5, 10

48%

1,10,50, 100

0.5,1, 1.5, 2,5, 10

45%

1,10,20,100

0.5,1, 1.5, 2,5, 10

43%

1, 10,20,50

0.5,1, 1.5, 2,5,10

47%

20, 50, 100

0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 5, 10

63%

10,50,100

0.5,1,1.5,2,5,10

61%

10, 20, 100

0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 5, 10

55%

10,20,50

0.5,1,1.5,2,5,10

61%

1,50, 100

0.5,1,1.5, 2,5,10

78%

1,20,100

0.5,1, 1.5, 2,5,10

62%

1,20,50

0.5,1, 1.5, 2,5, 10

69%

1, 10, 100

0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 5, 10

61%

1, 10, 50

0.5, 1, 1.5, 2,5, 10

61%

1,10,20

0.5,1, 1.5, 2,5,10

74%

1, 10, 20, 50, 100

1, 1.5, 2,5, 10

57%

1 10, 20, 50, 100

0.5, 1.5, 2, 5, 10

42%

1, 10, 20, 50, 100

0.5, 1, 1.5, 5, 10

41%

1, 10, 20, 50, 100

0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 10

46%
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Table 5-3 (Contd')
Proposed Experimental Measurement Set Up
Buffer Concentrations (ptM)

Time Points (min)

Mean %Parameter Error

1, 10, 20, 50, 100

0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 5

50%

1, 10, 20, 50, 100

1.5, 2, 5, 10

68%

1,10,20,50,100

1,2,5,10

53%

1, 10, 20, 50, 100

1, 1.5, 5, 10

55%

1, 10, 20,50,100

1,1.5,2,10

61%

1,10,20,50,100

1,1.5,2,5

67%

1, 10, 20, 50, 100

0.5, 2, 5, 10

37%

1,10,20,50,100

0.5,1.5,5, 10

37%

1,10,20,50,100

0.5,1.5, 2,10

46%

1, 10, 20, 50, 100

0.5, 1.5, 2, 5

49%

1, 10, 20, 50, 100

0.5, 1, 5, 10

39%

1,10,20,50,100

0.5,1,2,10

45%

1,10,20,50,100

0.5,1,2,5

48%

1, 10, 20, 50, 100

0.5, 1, 1.5, 10

48%

1,10,20,50,100

0.5,1, 1.5,5

52%

1,10,20,50,100

0.5,1,1.5, 2

77%

1,10,20,50,100

2,5,10

71%

1,10,20,50,100

1.5,5,10

65%

1,10,20,50,100

1.5,2,10

70%

1,10,20,50,100

1.5,2,5

77%
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Table 5-3 (contd')
Proposed Experimental Measurement Set Up
Buffer Concentrations (FLM)

Time Points (min)

Mean % Parameter Error

1,10,20,50,100

1,5,10

57%

1,10,20,50,100

1,2,10

54%

1,10,20,50,100

1,2,5

62%

1, 10,20,50, 100

1,1.5,10

56%

1,10,20,50,100

1,1.5,5

64%

1,10,20,50,100

1,1.5,2

93%

1,10,20,50,100

0.5,5,10

44%

1, 10, 20, 50, 100

0.5, 2, 10

40%

1,10,20,50,100

0.5,2,5

45%

1, 10, 20, 50, 100

0.5, 1.5, 10

40%

1, 10, 20, 50, 100

0.5, 1.5, 5

46%

1,10,20,50,100

0.5,1.5,2

81%

1,10,20,50,100

0.5,1,10

44%

1,10,20,50,100

0.5,1,5

49%

1,10,20,50,100

0.5,1,2

71%

1, 10, 20, 50, 100

0.5, 1, 1.5

87%

10, 20, 50, 100

0.5, 1.5, 2, 5, 10

42%

10, 20, 50, 100

0.5, 1, 2, 5, 10

10, 20, 50, 100

0.5, 1, 1.5, 5, 10

44%

10,20,50,100

0.5,2,5,10

37%
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Table 5-3 (contd')
Proposed Experimental Measurement Set Up
Buffer Concentrations (pM)

Time Points (min)

Mean %Parameter Error

10, 20, 50, 100

0.5, 1.5, 5, 10

37%

10,20,50,100

0.5,5,10

38%

10,20,50,100

0.5,1.5,10

41%

10,20,50,100

0.5,2,10

40%

10,20,100

0.5,2,5,10

42%

10, 20,100

0.5,1.5,5,10

43%

1, 10, 20, 50, 100

Steady state

125%

10, 20, 50, 100

Steady state

126%

1,20,50,100

Steady state

125%

1, 10, 50, 100

Steady state

124%

1, 10, 20, 100

Steady state

116%

1, 10, 20, 50

Steady state

123%

0.01,0.1,1

Steady state

47%

0.1,0.5,1

Steady state

105%

0.05, 0.1, 1

Steady state

48%

Highlighted results indicate no increase or reduction of mean % parameter error from first experimental
setup
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5.3.2 Sensitivity Analysis
In order to determine whether the various experimental measurements setups
could robustly determine pharmacokinetic parameter values for [3 H]-TCA hepatic
transport, it was necessary to determine mean %parameter errors with varying
pharmacokinetic parameters. For this analysis, one pharmacokinetic parameter was
maintained constant at values ranging from 102 to 102 times the parameters determined
by Liu et al, 1999 (Table 5-2)[147], while the other parameters were varied as described
in the numerical model description. When the analysis was conducted on the full
experimental setup, it was observed that the greatest increases in mean %parameter error
were observed when Vma, the maximum velocity of uptake into the cell, and Ke4, the
canalicular retention constant, increased significantly (Figure 5-2). Therefore, the
reliability of parameters measure decreases when uptake of [3 H]-TCA increases or when
canalicular retention decreases significantly.
Figure 5-2:
Sensitivity
analysis for full
experimental
0measurement
4 Kma
setup. Parameter

1.8
1.6

Mean %

(P) is fixed at

1.2Vma

0 Ke4

Parameter 0.8

Error

0
0.6

0 Kmb

value of original

Vmb

parameter value
(p*). Mean %
parameter error

Vmb
0.2e
0

Ke4

Kma

0.01 0.1
10

100

P/P*
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When the analysis was conducted on the experimental measurement setup with
time point measurements of 0.5, 2 and 10min and buffer concentrations of 10, 20, 50 and
100 tM, the experimental setup with the lowest number of measurement conditions with a
low mean %parameter error, the increase in mean %parameter error followed a similar
pattern of sensitivity (Figure 5-3). The greatest increases occur when Vma and Ke4
increase significantly.

* Kma
*Vma
0 Ke4
" Kmb
*Vmb

Mean %
Parameter Error

Vmb
0.01 0.1 1
-/P 1
P/P*

Ke4
Kma
10

100

Parameter
Modified

Figure 5-3:
Sensitivity
analysis for
reduced
experimental
measurement
setup. Parameter
(P) is fixed at
proportional
value of original
parameter value
(p*). Mean %
parameter error
increases
significantly at
high Vma and
Ke4 values.

When the analysis was performed on an experimental measurement setup where
measurements are conducted at steady state accumulation conditions with buffer
concentrations of 0.05, 0.1 and 1[LM [3 H]-TCA, there appeared to be a lower sensitivity
to changing parameter values (Figure 5-4). However, this experimental setup seems to
also be sensitive to decreasing bile acid efflux as this resulted in a comparable increase in
mean %parameter error to a high increase in hepatic uptake. Therefore, it is possible that
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while this set of experimental measurements may provide higher baseline error in
pharmacokinetic parameter measurements, it may provide more robust parameter
measurements.
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5.4 Discussion and Conclusions
The study of hepatic transport of compounds is of great importance in
understanding of liver function, the disposition of drugs and other compounds, and liver
metabolism of these species. It is thus necessary to have an experimental framework for
the quantitative determination of uptake and efflux transport kinetics of these compounds.
It is also necessary to reduce the amount of measurements necessary to determine kinetic
parameters and in so doing allowing for a greater number of experimental conditions to
be compared in parallel.
The numerical model described in this chapter attempts to use a stochastic method
to account for random error and noise in the measurement of hepatic transport. It also
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uses a stochastic method to determine potential kinetic parameters that could be
measured, and thus reducing a bias to a particular kinetic parameter result. Having
accounted for these considerations, it is thus possible to simulate the potential effects on
the reliability of pharmacokinetic parameter measurements when the number of
measurements of transport activity is reduced.
It was determined that elimination of certain time point measurements resulted in
a vast decrease in the reliability of parameter measurement. This effect was greatest for
the earliest time point considered, 0.5min. This was to be expected as the earlier time
points establish the initial phase of the accumulation profile while intermediate time
points may not supply very much information. In fact, elimination of some time points
increased parameter measurement reliability. This is probably due to the effect that slight
errors in the collection of these time points may have on the accurate determination of the
kinetic profile. This added information is thus detrimental in reliable parameter
measurement and should be eliminated.
The elimination of buffer concentrations was determined to overall decrease the
reliability of parameter measurement, with the exception of the lowest concentration, C =
1rM. This result was unexpected as this concentration was the only one that was an order
of magnitude lower than the Kma used in these simulations[147]. Thus it was the only
condition that supplied information about the linear uptake kinetics. However, it seems
that because under this condition, Vma and Kma become a ratio of each other, as do

Vmb

and Kmb, the information this condition provides in determining parameters is not very
useful and can thus also be eliminated.
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Contrary to the above result, low buffer concentrations increase reliability of
parameter measurement when steady state conditions were simulated. Interestingly, this
effect is probably attributable to the same circumstance that makes low concentration
kinetic data superfluous for determination of kinetic parameters when time course data is
available. The fact that the uptake and efflux rates become ratios of the parameters at low
buffer concentration supplies information about these parameters and thus they can be
determined much more reliably.
The simulations of exclusively steady state measurements did not provide as great
reliability of parameter measurement as conditions where time course measurements
were included. However, these conditions allow for the greatest reduction in
measurements necessary to obtain pharmacokinetic parameters of hepatic transport.
Moreover, the sensitivity analysis performed showed that even though these conditions
had a baseline lower reliability, the reliability did not decrease as much over a wide range
of potential parameter values as it did for conditions with time course measurements.
Thus, this could be a viable set of experimental measurements to perform in order to
determine pharmacokinetic parameters of hepatic transport under different culture
conditions.
The sensitivity analysis also revealed one weakness of the protocol for transport
studies as used throughout experiments reported in this thesis. The reliability of
parameters measured decreases greatly when either the uptake capabilities increase (Vma)
or canalicular porosity increase (Ke 4). The reason for this is most probably that under
both of these conditions, the intracellular-canalicular concentration measured and the
intracellular+canalicular concentration measured are basically equal. Without a large
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significant difference between those two concentrations, it is very difficult to make any
quantitative or even qualitative assessment of uptake and efflux kinetics of compounds.
Having determined by numerical modeling possible sets of experimental
measurements to perform in order to obtain a quantitative assessment of transport
kinetics, it is now possible, after experimental confirmation, to use systems like perfused
3D hepatocyte cultures, which are very constrained in the amount of conditions that can
be studied in parallel, to study the effects of various chemical compounds or culture
conditions on hepatic transport in a quantitative way. Therefore, that could provide
greater understanding as to the underlying mechanisms that are causing the observed
effects on hepatic transport.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions and Recommendations

This thesis has focused on the use of hepatocyte cultures in an in vitro 3D
physiological perfused model of in vivo liver in the study of hepatobiliary transport and
bile acid synthesis. In order to achieve this, appropriate culture conditions had to be
determined, protocols for hepatic transport studies had to be developed for this system,
and the effects of media components on tissue morphology and function had to be
determined.
In order to determine appropriate culture conditions so that perfused 3D cultures
could be used to study hepatic transport, the effects of media components on a system
widely used for in vitro hepatic transport, 2D sandwich cultures, were determined.
Dexamethasone (DEX) was determined to be essential in the formation of canalicular
networks and this effect was determined to be dose-dependent. Epidermal growth factor
(EGF) was shown to disrupt canalicular network formation in 2D sandwich cultures. This
effect was observed even at very low concentrations of EGF. The effect of EGF on
hepatic transport studies was determined to be as a result of canalicular formation
inhibition or disruption and not due to effects on transport activity. This was achieved by
measuring the same EGF-mediated effect on hepatic transport using [3H]-TCA,
[3H]digoxin, and CDF, which are excreted into canalicular networks by three different
transporters. These cultures were also used to determine the effects of prolonged
exposure to the cholestatic agent cyclosporin A (CyA) and supraphysiologic levels of
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TCA on hepatic transport of [3 H]-TCA. The effect of both compounds was not significant
and may indicate a loss of phenotype which would result in a lack of response to the
stimuli of these compounds. This finding underscores the necessity of developing
protocols to perform hepatic transport studies in cultures that have been shown to
maintain liver-specific functions over long-term in culture, such as perfused 3D
cultures[2, 225].
Having determined the effects of DEX and EGF on hepatic transport studies in
2D sandwich cultures, baseline hepatic transport studies performed in perfused 3D
cultures would be executed with DEX and without EGF in the culture medium. In
developing protocols for hepatic transport studies in perfused 3D cultures, it was
estimated that the studies had to be conducted under continued perfused flow through the
tissue cultures. It was estimated that the rate of uptake in the tissue would be greater than
the rate of diffusion through the tissue. The protocol developed was an adaptation of the
transport studies performed in 2D sandwich cultures and consisted of comparing [3 H]TCA accumulation in paired cultures with intact and disrupted canalicular networks. The
canalicular networks were disrupted by incubation in a Ca 2+-free environment. A time
point for [3H]-TCA accumulation measurement was determined by conducting a time
course of accumulation. It was shown that [3H]-TCA accumulation could reach a semisteady state before canalicular networks were regenerated after Ca 2 + repletion. It was also
shown that [3 H]-TCA accumulation could be affected by CyA inhibition, and thus
confirming that the accumulation measurements obtained reflected transport activity.
However, in all these experiments, the canalicular [3H]-TCA accumulation in perfused
3D cultures was much lower than in day 4 2D sandwich cultures.
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Using confocal microscopy and DPPIV immunostaining, it was determined that
EGF increased the re-polarization hepatocytes and the formation of canalicular networks
in perfused 3D cultures in contrast to EGF-mediated effects on canalicular network
formation in 2D sandwich cultures. Further evidence for this effect was provided by
greater canalicular [3 H]-TCA accumulation in perfused 3D cultures with EGF in the
culture medium. However, the effect of EGF on protein and mRNA expression of
transporters was similar between perfused 3D cultures and 2D sandwich cultures. This
indicates that the opposing effects of EGF on canalicular formation between these two
types of hepatocyte culture are due to EGF effects on tight junction regulation and
recycling of tight junction proteins. The effect of EGF on transporter and enzyme
transcription seems to be similar between the two types of culture.
EGF was observed to significantly decrease bile acid synthesis in both culture
types, which indicates this effect on hepatocytes is inherit to EGF and does not vary by
culture platform. EGF also decreased the protein expression of cyp7al, the rate-limiting
enzyme in the classical bile acid synthesis pathway, by -50%, indicating a pathway by
which bile acid synthesis was inhibited. Of note, even though EGF decreased bile acid
synthesis in 2D sandwich cultures, bile acid synthesis levels in these cultures were overall
much lower than in perfused 3D cultures. However, cyp7al protein expression was very
similar in 2D and 3D cultures. Therefore, this indicates that 2D cultures may not be
synthesizing important bile acid precursors, such as cholesterol.
EGF was determined to be essential in formation of canalicular networks in
perfused 3D cultures, however it decreased both bile acid synthesis and the expression of
some canalicular liver transporters. Therefore, future studies should focus on determining
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whether EGF is only necessary to establish canalicular networks during the first few days
of culture but is not necessary for the maintenance of these networks. If so, EGF could be
removed at an experimentally determined day in culture and its inhibitory effects could
be ameliorated. Moreover, the different pathways by which EGF seems to increase cellcell interactions and tissue formation in 3D and reduces tight junction formation in 2D
cultures should be examined. A time course of the effect of EGF on the expression and
localization of adherens and tight junction proteins would help elucidate the possible
mechanistic differences.
One of the main motivations for this thesis work was the development of a culture
system that would allow not just for long-term studies of hepatic transport, but the study
of how different liver functions, such as drug metabolism, affect and are affected by
hepatobiliary transport. Therefore, a numerical model was developed to reduce the
number of measurements required to quantitatively determine pharmacokinetic
parameters of different compounds under varying culture conditions. Experimental
studies must be conducted to validate the results of this model. Sensitivity analysis of this
numerical model also revealed an inherit weakness in the hepatic transport protocol. Lack
of significant canalicular accumulation of the compound of interest makes the calculation
of kinetic parameters very unreliable.
Having developed protocols for the study of hepatobiliary transport in perfused
3D cultures, it should be possible to conduct studies where drug metabolism of a
compound and its hepatic transport can be measured in a concerted way. It will also allow
for the study of long term effect of drug metabolism enzyme inducers and their effect on
liver transporter expression. Many liver transporters and drug metabolism enzymes have
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similar transcriptional pathways. Furthermore, the effects of a novel compound on drug
metabolism and liver transport can be studied and more potential drug-drug interactions
can be determined. Moreover, potential pathways for hepatotoxicity involving inhibition
of transport can be readily studied as well.
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Appendices: Protocols and Detailed Experimental Methods
Appendix 1 - Isolation and Viability Assessment of Primary Rat
Hepatocytes
I Preparation
(Prepare these items at LEAST a day in advance of the perfusion)

Perfusion Kit
Materials
- Tray and Cover
- Scalpel Holder
e 1 pair of Tissue Forceps
- 2 pairs of Small Tooth Curved Forceps (VWR 25601-010)
- Hemostat (Henry Schein 100-2376)
- Small Scissors
Q-Tips (Puritan)
- Nu Gauze 2x2in, 4 ply (Johnson&Johnson via VWR #7632)
- EthiconTM Silk - 4 Strands of 4-0 Silk (VWR 25942-249)
- Blue Paper
- 100pm Nytex Filter
- Funnel
Method:
1. Place 100pm Filter on Funnel, tape edges of filter to funnel with autoclave tape,
and Wrap in Blue Paper. Seal with autoclave tape.
2. Assemble and Wrap Kit in Blue Paper.
3. AUTOCLAVE DRY Cycle 45: 15
2+

Ca Free Buffer (IL)
Materials
Milli-Q Water
NaCl
KCl
Hepes
NaOH

Qty
1L
8.3g
0.5g
2.383g
2 Tabs

Notes
Sterile Perfusion Stock
Sterile Perfusion Stock
Sterile Perfusion Stock

Method:
1. Mix together in a Sterile, Autoclaved Bottle. Use a stir bar.
2. Ensure that the NaOH Tabs have fully dissolved
3. Adjust pH to 7.45 - 7.5 with 1N NaOH or HCl
Notes:
1. Use chemicals on Perfusion Bench
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2. Keep these chemicals Sterile! Do not put excess chemicals back into the original
container, use a new scooper for each chemical

1oX CaCl 2 (H20)2 Solution
Materials
Milli-Q Water

CaCl 2

2

O) 2

Notes

Qty

6.36g/L

DAG
Materials
DMEM
BSA
Gentamicin
500mL Sterile filter unit

Qty
500mL (one bottle)
lg
500[tL (one aliquot)

Notes

0.24m pore size, Nalgene

Method:
1. Measure lg BSA
2. Pour BSA into DMEM bottle and gently swirl until suspended - wait until
BSA is completely dissolved
3. Put DMEM + BSA, filter unit, and gentamicin into TC room hood.
4. Vacuum filter
5. Add gentamicin and swirl solution.
6. Aliquot into 50mL centrifuge tubes (one 30mL aliquot for every four 40mL
aliquots)

II Perfusion Apparatus Setup
Peristaltic Pump
Materials
* Pump
* MasterflexTM Tubing

- Small (96410-14)
- Slightly Larger (96410-16)
* 2 - 500mL Orange Cap Bottles filled with -350mL 70% Ethanol
* 2 - 500mL Orange Cap Bottles
* Milli-Q Water
Method:
1. Prime the Pump by recirculating the attached 70% Ethanol for -5min in each bottle at
the highest flow rate (86mL/min). Ensure that the bubble trap fills and empties.
2. Remove lines from Ethanol and allow each line to air dry for -5min or longer. Save
and Recap the Ethanol bottles.
3. Run 200-400mL of Milli-Q water through each line using a clean 500mL "Rinse"
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Bottle and a 500mL "Waste" Bottle. Ensure that the bubble trap fills.
4. Remove lines and allow the lines to air dry until the perfusion time
(86mIJmin).
Notes:
- The 70% Ethanol should be changed once every 3 weeks. Make a note of when it is
changed on the Rat Logbook Sheet.
- You can reuse the "Rinse" and "Waste" bottles. Just rinse and shake them with
-OOmL Milli-Q water a few times, and recap them for next time.

Rat and Animal House
Notes:
- Call the DCM office (x3-3050) and request 1-2mL of Pentobarbitol, or leave a
message.
- Bring Key Card and the rat room key.
- Update and Initial the Green Rat Inventory Sheet outside the Rat Room
"Note Rat Weight (160-230 g)
- Get Pentobarbitol

Water Bath
Materials
* Milli-Q Water (ddH 2 O)
- Celsius Thermometer
- 1 Sterile 500mL Orange Cap Bottle
- 250mL Graduated Cylinder
"50mL Graduated Cylinder
2+
- 375mL Ca Free Solution
- 2 Red Water Bath Weights
- Filter Flask, 0.2 im Nalgene
Methods
0
1. Set bath Temperature to 43 C
2+
2. Sterile Filter 250mL of Ca -Free Buffer through a 0.2gM filter and place in
bath.
Connect the filter solution to the pump and fill up the bubble trap.
3. Prepare Blendzyme 3 Solution. The aliquot of Blendzyme 3 should thaw and be
kept on ice until it's ready to be added to its solution.
Notes:
0

0

* The 43 C provides for a 37 C liquid temperature through the catheter.

Liberase Blendzyme 3 Preparation
Reconstitution:
70mg bottle
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1. Add 1OmL HPLC quality H2 0
2. On ice, let powder rehydrate for 30min. Mix occasionally by swirling.
3. Aliquot into lmL centrifuge tubes [715uL each = 5mg]
4. Makes approximately 13-14 aliquots
5. Save extra little bit in a separate tube
6. Label with info: Name, 5mg, date of aliquot, lot#, volume
Materials:
- 28mL 10X CaCl2 (H20)2 Solution
2+

- 222mL Ca Free Buffer
- Filter Flask, 0.2pm (Nalgene)
Materials
Ca Free Buffer
lOX CaCl 2 (H)20 2
Roche Liberase Blendzyme 3

Notes

Qty
222mL

28mL
Cat# 1814184

5mg

Method:
2+
1. Combine Ca Free Buffer and lOX CaCl 2 Solution in a sterile 500mL Orange
top bottle.
2. Place in water bath until needed
3. AT THE APPROPRIATE TIME (mentioned later)
Add Blendzyme 3 to the 250mL of solution
4. Sterile Filter (0.2pm) and place in bath. Attach to the pump.

III Perfusion
Animal Preparation
Materials
- Male Fisher Rat (160-230g)
- 1.25" 20 Gauge Polyethylene Catheter-JELCO, Johnson and Johnson
(Becton Dickinson-VWR #309602)
- 2 1mL Syringes
(Becton Dickinson-VWR #305122)
- 1 "Blue" 25G Needle
- Sodium Pentobarbitol
- Phosphate Buffered Saline (PBS)
- DecapiCone TM
- Procedure Board, Covered with Blue Paper
- Autoclave Tape
- Hair Clippers
- Dust BusterTM
- Gauze
- 70% Ethanol
- Betadine
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Method:
1. Using a "Blue" 25G Needle anaesthetize rat with Na-Pentobarbitol according to animal
weight, diluted with an equal volume of 1x PBS. Inject into the intraperitoneal
(IP), just to the left of the midline. Pull back on the plunger and make sure there is
a visible bubble to ensure that you are in the body cavity and not in the bladder,
intestine, etc.
2. As soon as the rat shows no reflexes to quick blows of air,check the drug effect
through tail pinches. Do not continue until the rat does not respond to the
pinches. Pinching in between the toes is also a good indicator.
3. Working Quickly, shave the rat over the entire incision area.
4. Apply Betadine using gauze (Optional).
5. Secure the animal to the procedure board with autoclave tape.
Fully extend the lower legs and tape them down
Raise the upper legs and gently tape each arm separately.
8. Open the lid of the Surgical Kit without touching the inside of the kit or lid.
9. Carefully open the Catheter and 1mL Syringes onto the Surgical Kit without touching
the instruments.
Notes:
- Refer back to the Rat Perfusion Logbook to check how much Pentobarbitol to inject
given the weight of the rat.
- The most prominent Tail Pinch response is flexing of the abdominal muscles just
above the lower legs. It's almost like a shiver.

The Perfusion
Materials:
- Surgical Gloves (Allegiance #2D7254)
- Sterile Gauze (Johnson&Johnson Nu-GauzeTM)
Silk (Ethicon)
Q-Tips (Puritan)
- 2 Forceps (VWR)
- Tissue Forceps (Henry Schein)
- Scissors (Henry Schein)
- Additional Materials listed above
Method:
1. From this point move as quickly as possible to maintain adequate blood pressure
and to minimize the effects of other unforeseen events.
2. Don surgical gloves. Keep these sterile to avoid contamination. Only touch the
instruments within the Kit and the rat body. Do not touch anything else.
3. Make an "I" incision on the ventral side using the Tissue Forceps and Scissors. The
incision should run from the lower abdominal area around the bladder to the Zyphoid
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process and Rib area. Avoid nicking the liver. As you cut towards the ribs, you may
have to gently massage liver through the skin to loosen it from the skin.
4. Gently displace the guts to the right with a fresh Q-Tip, exposing the Inferior Vena
Cava (IVC) and Portal Vein (PV).
5. Using fresh, dry Q-Tips further expose the IVC inferior to the liver from the
bladder region up to the liver. To do this, apply pressure to the connective tissue in
opposite directions until the IVC is completely visible. Be sure not to hinder blood
flow while you clear away the excess tissue.
6. Using the forceps, make openings in the connective tissue to the left and right of
the IVC just above the branch to the kidney.
7. Pull a silk suture through the opening and tie a loose ligature around the IVC. To
do this: grasp the right end of the silk with the left forceps and wrap it twice around
the tip of the right forceps. Keeping hold of the right end, grasp the left end of the silk
with the right forceps and pull it through the loops.
8. Insert Catheter into the IVC 0.5-1cm away from loose ligature. Remove metal
piece and maneuver the catheter past the knot. If there is no blood flowing freely from
the catheter, you may have to gently palpate the chest area to draw the blood down, or
use a syringe to gently pull blood to the end of the catheter. Tightly tie off the loose
ligature around the catheter.
2+

9. Begin perfusing with Ca Free Buffer at 25mIJmin (15 mL/min to retrieve a
greater fraction of NPCs). Immediately cut the Portal Vein (PV) to allow for drainage
and prevent over-inflation of the liver. Cut the IVC below the Catheter.
10. Puncture the diaphragm to expose the IVC superior to the liver and tie a ligature
around it using the same technique as before.
11. Check to make sure that fluid is freely flowing from the PV. If there is a clot,
gently massage the PV until the flow resumes.
12. At this point prepare the Blendzyme 3 Solution. See Blendzyme Preparation.
13. Perfuse for 6 to 7 minutes. The liver should clear of blood. Gently roll the liver
between two moist cotton swabs to help. The liver should be a light caramel color.
14. After the allotted time for the Calcium free buffer, switch over the Blendzyme
solution and perfuse the entire 250mL volume. It should take about 10 minutes at
25mI/min.
15. Throughout the perfusion keep the liver moist by wetting a fresh Q-Tip with runoff buffer and gently dabbing the liver.
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16. Remove the liver from the rat and place it in a 50mL Centrifuge Tube filled with
30mL DAG. Avoid cutting or poking other organs to prevent contamination.

V Hepatocyte Isolation
Materials:
- Ice Bucket
- DAG
- Pre-Autoclaved Funnel with 300pm mesh
- Trypan Blue
- Hemostat and tissue forceps
Methods:
1. Prepare an ice bucket with 4- 50mL centrifuge tubes filled with 40ml DAG.
2. Obtain the liver from the perfusionist. Also take with you a flat ice pack, an
autoclaved funnel with 100-pm mesh, and a hemostat and tissue forceps with tips
wrapped in sterile gauze.
3. In the hood, gently pour the liver with 30ml DAG into a 100mm Petri dish. Use
the hemostat and forceps to peel back the capsule on each lobe.
4. Use the hemostat to clamp down on the connective tissue of the liver, and
gently agitate the liver by knocking the hinge part of the hemostat on the sidewall
of the Petri dish. Your other hand should hold the Petri dish to prevent it from
sliding off the ice pack which may become slippery due to condensation. Try to
keep most of the liver submerged under liquid and pay attention not to squeeze
the liver between the bottom of the dish and the tip of the hemostat. The tip of the
hemostat should not touch the bottom of the dish.
5. Break more areas of the capsules if the liver is not breaking up well. Otherwise,
when the solution looks like the color of caramel, the shaking should be enough.
6. Prepare a clean 50ml tube and place the funnel into it. Place the remains of the
liver on the mesh with the hemostat. Use a pipette to transfer all liquid into the
tube through the mesh.
7. Replace the liver in the Petri dish and wash again with 40mL DAG to isolate all
the cells you can. Filter this as before into another 50mL tube.
8. Dispose of the mesh and the liver remains. Equilibrate the two tubes by pouring
the liquid back and forth between the two tubes. Pour down the walls of the tube
to minimize stress to cells.
9. Spin the two cone tubes of cell solution at 50g for 3 minutes at 4'C.
10. Remove supernatant (save it if NPC's are needed). Re-suspend the cell pellets
with fresh DAG, 40mL per tube. Carefully pour each tube of DAG into the tubes
with the cell pellet. Be careful not to let liquid directly land on top of the pellets.
Tilt both tubes so that the liquid is flowing slowly on the tube wall. After both
40ml tubes of DAG are transferred, cap the tube with cells and start re-suspending
cells by rocking both tubes gently. Do this until the pellet is completely in
suspension.
11. Spin again at 50g for 3 minutes at 4*C.
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12. During this spin, prepare the Trypan blue: 700uL DAG, 200ul Trypan blue.
Or, if using Vi-Cell Coulter Counter make a 1:10 dilution of the cells suspension
by pipetting 900uL of DAG, and 1OOuL of the final cell solution.
13. Remove supernatant (save it if NPC's are needed). Re-suspend each cell pellet
with 20mL of fresh DAG. Make sure that when pipetting in the liquid, the liquid
flows slowly on the wall instead of hitting the pellets directly. Pour one tube of
solution into the other to consolidate down to one tube (about 45mL total).
14. Take 100pm from the tube and place it into the Trypan blue tube. Use the
hemacytometer to count the cell viability and cell concentration as the first final
count. Count all 8 squares.
15. Record on the Hepatocyte count document and save under the date.

VI Troubleshooting
Working Quickly
- Working quickly during the preparation of the rat, and the surgery up to the time of
perfusion will help minimize the effects of, for example, the rat dying. It will also
help with issues related to blood pressure, and the length of time the liver is exposed
to air.
- After the Perfusion has started, quickly cut the Portal Vein to prevent over-inflation
of the liver, which can cause cell damage.

Rat Dies
1. Working quickly should minimize the effects of premature rat death. Try to
perfuse as soon as possible.
2. Gently palpate the upper abdominal region, near the ribs, to help resuscitate
the rat.
2+
3. Be aware that the perfusion with Ca Free Buffer may take longer to fully
clear out the Red Blood Cells and to become a caramel color.
4. Try to keep the liver moist on the outside by wetting Q-Tips with run-off
buffer and gently dabbing the liver.

IVC Catheter Insertion and Placement
- Insertion: Keep the catheter parallel to the IVC. Keep the bevel up, and the catheter
as horizontal as possible, as to not poke all the way through the vein. Once inserted,
gently push the catheter further into the vein until the plastic portion of the catheter is
just in the vein. Avoid twisting the catheter because you may accidentally create new
hole in the IVC. Try to create opposing tension by pulling the IVC downward with a
Q-tip. Position the Q-tip on the muscle to the left or right of the IVC and apply gently
pressure. This will anchor the IVC a little and make it less apt to stretch as you try to
cannulate. Once you remove the metal part, you should feel no resistance at all, and
the catheter should readily slip into the vein when you apply even the slightest
pressure. Do not push the metal needle of the catheter into the vein more than you
need to; once the white plastic is visible inside the vein, remove the needle while
inserting the catheter farther up the IVC. Follow the IVC past the loose ligature.
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Remember this is easier to do if you flex the catheter so you can see the tip through
the top of the vein. The vein changes direction as it meet the liver, navigate the
catheter accordingly. Note that the degree to which the IVC direction varies from rat
to rat.

Portal Vein (PV) Perfusion
1. Expose the Portal Vein.
2. Tie a loose ligature around the Portal Vein, making sure it is located above any
branches.
3. Make a small cut approximately 1/2 way through the portal vein. Be careful not
to cut through the entire vein.
4. Insert Catheter into portal vein, while using gauze to control blood loss.
5. Remove Metal Portion of catheter and then slide catheter past ligature and tie it
2+
off. Connect the pump and start flow of Ca Free Solution at 8mL/min.
6. Immediately cut the IVC inferior to the liver to prevent over inflation.
7. Puncture the diaphragm to expose the IVC superior to the liver, then tie a
ligature around it.
8. Inflate the liver occasionally by placing a Q-tip on the IVC. Do not over inflate.
9. Perfuse until the liver is cleared of blood.
10. Throughout the perfusion keep the liver moist by wetting a fresh Q-Tip with
run-off buffer and gently dabbing he liver. Otherwise, there should be no need to
touch the liver.
11. Perfusion with Blendzyme 3 Solution.

Isolation Information
* Qualitative, Cell Count, and Viability information can be used in conjunction
with one another to assess the effectiveness of the perfusion with Blendzyme 3.
* Qualitative information about how the liver "breaks up" during the isolation
can clue you into how effective the digestion with Blendzyme 3 was. It is generally
good when the liver completely disintegrates, and there is little intact liver. If the liver
does not readily disintegrate, the collagenase may not have run long enough to allow
for proper separation of the cells.
* Cell Counts: High cell counts indicate good separation of the cells. This is usually
accompanied by nearly complete disintegration of the liver during isolation. Low cell
counts indicate that the perfusion may not have run long enough.
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- Viability: Low viability may indicate that the cells were exposed to Pentobarbital
for too long, the surgery took too long, that the Blendzyme was at a too high/low
concentration, etc....
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Appendix 2 - Culture Media Formulations for Primary Rat
Hepatocytes
Seeding Hepatocyte Growth Medium (sHGM; first 2-3 hours of 2D sandwich
culture)
Base Medium: Dulbecco's Modified Eagles Medium, low glucose, pyridoxine HCl,
sodium pyruvate, no glutamine, no phenol red (GIBCO 11054-020)
Supplements and Modifications:
* 0.03 g/L L-Proline (SIGMA P-4655)
* 0.1 g/L L-Ornithine (SIGMA P-4655)
& 0.305 g/L Niacinamide (SIGMA P-4655)
e
2 g/L D-(+)-Glucose (2 g/L is added, 1 g/L is already present from supplier;
SIGMA G-7021)
* 2 g/L D-(+)-Galactose (SIGMA G-5388)
e
54.4 ig/L ZnCl 2
* 75 ig/L ZnSO 4*7H 20
e
20 tg/L CuSO 4*5H 20
e 25 [tg/L MnSO
4
Filter the above solution with Nalgene PES 0.2[tm filter unit, before addition of following
substances:
* 5% Fetal Bovine Serum (GIBCO 26140-111)
* 4 mg/L Insulin (SIGMA 11882)
e
1 tM Dexamethasone (lOX amount in plating and modified hepatocyte growth
medium; SIGMA D-8893)
e
1 mM L-Glutamine (GIBCO 25030-08 1)
* 50 mg/L Gentamicin (SIGMA G-1397)

Plating Hepatocyte Growth Medium (pHGM; from 2-3 hours post-seeding to 24
hours post-isolation)
*

Seeding hepatocyte growth medium w/0. 1 [xM dexamethasone (all other
supplements and additives are the same as sHGM)

Modified Hepatocyte Growth Medium (mHGM; from Day 1 until duration of
culture)
Base Medium: Dulbecco's Modified Eagles Medium, low glucose, pyridoxine HCl,
sodium pyruvate, no glutamine, no phenol red (GIBCO 11054-020)
Supplements and Modifications:
. 0.03 g/L L-Proline (SIGMA P-4655)
* 0.1 g/L L-Ornithine (SIGMA P-4655)
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e

*
e

*

0
*
*
*

0.305 g/L Niacinamide (SIGMA P-4655)
2 g/L D-(+)-Glucose (2 g/L is added, 1 g/L is already present from supplier;
SIGMA G-7021)
2 g/L D-(+)-Galactose (SIGMA G-5388)
2 g/L Essentially fatty acid free Bovine Serum Albumin (SIGMA A6003)
54.4 ptg/L ZnCl 2
75 [tg/L ZnSO 4*7H 2 0
20 [tg/L CuSO 4 *5H 20
25 [g/L MnSO 4

Filter the above solution with Nalgene PES 0.2[tm filter unit, before addition of following
substances:
e
5 mg/L Insulin/5 mg/L Transferrin/5 [tg/L Sodium Selenite (ITS Cocktail;
ROCHE 1074 547)
* 0.1 [tM Dexamethasone (SIGMA D-8893)
9 1 mM L-Glutamine (GIBCO 25030-081)
* 50 mg/L Gentamicin (SIGMA G-1397)
Gentamicin and L-glutamine were aliquoted sterile and stored at -20'C and 4'C,
respectively. ITS and dexamethasone had to be reconstituted, aliquoted, and stored at
-20'C before addition to media in the following manner:
*

5 0 0 p1

Insulin-Transferrin-Sodium Selenite (sterile); ROCHE 1074 547 5mg/15mg/1-5Rg/l in medium; ROCHE 1074 547 (50mg); 1213 849 (250mg); dissolve
50mg or 250mg powder in 5ml or 25ml sterile milliQ water, dispense into 520[d
0

aliquots, store at -20 C.
" 400pl Dexamethasone (sterile); 0.1 pM in medium; SIGMA D-8893, dissolve
1mg in 1ml EtOH using sterile syringe and needle, after powder is dissolved add
0

19ml sterile PBS, mix thoroughly, dispense into 420il aliquots, store at -20 C,
expires 3 months from date of reconstitution.
NOTE: Some culture media used contained 20ng/mL epidermal growth factor (or
concentration as noted). Epidermal growth factor was reconstituted, aliquoted, and stored
at -20*C before addition to media in the following manner:
e

2 00

RI Epidermal Growth Factor (EGF) (sterile); BD Biosciences 354001
20ng/ml in medium; dissolve 100ug powder in 2 ml sterile milliQ water, dispense
0
into 220pl aliquots, store at -20 C, expires 3 months from date of reconstitution.
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Preparation of BD BiocoatTM Collagen Type I 24-well Plates
Incubate BD Biocoatrm Collagen Type I 24-well plates with 350 [tL per well of
plating hepatocyte growth medium (pHGM) overnight in a 37'C, 5% CO2 , 95%
humidity environment. Aspirate medium off plates immediately before seeding.
e Dilute primary rat hepatocytes from isolation in ice-cold seeding hepatocyte
growth medium (sHGM) to a concentration of 106cells/mL, and add 350L of this
dilution to each well. Incubate plates at 37'C, 5% CO 2 , 95% humidity
immediately after seeding.
e
2-3 hours post-seeding, shake plates gently to remove non-adherent cells. Wash
wells with 350[tL of warm pHGM twice to remove non-adherent cells and
incubate at 37'C, 5% CO 2 , 95% humidity.
Preparation of MatrigeTM Overlay
* On Day 1 post-seeding, thaw Matrigel Tm aliquots on ice and dilute to a protein
concentration of 0.25 mg/mL in ice-cold modified hepatocyte growth medium
(mHGM). Always use ice-cold pipette tips when pipetting Matrigel Tm . Store icecold pipette tips at -20'C.
e Shake plates very lightly to remove any non-adherent cells, and pipette 350[tL of
ice-cold MatrigelTm dilution to each well. Incubate plates at 37'C, 5% CO 2, 95%
humidity immediately after adding ice-cold dilution to warm cells and recover
them from thermal shock.
* Change medium with 350[tL of warm mHGM every 24 hours for the duration of
culture.
NOTE: MatrigelPm aliquots should be thawed on ice to avoid spontaneous gelling. To
aliquot, Matrigelrm stock should put on ice and incubated at 4'C overnight to thaw.
MatrigelTm should be aliquoted into eppendorf tubes stored at -20'C.
Materials

Product Description
2D BioCoat Collagen Type I 24well plate

Matrigel Basement Membrane
Matrix, Phenol-Red Free

Cat#
354408
(5/pack)
356408
(50/case)
356237

Supplier
BD
Biosciences

Notes

BD
Biosciences

Usually on
backorder; order
with anticipation;
use ice-cold tips and
keep on ice always
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Appendix 4 - Detailed Multiwell Reactor Assembly, Seeding, and
Maintenance of Perfused 3D Cultures
Materials Required
e
e

"
e

*
e

*
*
e
e
e

*
*
*
e

*
*
e
e

Reactor plate (1)
Pneumatic plate (1)
Peristaltic membrane (1)
" hex screws (29)
Washers (29)
1/8" hex screws (4)
Cover plate (2)
Red membrane (2)
Reactor lid (1)
Retaining rings (24)
Polycarbonate scaffold with 300pmX230[tm (DIAXD) channels (12)
5[m Millipore filter, polycarbonate scaffold sized, punched out (24)
Filter support (12)
O-ring (12)
Tweezers (1 pair sufficient, 2 pairs recommended)
Plunger (1)
Autoclaved blue paper (2 packs of 3 sheets minimum, packs of 5 sheets
recommended)
Single-unit docking station
Reactor controller

Preparation of Multiwell Reactor
Incubate polycarbonate scaffolds, o-rings, filter supports, retaining rings, reactor
plate, pneumatic plate, screws, washers, tweezers, plunger and cover plates in 5%
7X solution for >1hr. NOTE: Incubate and sonicate plastic parts and metallic
pieces separately.
* Sonicate parts for 10min in 5% 7X solution.
* Rinse 5X or more times with deionized water, sonicate 10min in deionized water.
* Rinse 3X with milliQ H2 0 and sonicate 10min.
* Set down -5 Kimwipes and lay down pneumatic plate to air dry. Sonicate all
other parts in 70% EtOH for 10min. NOTE: Submersion of pneumatic plate in
EtOH can cause the plate to crack.
* Using tweezers, place all parts and plates down on the Kimwipes to air dry.
* After all pieces air dry, autoclave o-rings, filter supports, retaining rings, screws,
washers, tweezers, plungers, and blue autoclave paper. NOTE: DO NOT
autoclave polycarbonate scaffolds, cover plates or pneumatic plate.
o Punch out Millipore filters and autoclave them also.
o Using pressurized air, make sure to dry the reactor plate completely,
especially the pumping chambers and channels. Inspect plate under
microscope to ensure all fluidic channels are clean. Autoclave plate.
*
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e

Using pressurized air, make sure to dry the pneumatic plate completely, especially
all the fluidic channels. Do this many times until no more water all comes out
from channels.

Assembly of Multiwell Reactor
* It is recommended to assemble the reactor the day prior to seeding to ensure the
*

*

*

"

e

"

*

*

assembly is not leaking, however it is possible to assemble this plate on the
seeding day.
In a sterile cabinet, set autoclaved blue paper down on enough of its surface to
allow for comfortable assembly of reactor. This surface should be considered
sterile and should not be touched with glove.
Soak a Kimwipe with 70% EtOH and use to wipe down pneumatic plate before
putting plate in sterile cabinet. DO NOT spray pneumatic plate with EtOH as it
may enter fluidic channels.
Place reactor plate in sterile cabinet along with EtO sterilized peristaltic
membrane and sterile reactor lid. Do not place reactor plate down on sterile paper.
Grab plate by its sides, place reactor lid on reactor plate, and place plate down on
lid. NEVER place bottom of plate (pumping chamber side) down on sterile paper.
Place peristaltic membrane properly on reactor plate using guide pins, ensure no
screw holes are covered by membrane and that the membrane is not folded. Place
pneumatic plate over it. Screw plates together with " hex screws and washers
with a maximum torque of 16 lb-in on each screw. Inspect pumping chambers and
ensure that every set of chambers is sealed from the other sets so that each
reservoir/reactor pair will be fluidically isolated from each other and to reduce
leaks. If a loose seal is apparent, tighter screws around chamber slightly until
membrane becomes clear and seal is apparent.
Place red membranes and cover plates over pneumatic indicators and screw them
in with 1/8" hex screws. Dock multiwell reactor assembly in single-unit docking
station.
Add 300[tL of warm seeding hepatocyte growth medium (sHGM) to each
reservoir and run multiwell plate at a flow rate of 0.2 mI/min. Monitor reactor
pair to ensure proper priming and check that air bubbles start to come out into the
reactor pair within 90s±20% of priming being started.
Add another 300[tL of warm sHGM to each reservoir, run multiwell plate at a
flow rate of 0.2 mI~min, and monitor reactor pair to make sure no air bubbles
come through within 5 seconds of running media.
Fill each reactor/reservoir pair up to the fill line with warm sHGM and incubate at
37'C, 5% C0 2 , 95% humidity overnight. Look for leaks or lowering medium
levels in reactor/reservoir pairs.

Preparation of Polycarbonate Scaffolds
" Sonicate scaffolds in 70% EtOH for 10 minutes to remove air bubbles from
channels.
" Rinse scaffolds with IX sterile PBS and place in a 30ptg/mL rat tail collagen type
I solution in IX PBS (BD Biosciences, Cat# 354236). Remove any air bubbles
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*

left in scaffolds by pipetting collagen solution into channels. Incubate scaffolds at
37'C, 5% CO 2 , 95% humidity overnight (or at least 2 hours).
Remove scaffolds from solution and let them air dry for 2 hours prior to seeding.
Place scaffolds in sterile cabinet and put on 450 angle against the side and bottom
of a 100mm Petri dish to air dry.

NOTE: ALWAYS use tweezers to handle scaffolds and all other reactor components.
Multiwell Reactor Seeding
Incubate Millipore filters at RT for 30 minutes in a 1%BSA solution in IX PBS.
e
* Stop flow on the multiwell reactor plate and place o-rings in each reactor well,
and aspirate off air bubbles. Inspect reactor surface for trapped air bubble and use
tweezers to try to coax them out. NOTE: Rinse all components in sterile PBS
before placing in reactor.
" Place filter support in a 50mL Falcon tube and fill completely with sterile PBS,
seal, remove from sterile cabinet and tap tube on table surface to remove all air
bubbles from filter supports. Place filter supports in each reactor well, tamp down
with tweezers, and aspirate air bubbles off.
* Place filters in each reactor and reservoir well ensuring that no air bubbles are
trapped below it. Tamp down filters, and aspirate air bubbles off.
* Place retaining rings in each reservoir well and secured down until completely flat
and against bottom of well with plunger. Make sure filters do not get crimped.
* Place scaffolds in each reactor well, tamped down, and aspirate off air bubbles. If
scaffold is slightly concave, place scaffold concave down so that retaining ring
will force scaffolds surface down.
* Place retaining rings in each reservoir well and secure down until completely flat
and against bottom of well with plunger.
" Aspirated off medium and fill reservoir/reactor pairs to fill line with ice-cold
sHGM.
" Aspirate medium completely off reservoir wells. Aspirate medium slightly off
reactor wells to ensure there is no liquid bridge to reservoir pair.
* Turn on flow at a flow rate of 0.2 ml/min in a downward direction and seed
800,000 cells from isolation, evenly distributed, onto each scaffold. Do not dilute
cell suspension before seeding. Fill each reactor/reservoir pair to fill line with icecold sHGM immediately after seeding and incubate multiwell reactor plate at
37'C, 5% CO2 , 95% humidity.
* Set reactor control so that flow will reverse into the upward direction 8 hours
post-seeding.
* On Day 1 post-isolation, replace culture medium with warm mHGM. To do this,
aspirate all medium from reservoir (careful not to aspirate medium from below
filter), aspirate medium off from reactor well but do not allow level to fall below
retaining ring level, aspirate all medium off sides and from reactor/reservoir
bridge before filling reactor/reservoir pair with fresh warm mHGM to fill line.
Replace culture medium every lhr (do this 3X total on day 1) with warm HGM to
minimize amount of FBS from sHGM left in culture. Replace culture medium
with mHGM every 24 hours for duration of culture.
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Appendix 5 - 2D Sandwich Culture Hepatobiliary Transport Studies
Protocols
Materials Required
Product Description

Cat#

Supplier

Notes

Hanks' Balanced Salt Solution
(HBSS); with NaHCO 3 ; without
phenol red, CaCl2 , MgSO 4

H6648

Sigma

HBSS; with NaHCO 3; without

H8264

Sigma

Order in 500 mL
bottles and Cacontaining in 1 L
bottles
Order this buffer

E0396

Sigma

Taurocholic acid (TCA)

T4009

Sigma

Digoxin
[3H]-Taurocholic

D6003

Sigma

NET322250UC

Perkin Elmer

in 1L bottles

phenol red

Ethylene glycol-bis(2aminoethylether)-N,N,N',N'tetraacetic acid (EGTA)

acid

Contact Radiation
Protection
Program to notify
them of

[3H]-Digoxin

NET222250UC

Perkin Elmer

Contact Radiation
Protection
Program to notify
them of

5-(and-6)-carboxy-2',7'dichlorofluorescein diacetate
(CDFDA)
RIPA buffer
Ultima Gold XR
MicroBCA protein assay kit

C-369

R3792
6013111
23235

Molecular
Probes
(Invitrogen)
Teknova
Perkin Elmer
Pierce
Biotechnology

Preparation of Buffers
*

e

o
e

Ca 2+-free buffer
o HBSS w/o CaCl 2, MgSO 4
o 1 M EGTA
Standard buffer
o HBSS w/ CaCl2 , MgSO 4
TCA solution
o ImM TCA in standard buffer
3
[ H]-TCA buffer
o 0.1tM [3H]-TCA
o 9.9[tM TCA (dilute from TCA solution)
o Standard buffer
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delivery

delivery

0

*

[3 H]-digoxin buffer
o 0.1L M [3H]-digoxin
o 0.9tM digoxin
o Standard buffer
CDFDA buffer
o 2 M CDFDA
o 1:1000 dilution Hoescht stain
o Standard buffer

Hepatic Transport Study Assay
" Prepare and warm buffers before beginning. Put 45mL of standard buffer per 24well plate assayed on ice before beginning.
" Wash each well 3X with 500tL of either warm standard or warm Ca2 +-free
buffer. Incubate at 37'C, 5% CO 2, 95% humidity for 10min (or for desired preincubation time). Ca2-free buffer will disrupt canalicular networks in cultures
while standard buffer will not.
Wash each well 3X with 500p.L warm standard buffer, add 500[tL of either [3 H]e
TCA buffer, [3H]-digoxin buffer, or CDFDA buffer depending on species of
interest. Incubate at 37'C, 5% C0 2 , 95% humidity for 15min (or for desired
accumulation time).
* For CDFDA studies: Image plates after incubation.
* For all other studies: wash each well 3X with 500pL ice-cold standard buffer.
Completely aspirate off all buffer and add 200[tL RIPA buffer to each well. Place
on rocker for >20min to ensure cell lyses. If scintillation device is not available,
or more studies will be conducted, seal plate with a strip of parafilm around edges
of plate and store at 4'C.
Scintillation Counting
e Pipette 150pL of sample into a 4mL scintillation tube. Add 350[tL RIPA buffer.
" Add 3.5mL of UltimaGold XR scintillation fluid to each tube. Cap and vortex for
5-10sec.
* Allow tubes to rest for -10min, load tubes into scintillation racks and into a
Beckman Coulter LS 6500 Multipurpose Scintillation Counter. Make sure
automation labels are properly placed for the user number desired.
* Make sure user program is set to 2 min counting and set to detect 3H scintillation.
* Conversion factor from counts per minute to pico Curies is 1.38pCi/cpm as
experimentally determined from standard curve.
NOTE: Scintillation signal significantly diminishes after -3-4hr of addition of
scintillation fluid so do not do run more than -80 samples at one time.
Total Protein Assay
e Dilute all samples 1:50 in MilliQ water (make 350ptL of each dilution).
* Using the MicroBCA protein assay kit (Pierce Biotechnology), prepare protein
standards using the 2mg/mL BSA stock ampoules. Prepare a 1:50 dilution of
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RIPA buffer in MilliQ as diluent to prepare standards. Prepare dilutions of
standards per 96-well plate to be assayed (23 samples) as follows:
Vial
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J

Volume of diluent
450 [tL
1.26 mL
175 [tL
175 ptL
175 [tL
175 p L
175 stL
175 [tL
175 ptL
350 [tL

Volume and source of BSA
50 [tL of stock
315 [tL of vial A dilution
1.225 mL of vial B dilution
1.05 mL of vial C dilution
875 [tL of vial D dilution
700 tL of vial E dilution
525 pL of vial F dilution
350 [tL of vial G dilution
175 [tL of vial H dilution
0

Final BSA Concentration
200 [tg/mL
40 [tg/mL
35 [tg/mL
30 [tg/mL
25 [tg/mL
20 [tg/mL
15 tg/mL
10 g/mL
5 [tg/mL
0 [tg/mL (blank)

Prepare 12mL of MicroBCA working reagent per 96-well plate to be assayed.
Keep reagent protected from light with aluminum foil. Prepare reagent as follows:
o 6mL MicroBCA reagent MA
o 5.76mL MicroBCA reagent MB
o 240[tL MicroBCA reagent MC
e
Pipette 100 L of standards (except vial A and stock) and samples into each well
of a 96-well clear non-tissue culture treated plate (do triplicates of each sample
and standard).
e Using a multi-channel pipettor, pipette 100[tL of working reagent into each well,
mix with samples by pipetting up and down 2X. Wrap plate in aluminum foil and
incubate at 37'C, 95% humidity for 90-120 min.
* Using a Molecular Devices Spectramax 250 plate reader, read the absorbance in
each well at 562nm wavelength. Use standards to create a standard curve and
correlate absorbance to protein concentration in samples.
e
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Appendix 6 - Perfused 3D Culture Hepatobiliary Transport Studies
Protocols
Materials Required
Product Description
Hanks' Balanced Salt Solution
(HBSS); with NaHCO 3 ; without
phenol red, CaCl 2, MgSO 4

Cat#
H6648

Supplier
Sigma

HBSS; with NaHCO 3 ; without
phenol red
Ethylene glycol-bis(2aminoethylether)-N,N,N',N'tetraacetic acid (EGTA)
Taurocholic acid (TCA)
[3H]-Taurocholic acid

H8264

Sigma

E0396

Sigma

T4009
NET322250UC

Sigma
Perkin Elmer

RIPA buffer

R3792

Teknova

Ultima Gold XR

6013111

Perkin Elmer

MicroBCA protein assay kit

23235

Pierce
Biotechnology

Notes
Order in 500 mL
bottles and Cacontaining in 1 L
bottles
Order this buffer
in 1L bottles

Contact Radiation
Protection
Program to notify
them of delivery

I

Preparation of Buffers
* Ca 2*-free buffer
o HBSS w/o CaCl 2 , MgSO 4
o 1 M EGTA
* Standard buffer
o HBSS w/ CaCl 2, MgSO 4
* TCA solution
o 1mM TCA in standard buffer
3
* [ H]-TCA buffer
o 0. 1 M [-H]-TCA
o 9.9 M TCA (dilute from TCA solution)
o Standard buffer
Hepatic Transport Study Assay
" Prepare and warm buffers before beginning. Put 120mL of standard buffer per full
multiwell reactor plate assayed on ice before beginning.
" Remove retaining rings and filters from reservoir.
* Stop flow and remove as much medium as possible from reservoir and
reactor/reservoir bridge. Aspirate medium from reactor down to retaining ring
level.
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*

*

e

*

*

*

*

e

*

*

Fill each reactor/reservoir pair to fill line with either warm standard buffer or
warm Ca 2+-free buffer. Turn on flow at 0.2ml/min in downward direction, swirl
plates gently, stop flow and aspirate buffers off as before. Repeat these wash
steps a total of 3X. Ca2+-free buffer will disrupt canalicular networks in cultures
while standard buffer will not.
Pipette 800[tL of either warm standard buffer or warm Ca 2+-free buffer into
reactor well. Turn downward flow on at 0.2ml/min. Return reactor to 37'C, 5%
C0 2 , 95% humidity incubator.
After 2.5min, without stopping flow aspirate buffer off from reservoir and
reactor/reservoir bridge. Add 500tL of either warm standard buffer or warm
Ca 2-free buffer into reactor well.
After a total of 5min (2.5min after previous step), stop flow, and aspirate buffers
off as much as possible from reservoir surfaces and reactor/reservoir bridge.
Aspirate buffer in reactor down to retaining ring level.
Add 800[tL of either warm standard buffer or warm Ca 2-free buffer into reactor
well. Turn on downward flow at 0.1ml/min and incubate at 37'C, 5% C0 2 , 95%
humidity with either of these two buffers for 10min (or for desired pre-incubation
time). Every 5min, aspirate buffer from reservoir and add 500[LL of buffer into
reactor, do not stop flow.
After pre-incubation, aspirate buffers from all surfaces. Add 800[tL of [3 H]-TCA
buffer to each reactor. Turn on downward flow at 0.1 ml/min and incubate at
37'C, 5% C0 2 , 95% humidity for 15min (or for desired accumulation time).
Every 5min, aspirate buffer from reservoir and add 500p.L of buffer into reactor,
do not stop flow.
During the accumulation step, set three 60-mm Petrie dishes per condition
assayed (six for intact and disrupted conditions). Put l0mL ice-cold standard
buffer into each Petrie dish.
Without stopping flow, remove retaining ring from reactors, remove scaffold
gently and put scaffold in the first ice-cold 60-mm Petrie dish. This step must be
done very gently and smoothly to not disrupt culture tissue. When putting scaffold
into ice-cold buffer, put it in at a 450 angle when breaking surface tension of
buffer. Place all scaffolds of the same condition in the same dish.
With tweezers, swirl each scaffold in the ice cold buffer, take scaffold out of
buffer gently at a 45' angle, gently introduce scaffold into next ice-cold buffer full
Petrie dish, swirl again, take scaffold out again and put into the third Petrie dish,
swirl again.
Pipette 700[tL RIPA buffer into a 20mL scintillation vial and place thoroughly
washed scaffold into the vial. Vortex vials for -30sec. Incubate at 4'C overnight.
Inspect each scaffold under a microscope to ensure all tissue has been removed.

Scintillation Counting
e Pipette 500 L of sample into a 4mL scintillation tube.
* Add 3.5mL of UltimaGold XR scintillation fluid to each tube. Cap and vortex for
5-10sec.
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Allow tubes to rest for -10min, load tubes into scintillation racks and into a
Beckman Coulter LS 6500 Multipurpose Scintillation Counter. Make sure
automation labels are properly placed for the user number desired.
" Make sure user program is set to 2 min counting and set to detect 3H scintillation.
* Conversion factor from counts per minute to pico Curies is 1.38pCi/cpm as
experimentally determined from standard curve.
"

NOTE: Scintillation signal significantly diminishes after -3-4hr of addition of
scintillation fluid so do not do run more than -80 samples at one time.
Total Protein Assay
* Dilute all samples 1:50 in MilliQ water (make 350tL of each dilution).
* Using the MicroBCA protein assay kit (Pierce Biotechnology), prepare protein
standards using the 2mg/mL BSA stock ampoules. Prepare a 1:50 dilution of
RIPA buffer in MilliQ as diluent to prepare standards. Prepare dilutions of
standards per 96-well plate to be assayed (23 samples) as follows:
Vial
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
1

Volume of diluent
450 [iL
1.26 mL
175 [tL
175 [tL
175 [tL
175 ptL
175 [tL
175 [tL
175 [tL
350

Volume and source of BSA
50 [tL of stock
315 [tLofvialA dilution
1.225 mL of vial B dilution
1.05 mL of vial C dilution
875 [tL of vial D dilution
700 [tL of vial E dilution
525 [tL of vial F dilution
350 [tL of vial G dilution
of vial H dilution
175 mtL
oLv0 Cg/ilL
1

Final BSA Concentration
200 [tg/mL
40 tg/mL
35 [tglmL
30 [tg/mL
25 [tg/rL
20 [tg/mL
15 [tg/rL
10 [tg/mL
5 [tg/mL
(blank)
0

82mL
working reagent per 96-well plate to be assayed.
of MicroBCA
Prepare
Keep reagent protected from light with aluminum foil. Prepare reagent as follows:
o 6n2p MicroBCA reagent MA
o 5.763L MicroBCA reagent MB
o 24OiiL MicroBCA reagent MC
Pipette 100[L of standards (except vial A and stock) and samples into each well
of a 96-well clear non-tissue culture treated plate (do triplicates of each sample
and standard).
*Using a multi-channel pipettor, pipette 1004 of working reagent into each well,
mix with samples by pipetting up and down 2X. Wrap plate in aluminum foil and
incubate at 37'C, 95% humidity for 90-120 min.
*Using a Molecular Devices Spectramax 250 plate reader, read the absorbance in
each well at 562nm wavelength. Use standards to create a standard curve and
correlate absorbance to protein concentration in samples.
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Appendix 7 - Cell Lyses, SDS-PAGE and Western Blotting Protocols
Lyses Buffer
" RIPA buffer
* Complete® protease inhibitor cocktail mini tablet (ROCHE Cat#1 1836153001).
Use 1 tablet per l0mL buffer.
Cell Lyses Protocols
" Freshly isolated hepatocytes
o Pipette 106 cells into a 1.5mL eppendorf tube, centrifuge at 50g for 3min.
o Aspirate off supernatant, add 500p.L ice-cold lyses buffer. Pipette up and
down to disrupt pellet and for more efficient lyses.
o Incubate 30min on ice to allow for cell lyses. Store at -80'C.
e
2D sandwich cultures
o Wash cells 3X with ice-cold PBS, pipette 150L of lyses buffer into each
well, seal plate sides with parafilm, and put on shaker for 30min in a 4'C
cold room.
o Put cell lyses samples into a 1.5mL eppendorf tube and store at -800 C.
* Perfused 3D cultures
o Wash reactor/reservoir plates with 3X PBS, remove retaining rings and
scaffolds, and place scaffolds in 20mL scintillation vials with 500L of
ice-cold buffer.
o Vortex samples -1min.
o Drill a 1/8" hole in the center of one 20mL scintillation vial cap, place this
cap tightly on a vial with perfused 3D culture sample. Wedge a pipette tip
into hole and with the pipettor cylinder depressed, release pipettor cylinder
to cause a slight vacuum inside the vial. This will cause all bubbles in
lyses buffer to burst. Repeat this procedure until all bubbles are gone. Do
this procedure on ice.
o Allow cells to lyse over 30min on ice before storing samples in 1.5mL
eppendorf tubes at -80'C.
Sample Preparation for SDS-PAGE Electrophoresis
e Thaw cell lysates on ice and centrifuge samples at in a mini-centrifuge at 10,000
rpm for 5min at 4*C to separate insoluble fraction.
* Make sample preparations so that a dilution of 1:6 of 6X reducing buffer is
achieved with 1[tg/[L total protein concentration of sample. Dilute with RIPA
buffer. Make 30piL per lane, however only 25[tg will be loaded on gel.
* Make molecular weight (MW) marker
o 17.5[tL Kaleidoscope marker (BioRad Laboratories Cat# 161-0375)
o 3.5L 6X reducing buffer
* Vortex samples to mix.
* Incubate samples on a 70'C heating block for 10min.
* Spin down samples (3-5 sec quick spin on a mini-centrifuge).
NuPage Gel Electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE)
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Solution preparations:
o IX Running Buffer (RB)
- 40mL 20X MOPS RB (Invitrogen Cat# NPOOOl)
- 760mL MilliQ water
o IX Running Buffer + Antioxidant
- 200mL of IX RB (above)
- 500[tL NuPage antioxidant (Invitrogen Cat# NP0005)
Remove precast gels from package, rinse gently with MilliQ water, and remove
white strip from bottom.
o Use NuPage 4-12% Bis-Tris gels (Invitrogen Cat# NPO321BOX)
Rinse buffer core, NuPage cell, and tension wedge with MilliQ water.
Lower buffer core into cell and insert gel cassettes on both sides (make sure the
shorter well side faces inward). Insert tension wedge and lock in place. If only one
gel is to be run, insert gel blank cassette into one side of buffer core.
Fill the buffer core with 200mL IX RB + antioxidant. Make sure this section
DOES NOT leak before adding liquid to the outside. Carefully remove the comb
from top of gel cassette and pipette out air bubble with IX RB + antioxidant. Fill
outer part of case with 600mL of RB.
Fill the wells with samples:
o Add 15ptL MW markers to first well
o Fill all other channels with 25pL of prepared samples. Fill each well
slowly to avoid air bubbles and spill over.
o Label outside of NuPage cell with a taped label to identify gels and
channels.
Match the + and - electrode ends and set the voltage apparatus to run for 50min at
200V.

Transferring Proteins to Immunoblots
e Solution preparations:
o IX Transfer buffer (TB) + antioxidant
- 50mL 20X NuPage Transfer Buffer (Invitrogen Cat# NP0006)
- 1mL NuPage antioxidant (Invitrogen Cat# NP0005)
- 200mL MeOH
- 749mL MilliQ water
e Make tray of MeOH, tray of MilliQ water, and tray of TB for preparation of
immunoblot PVDF membrane (7X8.4cm; BioRad Laboratories Cat# 162-0174).
* Dip membrane in MeOH, then in MilliQ water and finally leave to soak in TB.
Rinse blotting pads, NuPage transfer core, and NuPage cell with MilliQ water.
e
* Place transfer core in a small container (only slightly larger then core).
* Soak blotting pads thoroughly in TB and place 2 pads on cathode (-) side of
transfer core.
" Soak one sheet of filter paper in TB thoroughly and place on top of blotting pads.
Add TB to transfer core to maintain pads and paper soaked.
e Unlock wedge from gel rig to release gel cassettes, crack open gel plates with a
gel knife. With gel knife, remove gel well dividers and excess gel from bottom.
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Use gel knives to place gel on filter paper. Dip knives in TB so gel will not stick
to gel.
Add membrane on top of gel and a thoroughly soaked filter paper on top.
Thoroughly soak another blotting pad in TB and place on top of filter paper.
Thoroughly soak another piece of filter paper in TB and place on top of blotting
pad.
Add the second gel on top of this filter paper, and second membrane of top of this
gel, following the preparation steps outlined above.
Place a soaked filter paper on top of membrane and two soaked blotting pads on
top of this.
Squeeze blot module closed with anode top and place in NuPage cell. Add tension
wedge to cell and lock it.
Fill inside of transfer core with TB above the level of the blotting pads and filter
paper but do not overflow. Make sure the transfer core has no leaks.
Fill the outside of the cell with MilliQ water to -2cm from top.
Match the + and - electrode ends and set the voltage apparatus to run for lhr at
30V.

In summary, the gel membrane sandwich should be set up as follows:
e Starting from cathode end:
o Blotting pad
o Blotting pad
o Filter paper
o First gel
o Transfer membrane
o Filter paper
o Blotting pad
o Filter paper
o Second gel
o Transfer membrane
o Filter paper
o Blotting pad
o Blotting pad
Western Blotting Protocol
* Solution preparations:
o Wash buffer (PBS-T)
e
IL 1OX PBS (VWR Cat# EM-6505)
* 8.95L MilliQ water
e 50mL Tween-20 (BioRad Laboratories Cat#170-6531)
o BSA blocking solution (prepare >500mL)
* 5g BSA
e
1OOmL PBS-T
o Milk blocking solution
* 0.5g dry fat-free milk
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e

10mL PBS-T

o Detection Reagents
* ECL Advance Western Blotting Detection Kit (GE Healthcare
Cat# RPN 2135)
" 3mL reagent A
e
3mL reagent B
Remove membrane paper from transfer core apparatus, cut as necessary, and use a
marker to indicate which side was in contact with the gel (keep this side of the
membrane up throughout the rest of the procedure).
Place membrane in a small container (just slightly larger than membrane) and add
>20mL of BSA blocking solution. Incubate at RT for 2hr with constant agitation
on a rocker.
Place membrane in 1OmL primary antibody solution (1:1000 dilution in BSA
blocking solution for most antibodies, 1:10,000 dilution for actin antibody).
Incubate at 4'C overnight with constant agitation or, alternatively, incubate for
2hr at RT with constant agitation.
Wash membrane 3X with wash buffer. Incubate 10min at RT with constant
agitation for each wash step.
Place membrane in 1OmL secondary antibody solution (1:10,000 dilution in milk
blocking solution; HRP-conjugated donkey anti-rabbit secondary antibody, GE
Healthcare Cat# NA934; HRP-conjugated sheep anti-mouse secondary antibody,
GE Healthcare Cat#NA93 1). Incubate at RT for 2hr with constant agitation on a
rocker.
Wash membrane 3X with wash buffer. Incubate 10min at RT with constant
agitation for each wash step.

Developing Immunoblot on Kodak Image Station 1000
e
Set camera dial to 2 to image blot.
9 Ideal temperature is -20'C, track temperature in Capture window with Ctrl+T.
o Place immunoblot membrane in detection reagents for 1min (light sensitive).
0 Place blot protein side down on glass window in Image Station.
* Click on the Predict button in the Capture window to set exposure time, click on
Capture to get immunoblot image.
o If needed for later use, store blot in SaranWrap with PBS-T at 4'C for <1 month.
Stripping and Reprobing
e
Solution preparations:
o Stripping buffer:
- 3mL 20% SDS
- 0.75mL 2.5M Tris, pH 6.8 (62.5mM)
- 0.21mL 14.3M BME
- 26.04mL dH 2 0
" Place blot in 25mL stripping buffer for 30min at 50'C in a water bath in a sealed
container. Agitate every 10min.
* Rinse 3X with dH20 into a toxic waste container.
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Wash blot 3X in dH2 0, incubate at RT for 5min with constant agitation for each
wash step.
* Wash blot 3X with PBS-T, incubate at RT for 5min with constant agitation for
each wash step.
e
Repeat immunoblot steps starting with blocking in BSA blocking buffer.
e

NOTE: Electrophoresis and transfer were conducted in an Invitrogen NuPage XCell
SureLock Electrophoresis Cell and an Invitrogen NuPage XCell Blot Module.
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Appendix 8 - RNA Purification Protocol
Cell Sample Collection
" Freshly isolated hepatocytes
o Pipette 106 cells from cell suspension into a 1.5mL eppendorf tube,
centrifuge at 50g for 3min, and aspirate off supernatant.
o Add 1mL of ice-cold Trizol LS reagent (Invitrogen Cat#10296010) and
pipette up and down to break up pellet.
o Vortex to mix thoroughly and store at -80*C for up to 2 months.
e 2D sandwich cultures
o Wash wells 3X with ice-cold PBS, pipette 500 L of ice-cold Trizol into
each well.
o Place plate on rocker for 20min at 40 C. Transfer sample into eppendorf
and store at -80'C for up to 2 months.
3D cultures
Perfused
"
o Wash reactor wells 3X with PBS, remove retaining ring, and place
scaffold in a 20mL scintillation vial.
o Add 1mL ice-cold Trizol to scintillation vial and vortex 30sec.
o Store at -800 C overnight.
o Thaw sample on ice and transfer to eppendorf tube. Store at -800 C for up
to 2 months.
NOTE: RNA can degrade very quickly. During all the following isolation procedures, do
not do more than 8 samples at a time. Try to keep samples on ice or on a cold pack as
much as possible to reduce degradation.
Thaw sample on ice.
Homogenize sample by passing through a 26g needle/syringe (1 mL) 12-15 times.
Add 2001iL Chloroform per 1mL of Trizol in each sample.
Invert a few times by hand and then vortex for 5 seconds.
Incubate RT for 2-3 mins; sample will start to settle (clear w/ RNA on the top;
pink w/ DNA and Protein on the bottom).
* Centrifuge samples for 15 min @ 12,000 RPM in a mini-centrifuge.
* Set a heating block to 65'C. Put 80pL/sample of RNAse-free water on heating
block.
* After spin, carefully remove top layer of supernatant (clear, aqueous phase;
contains the RNA) and place in 1.5mL Eppendorf tube. To do this, set pipette to
200[tL and leave some behind if necessary so that there is no contamination with
the pink layer (contains DNA and other cellular components).
o Keep track of how much material was removed (should yield about 550600 L).
o Store remaining sample (DNA/Protein) in -80 0 C.
*
"
"
"
*
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From here onward, keep all samples on ice! The following steps use a Qiagen Mini
RNEasy kit (Qiagen Cat# 74106). Follow RNEasy Mini Handbook (Qiagen) from step 4
of protocol (with afew modifications):
" Add equal volume (or more) of 75% EtOH to sample: mix by tipping and
pipetting (do not vortex).
* Remove up to 700ptL solution and place in an RNEasy column with collection
tube.
o Centrifuge for 15 sec @ > 8000g (10,000 RPM).
o Repeat spin by returning eluent to top of filter (15 seconds).
o Discard waste (solution in the bottom of filter unit) after the 2
centrifugation steps.
o Add remaining and repeat centrifugation steps.
e
Add 700[1 of Buffer RW1 to the RNEasy column. Centrifuge for 15 sec @
8000g (10,000 RPM) and discard flow-through and collection tube.
e Transfer column to a new collection tube and add 500pL of RPE Wash Buffer to
filter. Centrifuge for 15 sec @ >_8000g (10,000 RPM) and discard waste.
* Add another 500stL of RPE Wash Buffer to System and centrifuge for 2 min (15
sec @ > 8000g) to dry membrane.
o RECOMMENDED: Place column in new collection tube and centrifuge at
full speed for 1 minute to ensure that all ethanol is removed.
e
Add 30tL DEPC treated water (heated to 65 C) to filter; incubate RT for 2-3
minutes.
o Centrifuge for 2 minutes in a clean Eppendorf tube to elute.
o Repeat with another 30[tL DEPC water (if desired, this is a requisite if
there are one million cells or more, but is recommended for >250,000
cells).
_

To measure quantity and purity of RNA:
e Using a NanoDrop 100 machine:
o Open ND-100 v3.1.2 software.
o Select "Nucleic Acid" tab.
o Clean the sample pedestal with RNAse free water and a Kimwipe.
o To initialize, add 2 tL of RNAse free water, put top arm down and click
OK.
o Select RNA-40 in the sample type window in the upper right corner.
o Wipe off the sample pedestal and blank the device with 2 [L of the buffer
that the sample is in, which for these RNA samples is RNAse-free water.
o Wipe off the sample pedestal and pipette 2 pL of your sample, put the arm
down and click on measure.
NOTES: Only read a volume of sample once, you can read another 2 pLL and so on if you
want replicates. The reading will change on subsequent reads of the same sample. The
sample pedestal only needs to be wiped clean with a Kimwipe between multiple samples.
Keep RNA samples on ice at all times during measurement. Store at -80'C immediately
for up to 2 months.
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Appendix 9 - cDNA Generation Protocol
This cDNA protocol is based on synthesis from 200 ng of total RNA and will yield 20 L
of cDNA. This is enough to run real-time PCR on 5-6 genes. If more genes need to be
measured, or if greater amounts of cDNA are wanted for long term storage since it
degrades less rapidly than the RNA samples, all volumes listed can be doubled or tripled
to get 40 or 60 [tL of cDNA from 400 or 600 ng of RNA, respectively.
" Add the following to a 0.5 mL Eppendorf tube:
o Calculate the volume of the RNA sample to make 200 ng total RNA from
nanodrop reading. Make sure to re-read your RNA sample if it's been
stored for a while.
o Calculate the remaining volume of DEPC water so the total volume
(RNA+H 2 0) is 8 L.
o Add DEPC water, and then RNA and keep all samples on ice.
o Add 1 L of lOx DNAse Buffer to each sample. Mix buffer well with a
pipette before adding.
o Add 1RL of DNAse I enzyme (Invitrogen Cat# 18068-015) to each
sample. Take DNAse out just before adding (don't need to thaw it) and
mix with a pipette before adding.
" Let the sample sit at room temperature for 15 minutes. Put the remaining RNA
back in the -80*C freezer. Turn on the heating block and set to 65 0 C.
" Add 1p[L of EDTA to each sample (25mM, Invitrogen) to each sample and return
the samples on ice. When EDTA has been added to all samples, centrifuge them
at 2000 RPM for -5 seconds. Incubate samples at 65 0 C for 10 minutes.
* Thaw Random Hexamer Primers (Qiagen Cat# 79236), RT Buffer (Qiagen, from
Omniscript kit Cat# 205113), RNAse Inhibitor (Ambion Cat# 2682) on ice
* Make dilutions of lOx RT buffer, Random Hexamers, and RNAse Inhibitor:
o RT Buffer: 1:10 dilution of the lOx RT buffer necessary for RNAse
inhibitors. Add 9 tL of DEPC water for every 1iL of lOx RT buffer.
Make a little extra so volumes will be correct.
o Primer dilution: 1:10 (e.g. 9[tL of DEPC water and 1lpL of Primer working
stock). Again, plan to make 1-2 rxns worth extra so volumes will be
accurate. Make the dilution fresh every time.
o RNAse Inhibitor: 1:4 Dilution with 3[tL of lx RT buffer from above for
every 1[tL of RNAse inhibitor. Make fresh each time, and again make 1-2
rxns additional dilution so volume will be accurate for stock solution.
" Make the Stock Solution containing for each sample (make one to two extras):
o 1[L DEPC water
o 2pL dNTP (Qiagen, Omniscript kit)
o 2L Primer dilution (from previous step)
o 1p[L RNAse inhibitor dilution (from previous step)
o 2[tL lOx RT buffer (Qiagen, Omniscript kit)
o 1[tL Omniscript Reverse Transcriptase (RT 0, Qiagen)
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Remove samples from heat at the end of 10 minutes. Centrifuge for -5 seconds at
2000 RPM. Return samples to ice.
e
Add 9[tL of the Stock Solution to each sample to make the total volume 20 [tL.
* Spin down samples for -5 seconds at 2000 RPM.
e
Incubate samples at 37*C in the water bath. Make sure bottom of tube is in the
water but that tube tops aren't submerged.
e Remove samples from the water bath, centrifuge -5 seconds at 2000 RPM, and
store samples at -80'C.
e
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Appendix 10 - Real-time, Reverse Transcriptase SYBR Green PCR
Protocol
This is a general protocol for any primer set of interest to measure mRNA expression
using the Chromo4 Real-time PCR set-up and Opticon Monitor 3 software.
* Make "Master Mix" containing (or 20X):
o 25uL SYBR Green (500[tL; Qiagen Cat# 204145)
o 21uL DEPC water (420[tL)
o 1.5uL forward primer (30[tL; custom-made, Operon Biotechnologies)
o 1.5uL reverse primer (30L; custom-made, Operon Biotechnologies)
" Vortex sample and spin down. Vortex master mix and spin down.
" Get BioRad 96-well plate (white plastic) and place in a black plate tray.
" Add 49[tL master mix to each well.
" Add luL cDNA to each sample. Use triplicates. Leave one triplicate for no RT
spaces.
" Cover each well with a sample in it with a clear plastic cap.
" Return cDNA samples to -80 0 C freezer.
" Insert sample into RT-PCR machine. Gently close the top and secure the latch.
" Open "Opticon Monitor 3" software.
" Open your user profile. Open Master file (top set) and make changes to plate and
protocol setup.
" Change the plate setup so each grid spot where there is a sample has a red circle.
Make sure that the proper plate type (MJ White) and dye types (SYBR Green, in
this case) are selected - these cannot be changed later.
" Change the protocol to have the optimal primer annealing temperature and
number of cycles. Make sure that the proper reaction volume is typed in (50 L
here) - this cannot be changed later.

" Save the protocol file, then the plate setup file, then the master file.
* Click Run: the computer will prompt you for a file name for the data file. The
computer automatically saves this file at the end of the run protocol.
" You can click on 'quantification' during the run to check the status of your
sample.
* When the run is complete, set the threshold magnitude by looking in both the log
view and regular view to make sure it is in the early linear range of the
amplification. Keep this value consistent between runs for accurate comparison of
CTs between samples.
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Appendix 11 - Primer Design Procedures and Guidelines
Identify Gene Sequence
* Use NCBI Nucleotide Search (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/) to find the target
genes' mRNA sequence, as far as possible use complete cds or the mRNA
sequence.
* Include species (e.g. Rattus norvegicus for Norwegian rat strains) and RNA type
(e.g. mRNA, rRNA, etc.) in your search.
Design Initial Primer
* Input the resulting gene sequence into MIT's Primer3 software (Whitehead
Institute; http://frodo.wi.mit.edu/)
" Specify the following conditions
o 100-200 basepair target sequence
o 18-30 nucleotides in length
o 45-55% GC content
Ll
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* Try to keep the product melting temperature as high as possible, so that it is much
greater than the melting temperature of the primer-dimers and genomic DNA
products.
e
Keep the primer melting temperatures of the forward and reverse primers as close
to each other as possible (± 1*C).
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e

0

Software will give a list of candidate primers in ranked order as determined by
their algorithm.
Select primers from the generated options that:
o Avoid runs of 3 or more G/C at the 3' end.
o Avoid complementarities within the primer sequences and between the
primer.
o Avoid complementarities and mismatches of 2 or more bases at the 3'
ends of the primer and the target-template sequences.
o Avoid a 3' end T pair.
o Use primers that give a product with a high melting temperature.
o As far as possible, make sure to select a primer set that binds to a sequence
on the gene that lies in the intron-exon boundary (this can be known by
looking at where the primer binds to the mRNA sequence and then
comparing the sequence where the primer binds to the complete cds
sequence). If this is not possible, make sure that the gene product spans
this intron-exon boundary.

Verify Targets of Primer Design
* Go to NCBI Blast (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nh.gov/BLAST/). Click on the 'short,
nearly exact matches link' and input the determined primer sequence into the
input box. Click on the BLAST tab and look up the set of genes that are listed
each of which can be an RT-PCR product for the chose primer set.
* The primer sequence should yield the target gene with considerably greater
significance than the next closest match for the same animal species (e.g. Rattus
norvegicus). Similarities between the gene specificity of different species are not
important.
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Appendix 12 - Plasma and Bile Collection from In Vivo Liver
Materials
e Tray and Cover
* Scalpel Holder
0 1 pair of Tissue Forceps
e 2 pairs of Small Tooth Curved Forceps (VWR 25601-010)
e Hemostat (Henry Schein 100-2376)
e Small Scissors
e Microscissors
e
Q-Tips (Puritan)
* Nu Gauze 2x2in, 4 ply (Johnson&Johnson via VWR #7632)
* EthiconTM Silk - 4 Strands of 4-0 Silk (VWR 25942-249)
e
Blue Paper
Autoclave all materials prior to surgery.
"

*

*
"
"

*
"
"

"
"
"
*

Using a "Blue" 25G Needle anaesthetize rat with Na-Pentobarbitol according to
animal weight, diluted with an equal volume of 1x PBS. Inject into the
intraperitoneal (IP), just to the left of the midline. Pull back on the plunger and
make sure there is a visible bubble to ensure that you are in the body cavity and
not in the bladder, intestine, etc.
As soon as the rat shows no reflexes to quick blows of air, check the drug effect
through tail pinches. Do not continue until the rat does not respond to the pinches.
Pinching in between the toes is also a good indicator.
Working quickly, shave the rat over the entire incision area.
Apply Betadine using gauze (Optional).
Secure the animal to the procedure board with autoclave tape.
o Fully extend the lower legs and tape them down
o Raise the upper legs and gently tape each arm separately.
Open the lid of the Surgical Kit without touching the inside of the kit or lid.
Don surgical gloves. Keep these sterile to avoid contamination. Only touch the
instruments within the Kit and the rat body. Do not touch anything else.
Make an "I" incision on the ventral side using the Tissue Forceps and Scissors.
The incision should run from the lower abdominal area around the bladder to the
Zyphoid process and Rib area. Avoid nicking the liver. As you cut towards the
ribs, you may have to gently massage liver through the skin to loosen it from the
skin.
Gently displace the guts to the right with a fresh Q-Tip, exposing the Inferior
Vena Cava (IVC) and Portal Vein (PV).
Locate the bile duct by gently lifting the liver.
Separate the bile duct from the intestinal wall using tweezers.
Tie a silk suture loosely above point where perforation will occur.
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* Nick the bile duct with the use of microscissors and insert a small piece of PE10
tubing into the duct. DO NOT cut all the way through the duct, this will cause the
duct to collapse.
* Once tubing is secure, tighten suture to stabilize tubing. Do not tighten too much
as this may collapse the bile duct.
* Collect bile into an eppendorf tube for 15 minutes.
* During the bile duct cannulation and bile collection, keep the internal organs
moist by draping gauze soaked in sterile 1X PBS over the organs.
* Using a heparin-coated syringe, draw 1 mL of blood from the portal vein and
collected it in an eppendorf tube. Coat the syringe by drawing a solution of
1000IU heparin in and out of syringe 3X.
* Centrifuge blood at 10,000g for 10min to separate plasma.
* Collect plasma (supernatant), and store at -80'C.
* Dilute bile 1:30 in 100% EtOH and store at -80'C.
* Once both plasma and bile are collected, the rat, still under anesthesia, should be
euthanized by piercing the diaphragm inducing hypoxia.
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Appendix 13 - Immunohistochemical Staining of Perfused 3D Cultures
and Confocal Imaging
Immunohistochemical Staining
e
e
e

e
e

e

e

e

*
e

e
e

Wash reactor wells 3X with sterile PBS. Remove retaining ring and transfer
scaffolds to a 12-well non-culture treated plate with 800pL PBS in each well.
Aspirate off PBS, and fix tissue by pipetting 800L of 2% paraformaldehyde into
each well and placing plate on a Nutator at RT for 1hr.
Aspirate off paraformaldehyde and wash scaffolds 3X with 800L PBS. If
staining will not be performed immediately, seal plate with parafilm and store at
4'C for up to 1 month.
Permeabilize the tissue by incubating in 800[tL 0.1% Triton X-100 for 30min on a
Nutator at 37'C, 5%CO2, 95% humidity (inside an incubator).
Wash 3X with 800[tL of 2%BSA in PBS.
Incubate with 800[tL normal goat serum (1:20 dilution in 2%BSA in PBS for
CD26, BD Biosciences Pharmingen, Cat# 559639) for 45 minutes on a Nutator at
37'C, 5%CO2, 95% humidity (inside an incubator).
Wash 3X with 800L of 2% BSA in PBS.
Incubate with primary antibody (use 800ptL of a 1:100 dilution in 2% BSA in
PBS) on a Nutator at 4*C overnight. The long duration of incubation is
ESSENTIAL for the antibody to penetrate the depth of the tissue.
Wash 3X with 800tL of 2%BSA in PBS at RT.
Incubate with dye-conjugated secondary antibody (use 800[LL of a 1:1,000
dilution of secondary and a 1:1,000 dilution draq5 nuclear stain in 2% BSA in
PBS) for 1hr at RT.
Wash 3X with 800[tL of 2%BSA in PBS.
Wash 3X with PBS. Store at 4'C.

NOTE: Secondary antibody recommended is Alexa Fluor 488 goat anti-mouse IgG,
highly cross-absorbed (Invitrogen Cat# Al 1029). Draq5 nuclear staining (Axxora Cat#
BOS-889-001-R050).
Confocal Imaging
This protocol details confocal imaging of tissue cultures using a spinning disc confocal
microscope at the MIT Cancer Research Center. The microscope is a Nikon Eclipse
TE2000-E with a Visitech QLC 1000 spinning head and an Innova 70C Spectrum Laser.
" Turn on microscope and laser as follows:
o Turn on water source for chiller pump to cool the laser.
o Turn on chiller water pump.
o Turn laser key to on.
o Bring laser intensity to 15Amps.
o Turn laser on.
o Turn on all peripherals including spinning head and mechanical stage.
" Open Metamorph Software and select appropriate camera.
" If not already on microscope, screw in 20X objective.
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"

*
*
"
"
"

"
e

*
"
"

Place scaffold to be imaged in the center of a MatTek 35mm glass bottom Petrie
dish with a 20mm diameter glass bottom and No. 0 glass thickness (MatTek
Corporation Cat# P35G-0-20-C). Fill dish with PBS.
Place dish on mechanical stage.
Select the "Phase Eyes" setting on Metamorph to use phase microscopy.
Looking into the microscope eye piece, use the mechanical stage controller to
center on a tissue channel of interest. Turn off phase contrast as soon as possible.
Set aperture to 3 and laser intensity to -30Amps.
Using the Acquire function, specify acquire multiple wavelengths and set
wavelengths to AOTF 488 Confocal and AOTF 648 Confocal. Select the Z-stack
option with defined top and bottom.
Set Metamorph to AOTF 488 Confocal, set exposure time to 500ms and click on
"Live" button.
Use live camera capture to set upper and lower limits for Z-stack capture.
Set Metamorph to AOTF 648 Confocal, click of "Live" button to make sure
nuclear stain can also be captured.
Set step size of Z-stack to 0.647[tm.
Click on Acquire. Save stacks at the end.
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Appendix 14 - Matlab Numerical Models and Code
% Jose Ricardo Llamas Vidales
% Code to run numerical model to reduce experimental conditions in
Hepatic
% transport studies
clear all;
close all;
recyclercounter = 5;

% Variables
% Parameters from Liu et al, 1999.
Kmareal
Vmareal
Ke4real
Kmbreal
Vmbreal

=
=
=
=
=

28;
1.19;
0.849;
1.03;
1.82;

tspan = 45;

%min

C = [1 10 20 50 1001;%uM, buffer concentration
numcells = 2.*(10.^5); %cell, number of cells in culture
protpcell = 1.5.*(10.^(-6)); %mgprotein/cell, protein per cell
Vol conc = 0.001; %L

t

=

[0 0.5 1 1.5 2 5 10];%min, time points of interest

IC = [0 0 0]; %Initial condition of intracellular levels of
accumulation
bOl = [Kmareal Vmareal Ke4real Kmbreal Vmbreal]; %Initial "guess" for
nonlinear regression calculation
Kma = 28.*(0.5.*ones(1,1000));
% Set of matrices to collect all data generated by model
howoff = zeros(size(Kma,2),5,recycler counter);

maxoff = zeros(size(Kma,2),recyclercounter);
propoff = zeros(size(Kma,2),5,recycler counter);
maxpropoff = zeros(size(Kma,2),recycler counter);
whichoff = zeros(size(Kma,2),5,recycler counter);

whichoffsum = zeros(recyclercounter,5);
howoffrand = zeros(size(Kma,2),5,recyclercounter);
maxoffrand = zeros(size(Kma,2),recycler counter);

propoffrand = zeros(size(Kma,2),5,recycler counter);
maxpropoffrand = zeros(size(Kma,2),recyclercounter);
whichoffrand = zeros(size(Kma,2),5,recycler_counter);
whichoffsumrand = zeros(recyclercounter,5);
probmore20 = zeros(1,recyclercounter);
probmore40 = zeros(l,recyclercounter);
probmore2orand = zeros(l,recyclercounter);
probmore40rand = zeros(l,recyclercounter);
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% Matrices to capture accumulation data generated by ODE model
x1Kma =

zeros(size(t,2),size(IC,2),size(Kma,2),size(C,2),recyclercounter);
x1rand =

zeros(size(t,2),size(IC,2),size(Kma,2),size(C,2),recycler_counter);
% Matrices to capture accumulation data as concentration
ConcKma =

zeros(size(t,2),size(IC,2),size(Kma,2),size(C,2),recycler_counter);
Concrand =

zeros(size(t,2),size(IC,2),size(Kma,2),size(C,2),recycler_counter);
% Matrices to capture maximum concentrations
CmaxKma = zeros(l,size(Kma,2),2,size(C,2),recyclercounter);
Cmaxrand = zeros(l,size(Kma,2),2,size(C,2),recyclercounter);
tconstKma = zeros(l,size(Kma,2),2,size(C,2),recyclercounter);
topen = 3; %min, time for tight junctions to open
Vol-buff = 0.001; %L, amount of buffer volume
tpre

15; %min

=

for r

=

1:recyclercounter

rand('twister',sum(l00*clock));
randn('state',sum(100*clock));
% Matrices of randomly generated parameter values
Kma = 28.*(0.5.*ones(1,1000) + rand(1,1000));%uM
Vma = 1.19.*(0.5.*ones(1,1000) + rand(l,l000));%nmol/min/mgprotein
Ke4 = 0.849.*(0.5.*ones(1,1000) + rand(1,1000));%l/min
Kmb = 1.03.*(0.5.*ones(1,1000) + rand(1,1000));%nmol/mgprotein
Vmb = 1.82.*(0.5.*ones(1,1000) + rand(1,1000));%nmol/min/mgprotein

% Loop using ODE solver to produce accumulation data
for i = 1:size(Kma,2)
for n = 1:size(C,2)
IC(1,3) = C(1,n);
[t,x]

=

ode23s(@TCA effluxeq_liuthesis,t,IC,optimset('Display','off'),Kma(l,i
),Vma(l,i),Ke4(l,i),Kmb(1,i),Vmb(1,i),C(l,n),topen,Volbuff,tpre,numcel
ls,protpcell);
x1Kma(:,:,i,n,r) = x;
x(:,3)

=

xlKma(:,3,i,n,r).*Vol conc./(numcells.*protpcell);
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xirand(:,:,i,n,r) =
xlKma(:,:,i,n,r).*(ones(size(xlKma,l),size(xlKma,2)) +
0.1.*(randn(size(xlKma,l),size(xlKma,2)))); %This step adds
"experimental" error to accumulation measurements

ConcKma(:,:,i,n,r)
numcells.*x.*protpcell./Volconc; %nM

=

Concrand(:,1:2,i,n,r) =
numcells.*xlrand(:,1:2,i,n,r).*protpcell./Volconc;
Concrand(:,3,i,n,r) = xlrand(:,3,i,n,r);
CmaxKma(l,i,1,n,r) =
ConcKma(size(ConcKma,1) ,1,i,n,r);
CmaxKma(1,i,2,n,r) =
ConcKma(size(ConcKma,1) ,2,i,n,r);
Cmaxrand(l,i,l,n,r) =
;
Concrand(size(Concrand, 1),1,i,n,r)
Cmaxrand(1,i,2,n,r) =
Concrand(size(Concrand,1) ,2,i,n,r);
p = find(ConcKma(:,l,i,n,r)
1) ) .*CmaxKma (1, i, 1, n, r) ,1);

>=

(1

-

exp(-

tconstKma(l,i,l,n,r) = ((1 - exp(1)).*CmaxKma(1,i,1,n,r) - ConcKma((p - 1),1,i,n,r)).*(t(p,1) - t((p
1),1))./(ConcKma(p,1,i,n,r) - ConcKma((p - 1),l,i,n,r)) + t((p - 1),1);
q

1))

=

find(ConcKma(:,2,i,n,r) >=

(1 - exp(-

*CmaxKma(1,i,2,n,r),1)

tconstKma(l,i,2,n,r) = ((1 - exp().*CmaxKma(l,i,2,n,r) - ConcKma((q - 1),2,i,n,r)).*(t(q,l) ,1))./(ConcKma(q,2,i,n,r) - ConcKma((q - 1),2,i,n,r)) + t((q

t((q
- 1),1);

end
end
% This loop uses accumulation loop results to produce new parameters
% determined by nonlinear regression analysis
for k = 1:size(Kma,2)

dxdt1 = zeros(size(xlKma,l),2,size(C,2));
dxdtreall = zeros(size(xlKma,l),3,size(C,2));
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xlin1 = zeros(size(xlKma,1),3,size(C,2));
for i = 1:size(C,2)
for

j

= 2:(size(t,1)

-

1)

dxdt1(j,1,i) = (xlKma(j + 1,1,k,i,r).*(t(j,l)
+ 1,1) - t(j
- 1,1))
- xlKma(j,1,k,i,r).*(2.*t(j,1) - t(j
+ 1,1) - t(j
+ 1,1) - t(j,l)))./(2.*(t(j
1,1,k,i,r).*(t(j
- t(j - 1,1)));

-

dxdtl(j,2,i) = (xlKma(j + 1,2,k,i,r).*(t(j,1)
- t(j + 1,1) - t(j
- 1,1))
- xlKma(j,2,k,i,r) .*(2.*t (j,1)
1,2,k,i,r).*(t(j
+ 1,1) - t(j,1)))./(2.*(t(j
+ 1,1)
t(j

-

-

t(j

-

-

t(j - 1,1))
xlKma(j -

1) ).-*(t

(j,1)

t(j - 1,1))
xlKma(j -

1) ).-*(t

(j,1)

1,1)));
end

dxdtl(size(dxdt1,1),:,i) = (xlKma(size(xlKma,l),1:2,k,i,r)
xlKma(size(xlKma,l) - 1,1:2,k,i,r))./(t(size(t,l),l) - t(size(t,l)
1,1));
dxdtl(l,:,i)

=2.*dxdtl(2,:,i)

- dxdtl(3,:,i);

xlinl(:,3,i) = C(l,i).*ones(size(xlinl,1l),l);
xlinl(:,2,i) = xlKma(:,2,k,i,r);
xlinl(:,l,i) =xlKma(:,1,k,i,r);
dxdtreall(:,1,i) = (Vma(l,k).*xlKma(:,3,k,i,r)./(Kma(l,k)
xlKma(:,3,k,i,r))) - Ke4(1,k).*(xlKma(:,1,k,i,r) - xlKma(:,2,k,i,
dxdtreall(:,2,i) = (Vma(l,k).*xlKma(:,3,k,i,r)./(Kma(l,k)
xlKma(:,3,k,i,r))) - (Vmb(,k).*xKma(:,2,k,i,r)./(Kmb(l,k) +
xlKma(:,2,k,i,r)))

+

+

end
Betal = lsqnonlin(@TCAeffluxmodelliu nlin thesis,b0l, [0 0 0 0
0],2.*b01,optimset('Displayl,'off'),xlin1,dxdt1);
howoff(k,:,r) = abs(Betal - [Kma(l,k) Vma(l,k) Ke4(l,k) Kmb(l,k)
Vmb(l,k)]);
propoff(k,:,r) = howoff(k,:,r)./[Kma(l,k) Vma(l,k) Ke4(l,k)
Kmb (1, k) Vmb (1, k) ];
maxoff(k,r) = max(howoff(k,:,r),[],2);
maxpropoff(k,r) = max(propoff(k,:,r), [],2);
dxdtl = zeros(size(xlKma,l),2,size(C,2));
xlin1 = zeros(size(xlKma,l),3,size(C,2));
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for i = 1:size(C,2)
for

j

= 2:(size(t,1)

- 1)

dxdt1(j,1,i) = (xlrand(j + 1,1,k,i,r).*(t(j,1) - t(j
1,1)) - x1rand(j,1,k,i,r).*(2.*t(j,1) - t(j
+ 1,1) - t(j
- 1,1))
x1rand(j - 1,1,k,i,r).*(t(j + 1,1) - t(j,1)))./(2.*(t(j + 1,1) t(j,1)).*(t(j,1) - t(j - 1,1)));

-

dxdt1(j,2,i) = (xlrand(j + 1,2,k,i,r).*(t(j,1) - t(j
1,1)) - xlrand(j,2,k,i,r).*(2.*t(j,1)
- t(j
+ 1,1) - t(j
- 1,1))
x1rand(j - 1,2,k,i,r).*(t(j + 1,1) - t(j,l)))./(2.*(t(j + 1,1) -

-

t(j,11)) .*(t(j,11)

-

t(j

-

-

-

1,1)))

end
dxdt1(size(dxdtl,1),:,i) = (xlrand(size(xlrand,1),1:2,k,i,r) x1rand(size(x1rand,1)

1,1:2,k,i,r))./(t(size(t,1),1) -

-

t(size(t,l)

-

1,1));
dxdtl(1,:,i) =2.*dxdtl(2,:,i) - dxdtl(3,:,i);
xlinl(:,3,i)

=

C(1,i).*ones(size(xlin1,1),1);

xlin1(:,2,i)

=

xirand(:,2,k,i,r);

xlinl(:,l,i)

=

xlrand(:,l,k,i,r);

end
Betal = lsqnonlin(@TCA efflux model liu nlin thesis,bOl, [0 0 0 0
0],2.*bOl,optimset('Display','off'),xlinl,dxdt1);
howoffrand(k,:,r)

Kmb(1,k) VMbb(1,k)]) ;
propoffrand(k,:,r)
Kmb (1,k) Vmb (1, k)] ;

abs(Betal -

=

=

[Kma(1,k) Vma(l,k) Ke4(1,k)

howoffrand(k,:,r)./[Kma(1,k) Vma(l,k) Ke4(1,k)

maxoffrand(k,r) = max(howoffrand(k,:,r), [],2);
maxpropoffrand(k,r) = max(propoffrand(k,:,r), [1,2);
% Conditional statements to assess which regression-determined
% parameter is farther from initial parameter
if propoff(k,l,r) == maxpropoff(k,r)
whichoff(k,l,r) = 1;

elseif propoff(k,2,r) == maxpropoff(k,r)
whichoff(k,2,r) = 1;

elseif propoff(k,3,r) == maxpropoff(k,r)
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whichoff(k,3,r) = 1;

elseif propoff(k,4,r) == maxpropoff(k,r)
whichoff(k,4,r) = 1;

else
whichoff(k,5,r)

= 1;

end
if propoffrand(k,l,r) == maxpropoffrand(k,r)
whichoffrand(k,l,r) = 1;

elseif propoffrand(k,2,r) == maxpropoffrand(k,r)
whichoffrand(k,2,r) = 1;

elseif propoffrand(k,3,r) == maxpropoffrand(k,r)
whichoffrand(k,3,r) = 1;

elseif propoffrand(k,4,r) == maxpropoffrand(k,r)
whichoffrand(k,4,r) = 1;

else
whichoffrand(k,5,r) = 1;

end
end
whichoffsum(r,:) = sum(whichoff(:,:,r),1);
whichoffsumrand(r,:) = sum(whichoffrand(:,:,r),1);
probmore20(l,r) = (size(find(maxpropoff(:,r) >
0.2),l))./(size(maxpropoff(:,r),l));
probmore20rand(l,r) = (size(find(maxpropoffrand(:,r) >
0.2),l))./(size(maxpropoffrand(:,r),l));
probmore40(l,r) = (size(find(maxpropoff(:,r) >
0.4),l))./(size(maxpropoff(:,r),l));
probmore4orand(1,r) = (size(find(maxpropoffrand(:,r) >
0.4),l))./(size(maxpropoffrand(:,r),l));
end
% Matrices to store mean %parameter error and std dev of %parameter
error
meanmaxpropoff = mean(maxpropoff);
meanmaxpropoffrand = mean(maxpropoffrand);
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totmean = mean(meanmaxpropoff,2);
totmeanrand = mean(meanmaxpropoffrand,2);
stdmaxpropoff = std(maxpropoff);
stdmaxpropoffrand = std(maxpropoffrand);
allpropoff = zeros(size(maxpropoff,2).*size(maxpropoff,1),1);
allpropoffrand = zeros(size(maxpropoff,2).*size(maxpropoffrand,1),1);
for r = 1:size(maxpropoff,2)
allpropoff(((r - 1).*(size(maxpropoff,1)) +
1):(r.*(size(maxpropoff,1))),1) = maxpropoff(:,r);
allpropoffrand(((r -

1).*(size(maxpropoffrand,1))

+

1):(r.*(size(maxpropoffrand,1))),1) = maxpropoffrand(:,r);
end
totstd = std(allpropoff);
totstdrand = std(allpropoffrand);
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% Jose Ricardo Llamas Vidales
% ODE model following Liu et al, 1999, published model
function dxdt =
TCAefflux eq_liuthesis (t,x,Kma,Vma,Ke4,Kmb,Vmb,C,topen,Volbuff,tpre,
numcells,protpcell)
dxdt =

[(Vma.*x(3)./(Kma + x(3))) - Ke4.*(x(l) - x(2));
Vma.*x(3)./(Kma + x(3)) - (Vmb.*x(2)./(Kmb + x(2)));
((Ke4.*(x(l) - x(2))) - (Vma.*x(3)./(Kma +

x(3)))).*numcells.*protpcell.*(10.^(-3))./Volbuff];
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% Jose Ricardo Llamas Vidales
% Nonlinear regression function to calculate parameter values
function F = TCA efflux solver nlin(beta,x,dxdt)
F = zeros(size(dxdt,2),size(dxdt,l));
for i

=

1:size(dxdt,2)

F(i,:) = [(beta(2).*x(:,l,i)'./(beta(l) + x(:,l,i)'))
beta(3).*x(:,2,i)' - dxdt(:,i)'];
end
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% Jose Ricardo Llamas Vidales
% Code to run numerical model to reduce experimental conditions in
Hepatic
% transport studies at steady state conditions
clear all;
close all;
recycler counter = 5;
numparameters = 5;

% Variables
% Parameters from Liu et al, 1999.
Kmareal = 28;%uM

Vmareal = 1.19;%nmol/min/mgprotein
Ke4real = 0.849;%l/min
Kmbreal = 1.03;%nmol/mgprotein

Vmbreal = 1.82;%nmol/min/mgprotein
C = [0.05 0.1 11; %uM, buffer concentration
numcells = 2.*(10.^5); %cell, number of cells in culture
protpcell = 1.5.*(10.^(-6)); %mgprotein/cell, protein per cell
Vol conc = 0.001; %L

Vol-buff = 0.001; %L, amount of buffer values
IC

Kma

[0 0 0];

=

=

28.*(0.5.*ones(1,1000));%uM

% Set of matrices to collect all data generated by model
howoff = zeros(size(Kma,2),numparameters,recyclercounter);
maxoff = zeros(size(Kma,2),recyclercounter);
propoff = zeros(size(Kma,2),numparameters,recyclercounter);
maxpropoff = zeros(size(Kma,2),recycler counter);

whichoff = zeros(size(Kma,2),numparameters,recycler_counter);
whichoffsum = zeros(recyclercounter,num_parameters);
howoffrand = zeros(size(Kma,2),numparameters,recycler counter);
maxoffrand = zeros(size(Kma,2),recycler counter);
propoffrand = zeros(size(Kma,2),numparameters,recyclercounter);
maxpropoffrand = zeros(size(Kma,2),recyclercounter);
whichoffrand = zeros(size(Kma,2),num parameters,recycler counter);
whichoffsumrand = zeros(recycler counter,numparameters);
probmore20 = zeros(l,recyclercounter);
probmore40 = zeros(l,recyclercounter);
probmorerand20 = zeros(l,recyclercounter);
probmorerand40 = zeros(l,recyclercounter);
bOl = [Kmareal Vmareal Ke4real Kmbreal Vmbreal]; %Initial "guess" for
nonlinear regression calculation
% Matrices to store steaty state accumulations
Cmax = zeros(size(C,2),size(IC,2),size(Kma,2),recycler counter);
Cmaxrand = zeros(size(C,2),size(IC,2),size(Kma,2),recycler_counter);
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for r = 1:recycler counter
rand('twister',sum(100*clock));
randn('state',sum(100*clock));
% Matrices of randomly generated parameter values
Kma = 28.*(0.5.*ones(1,1000) + rand(1,1000));%uM
Vma = 1.19.*(0.5.*ones(1,1000) + rand(1,1000));%nmol/min/mgprotein
Ke4 = 0.849.*(0.5.*ones(1,1000) + rand(1,1000));%l/min
Kmb = 1.03.*(0.5.*ones(1,1000) + rand(1,1000));%nmol/mgprotein
Vmb = 1.82.*(0.5.*ones(1,1000) + rand(1,1000));%nmol/min/mgprotein
% Loop to create steady state accumulation data
for i = 1:size(Vma,2)
for n = 1:size(C,2)

uptakerate = Vma(1,i).*C(1,n)./(Kma(1,i) + C(1,n));
Cmax(n,2,i,r) = (uptakerate.*Kmb(1,i))./(Vmb(1,i) uptakerate);
Cmax(n,l,i,r) = Cmax(n,2,i,r) + uptakerate./Ke4(l,i);
Cmax(n,3,i,r)

= C(1,n);

Cmaxrand(n,3,i,r) = C(1,n);
end
Cmaxrand(:,:,i,r) = Cmax(:,:,i,r).*(ones(size(C,2),size(IC,2)) +
0.1.*randn(size(C,2),size(IC,2))); %This step adds "experimental" error
to accumulation measurements
end

% This loop uses accumulation loop results to produce new parameters
% determined by nonlinear regression analysis
for k = 1:size(Kma,2)

Betal = lsqnonlin(@TCAeffluxmodelliunlinthesis,bOl, [0 0 0 0
0],2.*bOl,optimset('Display','off'),Cmax(:,:,k,r));
howoff(k,:,r) = abs(Betal - [Kma(l,k) Vma(l,k) Ke4(1,k) Kmb(1,k)
Vmb(l,k)]);
propoff(k,:,r) = howoff(k,:,r)./[Kma(l,k) Vma(l,k) Ke4(1,k)
Kmb(1,k) Vmb(1,k)];
maxoff(k,r) = max(howoff(k,:,r),[],2);
maxpropoff(k,r) = max(propoff(k,:,r), [],2);
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% Conditional statements to assess which regression-determined
% parameter is farther from initial parameter
if propoff(k,l,r) == maxpropoff(k,r)
whichoff(k,l,r) = 1;

elseif propoff(k,2,r) == maxpropoff(k,r)
whichoff(k,2,r)

= 1;

elseif propoff(k,3,r) == maxpropoff(k,r)
whichoff(k,3,r) = 1;

elseif propoff(k,4,r) == maxpropoff(k,r)
whichoff(k,4,r)

= 1;

else
whichoff(k,5,r) = 1;

end
Betal = lsqnonlin(@TCAeffluxmodelliunlinthesis,b0l, [0 0 0 0
0],2.*b01,optimset('Display', 'off'),Cmaxrand(:,:,k,r));
howoffrand(k,:,r) = abs(Betal - [Kma(l,k) Vma(l,k) Ke4(1,k)
Kmb (1, k) Vmb (1, k)] ) ;
propoffrand(k,:,r) = howoffrand(k,:,r)./[Kma(l,k) Vma(l,k) Ke4(1,k)
Kmb(1,k) Vmb(l,k)];
maxoffrand(k,r) = max(howoffrand(k,:,r), [1,2);
maxpropoffrand(k,r) = max(propoffrand(k,:,r),[],2);
% Conditional statements to assess which regression-determined
% parameter is farther from initial parameter
if propoffrand(k,l,r) == maxpropoffrand(k,r)
whichoffrand(k,l,r) = 1;

elseif propoffrand(k,2,r) == maxpropoffrand(k,r)
whichoffrand(k,2,r) = 1;

elseif propoffrand(k,3,r) == maxpropoffrand(k,r)
whichoffrand(k,3,r) = 1;

elseif propoffrand(k,4,r) == maxpropoffrand(k,r)
whichoffrand(k,4,r) = 1;
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else
whichoffrand(k,5,r) = 1;

end
end

whichoffsum(r,:) = sum(whichoff(:,:,r),l);
whichoffsumrand(r,:)

= sum(whichoffrand(:,:,r),1);

probmore20(l,r) = (size(find(maxpropoff(:,r) >
0.2),1))./(size(maxpropoff(:,r),1));
probmorerand20(1,r) = (size(find(maxpropoffrand(:,r) >
0.2),1))./(size(maxpropoffrand(:,r),1));
probmore40(1,r) = (size(find(maxpropoff(:,r) >
0.4),1))./(size(maxpropoff(:,r),1));

probmorerand40(l,r) = (size(find(maxpropoffrand(:,r) >
0.4),1))./(size(maxpropoffrand(:,r),1));
end
% Matrices to store mean %parameter error and std dev of %parameter
error
meanmaxpropoff = mean(maxpropoff);
meanmaxpropoffrand = mean(maxpropoffrand);
totmean = mean(meanmaxpropoff,2);
totmeanrand = mean(meanmaxpropoffrand,2);
stdmaxpropoff = std(maxpropoff);
stdmaxpropoffrand = std(maxpropoffrand);
allpropoff = zeros(size(maxpropoff,2).*size(maxpropoff,1),l);
allpropoffrand = zeros(size(maxpropoff,2).*size(maxpropoffrand,1),1);
for r = 1:size(maxpropoff,2)
allpropoff(((r - 1).*(size(maxpropoff,1)) +
1):(r.*(size(maxpropoff,1))),1) = maxpropoff(:,r);
allpropoffrand(((r - 1).*(size(maxpropoffrand,1))

+

1):(r.*(size(maxpropoffrand,l))),1) = maxpropoffrand(:,r);
end
totstd = std(allpropoff);
totstdrand = std(allpropoffrand);
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% Jose Ricardo Llamas Vidales
% Nonlinear regression function to calculate parameter values
% Steady State condition
function F = TCA efflux model liu nlin thesis(beta,x)
F = zeros(2,size(x,1));

F(1,:) = beta(2).*x(:,3)./(beta(l)

+ x(:,3))

- beta(3).*(x(:,l) -

x(:,2));

F(2,:) = beta(2).*x(:,3)./(beta(l) + x(:,3)) beta(5).*x(:,2)./(beta(4) + x(:,2));
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% Jose Ricardo Llamas Vidales
% Code to run sensitivity analysis for numerical model to reduce
% experimental conditions in Hepatic transport studies
clear all;
close all;
recyclercounter = 5;
numjparameters = 5;

% Variables
% Parameters from Liu et al, 1999 multiplied by a range from 0.01 to
100
Kmareal = 28.*logspace(-2,2,5); %uM
Vmareal = 1.19.*logspace(-2,2,5); %nmol/min/mgprotein
Ke4real = 0.849.*logspace(-2,2,5); %1/min
Kmbreal = 1.03.*logspace(-2,2,5); %nmol/mgprotein
Vmbreal = 1.82.*logspace(-2,2,5); %nmol/min/mgprotein
tspan = 45; %min

C = [1 10 20 50 100];%uM, buffer concentration
numcells = 2.*(10.^5); %cell, number of cells in culture
protpcell = 1.5.*(10.^(-6)); %mgprotein/cell, protein per cell
Volconc = 0.001; %L

t

[0 0.5 1 1.5 2 5 10];%min, time points of interest

=

IC
Kma

[0 0 0];%Initial condition of intracellular levels of accumulation

=
=

28.*(0.5.*ones(1,1000));%uM

% Set of matrices to collect all data generated by model
howoff =

zeros(size(Kma,2),numparameters,recyclercounter,size(Kmareal,2),num_p
arameters);
maxoff =

zeros(size(Kma,2),recyclercounter.*size(Kmareal,2).*numparameters);
propoff =

zeros(size(Kma,2),num_parameters,recycler counter,size(Kmareal,2),num_p
arameters);
maxpropoff

=

zeros(size(Kma,2),recyclercounter.*size(Kmareal,2).*numparameters);
whichoff =

zeros(size(Kma,2),numparameters,recyclercounter,size(Kmareal,2),num_p
arameters);
whichoffsum =
zeros(recycler counter.*size(Kmareal,2).*numparameters,numparameters)
howoffrand

=

zeros(size(Kma,2),numparametersrecyclercounter,size(Kmareal,2),num_p
arameters);
maxoffrand

=

zeros(size(Kma,2),recyclercounter.*size(Kmareal,2).*numparameters);
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.
.....
........
......
...

propoffrand =
zeros(size(Kma,2),numparameters,recyclercounter,size(Kmareal,2),num_p
arameters);
maxpropoffrand =
zeros(size(Kma,2),recyclercounter.*size(Kmareal,2).*numparameters);
whichoffrand =
zeros(size(Kma,2),numparameters,recycler counter,size(Kmareal,2),num_p
arameters);
whichoffsumrand =
zeros(recycler counter.*size(Kmareal,2).*numparametersnum_parameters)
probmore20 = zeros (size (Kmareal,2) .*num_parameters,recyclercounter);
probmore40 = zeros(size(Kmareal,2).*numparameters,recycler counter);
probmore20rand =
zeros(size(Kmareal,2).*numparameters,recycler counter);
probmore40rand =
zeros(size(Kmareal,2).*num-parameters,recycler-counter);
meanmaxpropoff = zeros (size (Kmareal,2) . *num parameters,
recycler counter);
meanmaxpropoffrand = zeros(size(Kmareal,2).*num_parameters,
recycler counter);
stdmaxpropoff = zeros(size(Kmareal,2).*numparameters,
recycler counter);
stdmaxpropoffrand = zeros(size(Kmareal,2).*num parameters,
recycler counter);
zeros(size(Kmareal,2),num_parameters);
totmean
totmeanrand = zeros(size(Kmareal,2),numparameters);
totstd = zeros(size(Kmareal,2),num_parameters);
totstdrand = zeros(size(Kmareal,2),num_parameters);
% Matrices to capture accumulation data generated by ODE model
x1Kma =

zeros(size(t,2),size(IC,2),size(Kma,2),size(C,2),recyclercounter,size(
Kmareal,2) ,numparameters);
x1rand =

zeros(size(t,2),size(IC,2),size(Kma,2),size(C,2),recycler-counter,size(
Kmareal,2) ,num_parameters);
% Matrices to capture accumulation data as concentration
ConcKma =

2
zeros(size(t,2),size(IC,2),size(Kma,2),size(C, ),recycler_counter,size(
Kmareal,2) ,numparameters);

Concrand =

zeros(size(t,2),size(IC,2),size(Kma,2),size(C,2),recycler_counter,size(
Kmareal,2) ,numparameters);
% Matrices to capture maximum concentrations
CmaxKma =

zeros(1,size(Kma,2),2,size(C,2),recycler_counter,size(Kmareal,2),num-pa
rameters);
Cmaxrand =

zeros(1,size(Kma,2),2,size(C,2),recyclercounter,size(Kmareal,2),numpa
rameters);
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tconstKma =

zeros(1,size(Kma,2),2,size(C,2),recyclercounter,size(Kmareal,2),numpa
rameters);
topen = 3; %min, time for tight junctions to open
Volbuff = 0.001; %L, amount of buffer volume
tpre

15; %min

=

for u

=

1:numparameters

for v = 1:size(Kmareal,2)
for r = 1:recyclercounter
rand('twister',sum(100*clock));
randn('state',sum(100*clock));
%Conditional statements to set fix one parameter at a specific
value
%and randomly generate the rest
if u

==

1

Kma = Kmareal(l,v).*ones(1,1000);%.*logspace(-2,2,5); %uM
Vma = Vmareal(1,3).*(0.5.*ones(1,1000) +
rand(1,1000));%.*logspace(-2,2,5); %nmol/min/mgprotein
Ke4 = Ke4real(1,3).*(0.5.*ones(1,1000) +
rand(1,1000));%.*logspace(-2,2,5); %1/min
Kmb = Kmbreal(1,3).*(0.5.*ones(1,1000) +
rand(1,1000));%.*logspace(-2,2,5); %nmol/mgprotein
Vmb = Vmbreal(1,3).*(0.5.*ones(1,1000) +
rand(1,1000));%.*logspace(-2,2,5); %nmol/min/mgprotein
bol = [Kmareal(1,v) Vmareal(1,3) Ke4real(1,3) Kmbreal(1,3)
Vmbreal(1,3)];
elseif

u == 2

Kma = Kmareal(1,3).*(0.5.*ones(1,1000) +
rand(1,1000));%.*logspace(-2,2,5); %uM
Vma = Vmareal(1,v).*ones(1,1000);%.*logspace(-2,2,5);
%nmol/min/mgprotein
Ke4 = Ke4real(1,3).*(0.5.*ones(1,1000) +
rand(1,1000));%.*logspace(-2,2,5); %1/min
Kmb = Kmbreal(1,3).*(0.5.*ones(1,1000) +
rand(1,1000));%.*logspace(-2,2,5); %nmol/mgprotein
Vmb = Vmbreal(1,3).*(0.5.*ones(1,1000) +
rand(1,1000));%.*logspace(-2,2,5); %nmol/min/mgprotein
bOl = [Kmareal(1,3) Vmareal(l,v) Ke4real(1,3) Kmbreal(1,3)
Vmbreal(1,3)]
elseif u

==

3

Kma = Kmareal(1,3).*(0.5.*ones(1,1000) +
rand(1,1000));%.*logspace(-2,2,5); %uM
Vma = Vmareal(1,3).*(0.5.*ones(1,1000) +
rand(1,1000));%.*logspace(-2,2,5); %nmol/min/mgprotein
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Ke4 = Ke4real(l,v).*ones(1,1000);%.*logspace(-2,2,5); %1/min
Kmb = Kmbreal(1,3).*(0.5.*ones(1,1000) +
rand(1,1000));%.*logspace(-2,2,5); %nmol/mgprotein
Vmb = Vmbreal(1,3).*(0.5.*ones(1,1000) +
rand(l,lOOO));%.*logspace(-2,2,5); %nmol/min/mgprotein
bol = [Kmareal(1,3) Vmareal(1,3) Ke4real(1,v) Kmbreal(1,3)
Vmbreal(1,3)];
elseif u == 4

Kma = Kmareal(1,3).*(0.5.*ones(1,1000) +
rand(1,1000));%.*logspace(-2,2,5); %uM
Vma = Vmareal(1,3).*(0.5.*ones(1,1000) +
rand(l,10O));%.*logspace(-2,2,5); %nmol/min/mgprotein
Ke4 = Ke4real(1,3).*(0.5.*ones(1,1000) +
rand(1,1000));%.*logspace(-2,2,5); %1/min
Kmb = Kmbreal(1,v).*ones(1,1000);%.*logspace(-2,2,5);
%nmol/mgprotein
Vmb = Vmbreal(1,3).*(0.5.*ones(1,1000) +
rand(1,1000));%.*logspace(-2,2,5); %nmol/min/mgprotein
bOl = [Kmareal(1,3) Vmareal(1,3) Ke4real(1,3) Kmbreal(1,v)
Vmbreal(1,3)]
elseif u

==

5

Kma = Kmareal(1,3).*(0.5.*ones(1,1000) +
rand(1,1000));%.*logspace(-2,2,5); %uM
Vma = Vmareal(1,3).*(0.5.*ones(1,1000) +
rand(1,1000));%.*logspace(-2,2,5); %nmol/min/mgprotein
Ke4 = Ke4real(1,3).*(0.5.*ones(1,1000) +
rand(1,1000));%.*logspace(-2,2,5); %l/min
Kmb = Kmbreal(1,3).*(0.5.*ones(1,1000) +
rand(1,1000));%.*logspace(-2,2,5); %nmol/mgprotein
Vmb = Vmbreal(l,v).*ones(1,1000);%.*logspace(-2,2,5);
%nmol/min/mgprotein
b01 = [Kmareal(1,3) Vmareal(1,3) Ke4real(1,3) Kmbreal(1,3)
Vmbreal(1,v)];
end
% Loop using ODE solver to produce accumulation data
for i = 1:size(Kma,2)
for n = 1:size(C,2)
IC(1,3) = C(1,n);

[t,x) =
ode23s(@TCAeffluxeq_liu_thesis,t,IC,optimset('Display','off'),Kma(l,i
),Vma(l,i),Ke4(l,i),Kmb(1,i),Vmb(1,i),C(l,n),topen,Volbuff,tpre,numcel
ls,protpcell);
x1Kma(:,:,i,n,r,v,u) = X;
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-

-

x(:,3)

-

-

=1-

-

---

--

--

-

-

-

-

-

MMMIWO.,
.

=

xlKma(:,3,i,n,r,v,u).*Volconc./(numcells.*protpcell);
xlrand(:,:,i,n,r,v,u) =
xlKma(:,:,i,n,r,v,u).*(ones(size(xlKma,1),size(xlKma,2)) +
0.1.*(randn(size(xlKma,1),size(xlKma,2))));%This step adds
"experimental" error to accumulation measurements
ConcKma(:,:,i,n,r,v,u)
numcells.*x.*protpcell./Volconc; %nM

=

Concrand (: ,1:2, i,n,r,v,u) =
numcells.*xlrand(:,1:2,i,n,r,v,u).*protpcell./Volconc;
Concrand(:,3,i,n,r,v,u)

=

xlrand(:,3,i,n,r,v,u);
CmaxKma (1, i, 1, n,r, v,u)
ConcKma(size(ConcKma,l),l,i,n,r,v,u);

=

CmaxKma(l,i,2,n,r,v,u)
ConcKma(size(ConcKma,1),2,i,n,r,v,u);

=

Cmaxrand(1, i,1,n, r,v,u) =
Concrand(size(Concrand,l),l,i,n,r,v,u);
Cmaxrand(l,i,2,n,r,v,u) =
Concrand(size(Concrand,l),2,i,n,r,v,u);
p = find(ConcKma(:,l,i,n,r,v,u)

>=

(1

-

exp(-

1)) .*CmaxKma(,i,ln,r,vu),1);
tconstKma(l,i,l,n,r,v,u) = ((1 - exp(1)).*CmaxKma(l,i,l,n,r,v,u) - ConcKma((p - 1),l,i,n,r,v,u)).*(t(p,l) t((p - 1),l))./(ConcKma(p,l,i,n,r,v,u) - ConcKma((p - 1),l,i,n,r,v,u))
+ t((p -

1),1);

q = find(ConcKma(:,2,i,n,r,v,u) >=

(1 - exp(-

1)).*CmaxKma(,i,2,n,r,v,u),1);
tconstKma(l,i,2,n,r,v,u) = ((1 - exp(1)).*CmaxKma(l,i,2,n,r,v,u) - ConcKma((q - 1),2,i,n,r,v,u)).*(t(q,l) t((q - 1),l))./(ConcKma(q,2,i,n,r,v,u) - ConcKma((q - 1),2,i,n,r,v,u))
+ t((q -

1),1);

end
end

% This loop uses accumulation loop results to produce new parameters
% determined by nonlinear regression analysis
for k = 1:size(Kma,2)
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2
dxdtl = zeros(size(xlKma,1),2,size(C, ));

dxdtreall = zeros(size(x1Kma,1),3,size(C,2));
2
xlin1 = zeros(size(xlKma,1),3,size(C, ));

for i = 1:size(C,2)
for

1,1))

-

j

-

= 2:(size(t,1)

1)

dxdt1 (j, 1, i) = (x1Kma(j + 1,1,k,i,r,v,u). *(t(jl)
+ 1,1) - t(j
xlKma(j,1,k,i, r,v,u).*(2.*t(j,1) - t(j

+ 1,1)
xlKma (j - 1,1,k,i,r,v,u).*(t(j
t(j, 1) .*(t(j,1) - t(j - 1,1)));

-

t(j,1)))./(2.

(t

-

+

t(j
1,1))
1,1)

-

= (xlKma(j + 1,2,k,i,r,v,u).*(t(j,1) - t(j
dxdtl(j,2,i)
+ 1,1) - t(j - 1,1))
x1Kma (j,2,k,i, r,v,u).*(2.*t(j,1) - t(j
(2.1*)(t(j + 1,1) + 1,1) - t(j,1)))
xlKma (j - 1,2,k,i,r,v,u) .*(t(j
- t(j - 1,1)));
t (j,1)) .*(t(j,1)
1,1))

-

end
dxdt1(size(dxdt1,1),:,i) = (xlKma(size(xlKma,1),1:2,k,i,r,V,U)
- x1Kma(size(x1Kma,1)
(t, 1) - 1, 1)) ;
t (size

-

1,1:2,k,i,r,v,u))./(t(size(t,1),1)

-

dxdtl(1,:,i) =2.*dxdtl(2,:,i) - dxdtl(3,:,i);
xlinl(:,3,i)

=

C(1,i).*ones(size(xlin1,1),1);

xlinl(:,2,i)

=

xlKma(:,2,k,i,r,v,u);

xlinl(:,1,i)

=

xlKma(:,1,ki,r,v,u);

dxdtreall(:,1,i) = (Vma(1,k).*xlKma(:,3,k,i,r,v,u)./(Kma(1,k) +
xlKma(:,3,k,i,r,v,u))) - Ke4(1,k).*(xlKma(:,1,k,i,r,vu)
xlKma(:,2,k,i,r,v,u));
dxdtreall(:,2,i) = (Vma(1,k).*xlKma(:,3,k,i,r,v,u)./(Kma(1,k) +
xlKma(:,3,k,i,r,v,u))) - (Vmb(1,k).*xlKma(:,2,k,i,r,v,u)./(Kmb(1,k) +
x1Kma(:,2,k,i,r,v,u)));
end
Betal = lsqnonlin(@TCAeffluxmodelliu nlin_thesis,bOl, [0 0 0 0
0],2.*b01,optimset('Display','off'),xlinl,dxdt1);
howoff(k,:,r,v,u) = abs(Betal - [Kma(1,k) Vma(1,k) Ke4(1,k)
Kmb(1,k) Vmb(1,k)]);
propoff(k,:,r,v,u) = howoff(k,:,r,v,u)./[Kma(1,k) Vma(1,k) Ke4(1,k)
Kmb(1,k) Vmb(1,k)];
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maxoff(k,r + recyclercounter.*(v - 1) +
recyclercounter.*size(Kmareal,2).*(u - 1)) =
max(howoff(k, :,r,v,u), [] ,2);
maxpropoff(k,r + recyclercounter.*(v -

recyclercounter.*size(Kmareal,2).*(u - 1))
max(propoff(k,:,r,v,u), [],2);

1) +
=

dxdtl = zeros(size(xlKma,1),2,size(C,2));
xlin1 = zeros(size(xlKma,1),3,size(C,2));
for i = 1:size(C,2)
for

j = 2:(size(t,1)

-

1)

dxdtl(j,l,i) = (xlrand(j + 1,1,k,i,r,v,u).*(t(j,1) - t(j
1,1)) - xlrand(j,l,k,i,r,v,u).*(2.*t(j,1) - t(j + 1,1) - t(j
- 1,1))
x1rand(j ,1,k,i,r,v,u).*(t(j + 1,1) - t(j,1)))./(2.*(t(j + 1,1) t(j,1)).*(t(j,1)
- t(j
- 1,1)));
dxdtl(j,2,i) = (xlrand(j + 1,2,k,i,r,v,u). *(t(j,l)
- xlrand(j,2,k,i,r,v,u).*(2.*t(j, 1) - t(j
+ 1,1) - t(j
x1rand(j - 1,2,k,i,r,v,u).*(t(j + 1,1) - t(j,1)))./(2. (t(j

1,1))

t(j,1)).*(t(j,1)

-

t(j

-

t(j
1,1))

+

1,1)

-

1,1)));

end

dxdtl(size(dxdt1,1),:,i) =
(xlrand(size(xlrand,l),1:2,k,i,r,v,u) - xlrand(size(xlrand,l) 1,1:2,k,i,r,v,u))./(t(size(t,l),1)

- t(size(t,l)

-

1,1));

dxdtl(1,:,i) = 2.*dxdtl(2,:,i) - dxdtl(3,:,i);
xlinl(:,3,i) = C(1,i).*ones(size(xlin1,1),1);
xlinl(:,2,i) = xlrand(:,2,k,i,r,v,u);
xlinl(:,l,i) = xlrand(:,l,k,i,r,v,u);
end
Betal = lsqnonlin(@TCAeffluxmodelliu nlin thesis,bO 1, [0 0 0 0
0],2.*bOl,optimset('Display',loff'),xlin1,dxdt1);
howoffrand(k,:,r,v,u) = abs(Betal - [Kma(l,k) Vma(l,k) Ke4(1,k)
Kmb(1,k) Vmb(1,k)]);
propoffrand(k,:,r,v,u) = howoffrand(k,:,r,v,u)./[Kma(l,k) Vma(l,k)
Ke4 (1, k) Kmb (1, k) Vmb (1, k)];
maxoffrand(k,r + recyclercounter.*(v recycler-counter.*size(Kmareal,2).*(u - 1))

max(howoffrand(k,:,r,v,u), [],2);
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1)
=

+

......................................................

maxpropoffrand(k,r + recycler_counter.*(v - 1) +
recycler counter.*size(Kmareal,2).*(u - 1)) =
max(propoffrand(k,:,r,v,u), [],2);
% Conditional statements to assess which regression-determined
% parameter is farther from initial parameter
if propoff(k,l,r,v,u) == maxpropoff(k,r + recycler-counter.*(v - 1)
+ recyclercounter.*size(Kmareal,2).*(u - 1))
whichoff(k,1,r,v,u)

= 1;

elseif propoff(k,2,r,v,u) == maxpropoff(k,r + recyclercounter.*(v
- 1) + recycler-counter.*size(Kmareal,2).*(u -

1))

whichoff(k,2,r,v,u) = 1;

elseif propoff(k,3,r,v,u) == maxpropoff(k,r + recycler counter.*(v
-

1) + recycler-counter.*size(Kmareal,2).*(u -

1))

whichoff(k,3,r,v,u) = 1;

elseif propoff(k,4,r,v,u) == maxpropoff(k,r + recyclercounter.*(v
-

1) + recycler-counter.*size(Kmareal,2).*(u - 1))
whichoff(k,4,r,v,u) = 1;

else
whichoff(k,5,r,v,u)

= 1;

end
if propoffrand(k,l,r,v,u)

==

maxpropoffrand(k,r +

recyclercounter.*(v - 1) + recyclercounter.*size(Kmareal,2).*(u - 1))

whichoffrand(k,l,r,v,u) = 1;
elseif propoffrand(k,2,r,v,u) == maxpropoffrand(k,r +
recyclercounter.*(v - 1) + recyclercounter.*size(Kmareal,2).*(u - 1))

whichoffrand(k,2,r,v,u) = 1;
elseif propoffrand(k,3,r,v,u) == maxpropoffrand(k,r +
recyclercounter.*(v - 1) + recyclercounter.*size(Kmareal,2).*(u -

1))

whichoffrand(k,3,r,v,u) = 1;
elseif propoffrand(k,4,r,v,u) == maxpropoffrand(k,r +
recycler-counter.*(v - 1) + recyclercounter.*size(Kmareal,2).*(u -

whichoffrand(k,4,r,v,u) = 1;
else
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1))

... .............
- I --

w!! ww! ! -

whichoffrand(k,5,r,v,u) = 1;
end
end
whichoffsum(r + recycler counter.*(v - 1) +

recyclercounter.*size(Kmareal,2).*(u - 1),:)
sum(whichoff(:,:,r,v,u),1);

=

whichoffsumrand(r + recyclercounter.*(v - 1) +

recycler counter.*size(Kmareal,2).*(u - 1),:)
sum(whichoffrand(:,:,r,v,u),1);

=

probmore20(v + size(Kmareal,2).*(u - 1),r) = (size(find(maxpropoff(:,r
+ recyclercounter.*(v - 1) + recycler counter.*size(Kmareal,2).*(u 1)) > 0.2),1))./(size(maxpropoff(:,r + recycler counter.*(v - 1) +
recycler counter.*size(Kmareal,2).*(u - 1)),1));
probmore20rand(v + size(Kmareal,2).*(u - 1),r) =
(size(find(maxpropoffrand(:,r + recyclerIcounter.*(v - 1) +
recycler counter.*size(Kmareal,2).*(u - 1)) >

0.2),1))./(size(maxpropoffrand(:,r + recyclercounter.*(v - 1) +
recycler counter.*size(Kmareal,2).*(u - 1)),1));
probmore40(v + size(Kmareal,2).*(u - 1),r) = (size(find(maxpropoff(:,r
+ recyclercounter.*(v - 1) + recycler counter.*size(Kmareal,2).*(u 1)) > 0.4),1))./(size(maxpropoff(:,r + recycler counter.*(v - 1) +

recycler counter.*size(Kmareal,2).*(u

-

1)),1));

probmore40rand(v + size(Kmareal,2).*(u - 1),r) =
(size(find(maxpropoffrand(:,r + recycler counter.*(v recycler counter.*size(Kmareal,2).*(u - 1)) >

1) +

0.4),1))./(size(maxpropoffrand(:,r + recyclercounter.*(v - 1) +
recycler-counter.*size(Kmareal,2).*(u - 1)),1));
end
% Matrices to store mean %parameter error and std dev of %parameter
error
meanmaxpropoff((v + size(Kmareal,2).*(u - 1)),:) =
mean(maxpropoff(:,((v - 1).*recyclercounter + (u

-

1).*size(Kmareal,2).*recyclercounter + 1):((u - 1).*size(Kmareal,2) +
v).*recyclercounter));
meanmaxpropoffrand((v + size(Kmareal,2).*(u - 1)),:) =
mean(maxpropoffrand(:,((v - 1).*recycler counter + (u

-

1).*size(Kmareal,2).*recyclercounter + 1):((u - 1).*size(Kmareal,2) +
v).*recyclercounter));
totmean(v,u) = mean(meanmaxpropoff((v + size(Kmareal,2).*(u 1)),:),2);
totmeanrand(v,u) = mean(meanmaxpropoffrand((v + size(Kmareal,2).*(u 1)),:),2);

stdmaxpropoff((v + size(Kmareal,2).*(u - 1)),:) = std(maxpropoff(:,((v
- 1).*recycler counter + (u - 1).*size(Kmareal,2).*recyclercounter +
1):((u - 1).*size(Kmareal,2) + v).*recyclercounter));
stdmaxpropoffrand((v + size(Kmareal,2).*(u - 1)),:) =
std(maxpropoffrand(:, ((v - 1).*recycler counter + (u -

1).*size(Kmareal,2).*recyclercounter + 1):((u - 1).*size(Kmareal,2) +
v).*recyclercounter));
allpropoff = zeros(recycler counter.*size(maxpropoff,1),1);
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allpropoffrand = zeros(recycler counter.*size(maxpropoffrand,1),1);
for r = 1:recyclercounter
allpropoff(((r - 1).*size(maxpropoff,1) +
1):(size(maxpropoff,1).*r),1) = maxpropoff(:,r + (v 1).*recyclercounter + (u - 1).*size(Kmareal,2).*recyclercounter);
allpropoffrand(((r - 1).*size(maxpropoff,1) +
1):(size(maxpropoff,1).*r),1)

= maxpropoffrand(:,r + (v -

1).*recyclercounter + (u - 1).*size(Kmareal,2).*recycler counter);
end
totstd(v,u) = std(allpropoff);
totstdrand(v,u) = std(allpropoffrand);
end
end
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% Jose Ricardo Llamas Vidales
% Code to run sensitivity analysis for numerical model to reduce
% experimental conditions in Hepatic transport studies, steady state
% condition
clear all;
close all;
numparameters = 5;
recycler counter = 5;

% Variables
% Parameters from Liu et al, 1999 multiplied by a range from 0.01 to
100
Kmareal = 28.*logspace(-2,2,5); %uM
Vmareal = 1.19.*logspace(-2,2,5); %nmol/min/mgprotein
Ke4real = 0.849.*logspace(-2,2,5); %1/min
Kmbreal = 1.03.*logspace(-2,2,5); %nmol/mgprotein
Vmbreal = 1.82.*logspace(-2,2,5); %nmol/min/mgprotein
C = [0.05 0.1 1]; %uM, buffer concentration
numcells = 2.*(10.^5); %cell, number of cells in culture
protpcell = 1.5.*(10.^(-6)); %mgprotein/cell, protein per cell
Volconc = 0.001; %L

Volbuff = 0.001; %L, amount of buffer volume
IC

Kma

[0 0 0];

=

=

28.*(0.5.*ones(1,1000));%uM

% Set of matrices to collect all data generated by model
howoff =

zeros(size(Kma,2),numparameters,recyclercounter,size(Kmareal,2),num p
arameters);
maxoff =

zeros(size(Kma,2),recycler counter.*size(Kmareal,2).*num parameters);
propoff =

zeros(size(Kma,2),num_parameters,recyclercounter,size(Kmareal,2),num-p
arameters);
maxpropoff =
zeros(size(Kma,2),recyclercounter.*size(Kmareal,2).*num-parameters);
whichoff =

zeros(size(Kma,2),numparameters,recycler counter,size(Kmareal,2),nump
arameters);
whichoffsum =
zeros(recycler counter.*size(Kmareal,2).*num_parameters,num-parameters)
howoffrand

=

zeros(size(Kma,2),numparameters,recyclercounter,size(Kmareal,2),num-p
arameters);
maxoffrand

=

zeros(size(Kma,2),recyclercounter.*size(Kmareal,2).*numparameters);
propoffrand =
zeros(size(Kma,2),num_parameters,recyclercounter,size(Kmareal,2),nump
arameters);
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elseif propoffrand(k,2,r,v,u) == maxpropoffrand(k,r +
recycler-counter.*(v - 1) + recyclercounter.*size(Kmareal,2).*(u -

1))

whichoffrand(k,2,r,v,u) = 1;
elseif propoffrand(k,3,r,v,u) == maxpropoffrand(k,r +
recycler-counter.*(v - 1) + recyclercounter.*size(Kmareal,2).*(u -

1))

whichoffrand(k,3,r,v,u) = 1;
elseif propoffrand(k,4,r,v,u) == maxpropoffrand(k,r +
recycler-counter.*(v - 1) + recyclercounter.*size(Kmareal,2).*(u - 1))

whichoffrand(k,4,r,v,u) = 1;
else
whichoffrand(k,5,r,v,u) = 1;
end

end
whichoffsum(r + recycler counter.*(v - 1) +
recycler counter.*size(Kmareal,2).*(u - 1),:)

=

sum(whichoff(:,:,r,v,u),1);
whichoffsumrand(r + recyclercounter.*(v - 1) +
recycler counter.*size(Kmareal,2).*(u - 1),:) =

sum(whichoffrand(:,:,r,v,u),1);
probmore20(v + size(Kmareal,2).*(u - 1),r) = (size(find(maxpropoff(:,r
+ recyclercounter.*(v - 1) + recycler counter.*size(Kmareal,2).*(u 1)) > 0.2),1))./(size(maxpropoff(:,r + recyclercounter.*(v - 1) +

recycler counter.*size(Kmareal,2).*(u

-

1)),1));

probmorerand20(v + size(Kmareal,2).*(u - 1),r) =
(size(find(maxpropoffrand(:,r + recyclerIcounter.*(v - 1) +
recycler counter.*size(Kmareal,2).*(u - 1)) >

0.2),1))./(size(maxpropoffrand(:,r + recyclercounter.*(v - 1) +
recycler counter.*size(Kmareal,2).*(u - 1)),l));
probmore40(v + size(Kmareal,2).*(u - 1),r) = (size(find(maxpropoff(:,r
+ recyclercounter.*(v - 1) + recycler counter.*size(Kmareal,2).*(u 1)) > 0.4),1))./(size(maxpropoff(:,r + recyclercounter.*(v - 1) +

recycler counter.*size(Kmareal,2).*(u

-

1)),l));

probmorerand40(v + size(Kmareal,2).*(u - 1),r) =
(size(find(maxpropoffrand(:,r + recyclerIcounter.*(v - 1) +

recycler counter.*size(Kmareal,2).*(u - 1)) >
0.4),l))./(size(maxpropoffrand(:,r + recyclercounter.*(v - 1) +
recycler-counter.*size(Kmareal,2).*(u - 1)),l));

end
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maxpropoffrand =
zeros(size(Kma,2),recyclercounter.*size(Kmareal,2).*numJparameters);
whichoffrand =
zeros(size(Kma,2),numparameters,recyclercounter,size(Kmareal,2),num_p
arameters);
whichoffsumrand =
zeros(recycler counter.*size(Kmareal,2).*numparameters,numparameters)
probmore20 = zeros(size(Kmareal,2).*numparameters,recyclercounter);
probmore40 = zeros(size(Kmareal,2).*num_parameters,recyclercounter);
probmorerand2o =
zeros(size(Kmareal,2).*numparameters,recycler counter);
probmorerand40 =
zeros(size(Kmareal,2).*num-parametersrecycler counter);
meanmaxpropoff = zeros (size (Kmareal,2) .*num_parameters,
recycler counter);
meanmaxpropoffrand = zeros(size(Kmareal,2).*num_parameters,
recycler counter);
stdmaxpropoff = zeros(size(Kmareal,2).*numparameters,
recycler counter);
stdmaxpropoffrand = zeros(size(Kmareal,2).*numparameters,
recycler counter);
totmean = zeros(size(Kmareal,2),numjparameters);
totmeanrand = zeros(size(Kmareal,2),numparameters);
totstd = zeros(size(Kmareal,2),numparameters);
totstdrand = zeros(size(Kmareal,2),numparameters);
% Matrices to store steaty state accumulations
Cmax =

zeros(size(C,2),size(IC,2),size(Kma,2),recycler-counter,size(Kmareal,2)
, numparameters);
Cmaxrand =

zeros(size(C,2),size(IC,2),size(Kma,2),recycler-counter,size(Kmareal,2)
,num_parameters);

for u = 1:numparameters

for v = 1:size(Kmareal,2)
for r = 1:recyclercounter
rand('twister',sum(100*clock));
randn('state',sum(100*clock));
%Conditional statements to set fix one parameter at a specific
value
%and randomly generate the rest
if u ==

1

Kma = Kmareal(1,v).*ones(1,1000);%uM
Vma = Vmareal(1,3).*(0.5.*ones(1,1000) +
rand(1,1000));%nmol/min/mgprotein
Ke4 = Ke4real(1,3).*(0.5.*ones(1,1000) + rand(1,1000));%l/min
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Kmb = Kmbreal(1,3).*(0.5.*ones(1,1000) +
rand(1,1000));%nmol/mgprotein
Vmb = Vmbreal(1,3).*(0.5.*ones(1,1000) +
rand(1,1000));%nmol/min/mgprotein
bol = [Kmareal(iv) Vmareal(1,3) Ke4real(1,3) Kmbreal(1,3)
Vmbreal(1,3)];
elseif u

== 2

Kma = Kmareal(1,3).*(0.5.*ones(1,1000) +
rand(llooO));%.*logspace(-2,2,5); %uM
Vma = Vmareal(lv).*ones(1,1000);%.*logspace(-2,2,5);
%nmol/min/mgprotein
Ke4 = Ke4real(1,3).*(0.5.*ones(1,1000) +
rand(1,1000));%.*logspace(-2,2,5); %1/min
Kmb = Kmbreal(1,3).*(0.5.*ones(llooO) +
rand(1,1000));%.*logspace(-2,2,5); %nmol/mgprotein
Vmb = Vmbreal(1,3).*(0.5.*ones(1,1000) +
rand(1,1000));%.*logspace(-2,2,5); %nmol/min/mgprotein
bOl = [Kmareal(1,3) Vmareal(lv) Ke4real(1,3) Kmbreal(1,3)
Vmbreal(1,3)1;
elseif u

== 3

Kma = Kmareal(1,3).*(0.5.*ones(1,1000) +
rand(1,1000));%.*logspace(-2,2,5); %uM
Vma = Vmareal(1,3).*(0.5.*ones(1,1000) +
rand(llooO));%.*logspace(-2,2,5); %nmol/min/mgprotein
Ke4 = Ke4real(lv).*ones(1,1000);%.*logspace(-2,2,5); %1/min
Kmb = Kmbreal(1,3).*(0.5.*ones(1,1000) +
rand(1,1000));%.*logspace(-2,2,S); %nmol/mgprotein
Vmb = Vmbreal(1,3).*(0.5.*ones(1,1000) +
rand(1,1000));%.*logspace(-2,2,5); %-nmol/min/mgprotein
bOl = [Kmareal(1,3) Vmareal(1,3) Ke4real(iv) Kmbreal(1,3)
Vmbreal(1,3)1;
elseif u

== 4

Kma = Kmareal(1,3).*(0.5.*ones(1,1000) +
rand(1,1000));%.*logspace(-2,2,5); %uM
Vma = Vmareal(1,3).*(0.5.*ones(1,1000) +
rand(llooO));%.*logspace(-2,2,5); %nmol/min/mgprotein
Ke4 = Ke4real(1,3).*(0.5.*ones(1,1000) +
rand(1,1000));%.*logspace(-2,2,5); %1/min
Kmb = Kmbreal(lv).*ones(1,1000);%-.*logspace(-2,2,5);
%nmol/mgprotein
Vmb = Vmbreal(1,3).*(0.5.*ones(1,1000) +
rand(1,1000));%.*logspace(-2,2,5); %nmol/min/mgprotein
bOl = [Kmareal(1,3) Vmareal(1,3) Ke4real(1,3) Kmbreal(iv)
Vmbreal(1,3)1;
elseif u

== 5

Kma = Kmareal(1,3).*(0.5.*ones(1,1000) +
rand(1,1000));%.*logspace(-2,2,5); %uM
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Vma = Vmareal(1,3).*(0.5.*ones(1,1000) +
rand(1,1000));%.*logspace(-2,2,5); %nmol/min/mgprotein
Ke4 = Ke4real(1,3).*(0.5.*ones(1,1000) +
rand(1,1000));%.*logspace(-2,2,5); %1/min
Kmb = Kmbreal(1,3).*(0.5.*ones(1,1000) +
rand(1,10o0));%.*logspace(-2,2,5); %nmol/mgprotein
Vmb = Vmbreal(1,v).*ones(1,1000);%.*logspace(-2,2,5);
%nmol/min/mgprotein
bOl = [Kmareal(1,3) Vmareal(1,3) Ke4real(1,3) Kmbreal(1,3)
Vmbreal(1,v)];
end

% Loop to create steady state accumulation data
for i = 1:size(Vma,2)
for n = 1:size(C,2)

uptakerate = Vma(1,i).*C(1,n)./(Kma(1,i) + C(1,n));
Cmax(n,2,i,r,v,u) = (uptakerate.*Kmb(1,i))./(Vmb(1,i) uptakerate);
Cmax(n,l,i,r,v,u) = Cmax(n,2,i,r,v,u) +
uptakerate./Ke4(l,i);
Cmax(n,3,i,r,v,u) = C(1,n);
Cmaxrand(n,3,i,r,v,u) = C(1,n);
Cmaxrand(:,:,i,r,v,u) =
Cmax(:,:,i,r,v,u).*(ones(size(C,2),size(IC,2)) +
0.1.*randn(size(C,2),size(IC,2)));%This step adds "experimental" error
to accumulation measurements
end

% This loop uses accumulation loop results to produce new parameters
% determined by nonlinear regression analysis
for k = 1:size(Kma,2)

Betal = lsqnonlin(@TCAeffluxmodelliu nlin thesis,b01, [0 0 0 0
0],2.*b01,optimset('Display','off'),Cmax(:,:,k,r,v,u));
howoff(k,:,r,v,u) = abs(Betal - [Kma(l,k) Vma(l,k) Ke4(1,k)
Kmb(l,k) Vmb(l,k)));
propoff(k,:,r,v,u) = howoff(k,:,r,v,u)./[Kma(1,k) Vma(l,k) Ke4(1,k)
Kmb (1, k) Vmb (1, k) I ;
maxoff(k,r + recyclercounter.*(v recycler counter.*size(Kmareal,2).*(u -

max(howoff(k, :,r,v,u), [] ,2);
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maxpropoff(k,r + recyclerIcounter.*(v - 1) +
recyclercounter.*size(Kmareal,2).*(u - 1)) =
max (propoff (k, :,r,v,u) [,1 2);
% Conditional statements to assess which regression-determined
% parameter is farther from initial parameter
if propoff(k,l,r,v,u) == maxpropoff(k,r + recycler-counter.*(v - 1)
+ recyclercounter.*size(Kmareal,2).*(u -

1))

= 1;

whichoff(k,1,r,v,u)

elseif propoff(k,2,r,v,u) == maxpropoff(k,r + recyclercounter.*(v
-

1) + recycler-counter.*size(Kmareal,2).*(u -

1))

whichoff(k,2,r,v,u) = 1;

elseif propoff(k,3,r,v,u) == maxpropoff(k,r + recycler counter.*(v
-

1) + recycler-counter.*size(Kmareal,2).*(u -

1))

whichoff(k,3,r,v,u) = 1;

elseif propoff(k,4,r,v,u) == maxpropoff(k,r + recyclercounter.*(v
-

1) + recycler-counter.*size(Kmareal,2).*(u whichoff(k,4,r,v,u)

= 1;

whichoff(k,5,r,v,u)

= 1;

1))

else

end
Betal = lsqnonlin(@TCAeffluxmodelliunlinthesis,bol, [0 0 0 0
0],2.*b01,optimset('Display','off'),Cmaxrand(:,:,k,r,v,u));
howoffrand(k,:,r,v,u)
Kmb (1,k) Vmb (1, k) ] ) ;
propoffrand(k,:,r,v,u)

abs(Betal - [Kma(l,k) Vma(l,k) Ke4(1,k)

=
=

howoffrand(k,:,r,v,u)./[Kma(l,k) Vma(l,k)

Ke4(1,k) Kmb(l,k) Vmb(l,k)];
maxoffrand(k,r + recyclerIcounter.*(v -

recyclercounter.*size(Kmareal,2).*(u - 1))
max(howoffrand(k,:,r,v,u),[],2);

1) +
=

maxpropoffrand(k,r + recyclercounter.*(v - 1) +

recyclercounter.*size(Kmareal,2).*(u - 1))
max(propoffrand(k,:,r,v,u), [],2);

=

% Conditional statements to assess which regression-determined
% parameter is farther from initial parameter
if propoffrand(k,1,r,v,u) == maxpropoffrand(k,r +
recyclercounter.*(v - 1) + recyclercounter.*size(Kmareal,2).*(u whichoffrand(k,l,r,v,u) = 1;
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1))

% Matrices to store mean %parameter error and std dev of %parameter
error
meanmaxpropoff((v + size(Kmareal,2).*(u - 1)),:) =
mean(maxpropoff(:, ((v - 1).*recyclercounter + (u

-

1).*size(Kmareal,2).*recycler counter + 1):((u - 1).*size(Kmareal,2) +
v).*recyclercounter));
meanmaxpropoffrand((v + size(Kmareal,2).* (u - 1)),:) =
mean(maxpropoffrand(:,((v - 1).*recyclercounter + (u

-

1).*size(Kmareal,2).*recycler counter + 1):((u - 1).*size(Kmareal,2) +
v).*recyclercounter));
totmean(v,u) = mean(meanmaxpropoff((v + size(Kmareal,2).* (u 1)),:),2);
totmeanrand(v,u) = mean(meanmaxpropoffrand((v + size(Kmareal,2).*(u 1)),:),2);

stdmaxpropoff((v + size(Kmareal,2).*(u - 1)),:) = std(maxpropoff(:, ((v
- 1).*recycler counter + (u - 1).*size(Kmareal,2).*recyclercounter +

1):((u - 1).*size(Kmareal,2) + v).*recyclercounter));
stdmaxpropoffrand((v + size(Kmareal,2).*(u - 1)),:) =
std(maxpropoffrand(:, ((v - 1).*recycler counter + (u 1).*size(Kmareal,2).*recycler counter + 1):((u - 1).*size(Kmareal,2) +
v).*recyclercounter));
allpropoff = zeros(recycler_counter.*size(maxpropoff,1),1);
allpropoffrand = zeros(recycler counter.*size(maxpropoffrand,1),1);
for r = 1:recyclercounter
allpropoff(((r - 1).*size(maxpropoff,1) +
1):(size(maxpropoff,1).*r),1) = maxpropoff(:,r + (v 1).*recyclercounter + (u - 1).*size(Kmareal,2).*recyclercounter);
allpropoffrand(((r - 1).*size(maxpropoff,1) +
1):(size(maxpropoff,1).*r),1)

= maxpropoffrand(:,r + (v -

1).*recyclercounter + (u - 1).*size(Kmareal,2).*recycler counter);
end
totstd(v,u) = std(allpropoff);
totstdrand(v,u) = std(allpropoffrand);
end
end
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